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Networking Performance: A study of the benefits of business 

networking in the West Midlands 

 

Abstract 

 
Research on business networks has traditionally focussed on understanding the nature of 

relationships in networks but seldom the outcomes from business networking activities. 

This thesis examines the benefits from business networking from the perspective of firms 

in the West Midlands and explains the factors which improve networking performance. 

 

Networking is hailed by academics and marketing practitioners as a way to improve 

business performance. Firms are encouraged to invest resources in networking activities, 

without necessarily being able to measure the result. Researchers following in the 

‘markets as networks’ tradition have identified understanding the benefits from business 

networking activities as a subject for further investigation. 

 

Using survey data from 298 firms in the West Midlands, the findings show that strength 

of relationship, planned networking behaviour and networking intensity to be significant 

indicators of networking performance. Analysis also shows degree of embeddedness to 

have a mediating effect on networking performance. 

 

This study provides empirical support for the idea that firms which adopt a systematic 

approach to business networking achieve better outcomes in terms of networking 

performance when measured as a percentage of sales turnover, compared to firms 

adopting an ad-hoc approach to networking. This study contributes to the marketing and 

markets as networks literature as well as advancing the conceptualisation of networking 

performance measured in terms of sales turnover. 

 

The thesis offers insights from the focal firm’s perspective as to why business networking 

is important and identifies factors which contribute to positive networking outcomes and 

a measure of networking performance. 
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Chapter 1  

 

Introduction 
 

Chapter Content 

1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Research Objective 

1.2 Networking Theory 

1.3 Implications for Management 

1.4 Contribution to the Research 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Networking is a phenomenon that has invaded the business lexicon over recent years but 

despite its twenty-first century credentials, networking for business is not new. The idea 

of developing personal contact networks and being introduced to potential clients and 

suppliers by actively ‘networking’ is an established business practice. The English 

proverb ‘It’s not what you know but who you know’ is often quoted in the context of 

personal advancement (Bush and Hattery 1951).  This is an idea linked to the notion that 

personal relationships and networks have been at the core of business since time 

immemorial. Carnegie (1934) in his best selling book ‘How to win friends and influence 

people’ was an early exponent of the networking concept, offering techniques for 

handling people and suggesting ways to ‘win others over to your way of thinking’. 

 

Today, networking for business is very much in vogue.  Networking is hailed by 

academics and marketing practitioners alike as the new way to improve business 

performance. For example, Gummesson (2008) suggests that, just as society is based on a 
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complex network of relationships, so is business and that by actively networking, people 

can gain a business advantage over their competitors. 

 

It was my experience employed as a divisional director for a large UK based 

manufacturing group, Wagon Plc, that first alerted me to the idea that salesmen having 

well developed personal contact networks were more likely to be successful that those 

who relied on sales leads from generally available sources of information. Since then, the 

idea that private networks were likely to perform better than public networks has 

influenced my desire to better understand what makes a high performing business 

network and whether this can be measured in terms of networking performance (NP). 

 

There are many researchers who endorse the practice of networking for business (Achrol 

and Kotler 1999; Araujo 2004; Chell 2000; Dennis 2000; Doyle 1995; Easton 1992; 

Gilmore et al 2001; Ford et al 2003; Håkansson and Snehota 1989; O’Donnell et al. 2001; 

Ottesen 2004; Swann et al. 1999).  However, few researchers have offered an insight as 

to what constitutes a productive network in terms of networking performance and 

importantly, how the benefits of business networking might be measured. It is this gap in 

networking knowledge that first prompted me to investigate business networks, the 

benefits of business networking  and the issues surrounding the measurement of NP. 

 

Therefore, the purpose of this research is to investigate the relationship between 

networking activities and networking performance, with the objective of developing and 

testing a model of NP. This study investigates whether firms implementing a systematic 
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approach to business networking achieve more positive business outcomes, such as an 

increase in sales, compared to firms who adopt an ad-hoc approach to business 

networking activities.  

 

From a practical perspective, the problems associated with obtaining financial data from 

firms in connection with measuring performance are well documented and frequently 

attributed to issues surrounding confidentiality and non-disclosure (Iacobucci 1996; 

Lehmann 2004; Rust et al. 2004). There are also methodological issues surrounding the 

use of financial data as a measure of marketing effectiveness, with Lehmann (2004) 

suggesting that a balance of financial and non-financial measures might be more 

appropriate. However, from my experience, it is important to develop an operational 

indicator of NP based on the economic benefit to the firm to gain credibility at Board 

level. This is assisted by Medlin (2003), where an economic measure of relationship 

performance in networks was found to be beneficial. Therefore having an economic 

measure of performance is considered as being one of the most useful and important 

indicators in assessing whether networking activities are adding real value to a business 

(Coviello and Munro 1995; Haynes and Senneseth 2001; O’Donnell and Cummins 1999; 

Terziovski 2003; Watson 2006). This operational perspective on the value-based measure 

of NP to the focal firm will be explored further as part of this study. 

 

The idea for the research topic originated from observing executives responsible for 

selling high value capital equipment.  Whilst having responsibility for managing a large 

sales team, it was apparent that the most successful salespeople were also the most 
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proficient at creating influential business networks. These people were adept at forming 

relationships with important connections in their personal networks to key suppliers, 

consultants, prospects and customers. These individuals made networking look easy and 

were regarded as consistently high achievers. Their success was not accidental, as these 

networks were expertly planned and deliberately exploited through active networking. It 

begged the question; “If more executives deliberately invested time and effort in creating 

and maintaining strategic business networks, could they achieve better business results, 

such as higher sales turnover?” 

 

In commencing this research journey, it was found that the study of networks and 

networking within a business to business (b2b) marketing environment had been 

popularised by a number of researchers with an interest in the ‘markets as networks’ 

tradition within the Industrial Marketing & Purchasing Group (Collinson and Shaw 2001; 

Dennis 2000; Ford et al. 2003; Gilmore et al. 2001; O’Donnell et al. Tonge 2004). 

Networking and the practice of business networking has grown in popularity with firms 

seeking to generate business by referral (Misner and Morgan 2000). Economic policy 

advisors have been urged by academic researchers to facilitate and promote networks and 

networking to enhance business performance (Birley 1985; Chell 2000; Ottesen et al. 

2004). For example Parkhe et al. (2006, p.560) state “networks are quite literally 

reshaping global business architecture”. 

 

However, little is known about the association between networking activity and firm 

performance (Dennis 2000; De Propris 2000; Miller 2007; Swann et al. 1999). Measuring 
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performance in networks is described by Iacobucci (1996) as being suffused with 

difficulty due to the problems of comparing one network with another. Measuring firm 

performance within a network is dependent on access to relevant financial information 

(Terziovski 2003; Watson 2007). This may have deterred researchers in the past but 

measures of performance in networks have been identified and analysed in a number of 

studies which will be discussed in the following chapter (Medlin 2003b; Ritter 2002; 

Wilkinson and Young 2002). 

 

This research is based on an empirical study of the benefits of business networking in the 

West Midlands region of England. The study examines a number of factors identified as 

contributing to the strength of business networking relationships, in particular the 

connection between systematic networking activity and networking outcomes, with the 

aim of identifying indicators of NP. 

 

1.1 Research Objective 

In developing the research question, consideration was given to both exigent theoretical 

and operational aspects of the networking phenomena and how this might be approached 

from an academic perspective. In this study the term network is used to describe the 

interconnections between actors at the level of the focal firm Iacobucci and Hopkins 

(1992) and the term networking is said to encompass all of the interactions of a company 

or individual in the network (Ford et al 2003, p.178). The primary objective of this 

research is as follows:- 
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To develop and test a model of networking performance, identifying the factors linking 

network theory and positive business outcomes leading to an increase in sales turnover.  

 

The research commences with a review of the extant literature to understand the 

antecedents of business networks and assist in developing a conceptual framework 

designed to facilitate the study of NP. 

 

1.2 Network Theory 

 
The study of social networks and the linkages between micro and macro ties in 

sociological theory is exemplified by (Granovetter 1973). This when combined with the 

paradigm of markets as an exchange typified by Bagozzi (1975), together underpin much 

of the subsequent developments in network theory and the ‘markets as networks’ 

approach to understanding the transactional nature of dyadic network constructs 

(Håkansson 1987).  

 

Early social network analysis is primarily concerned with describing and explaining 

patterns of social relationships.  The resultant network models are used to explain social 

categories and these studies are applied to a variety of social situations, with the objective 

of gaining a better understanding of social behaviour. From these studies ‘network 

analysis’ evolved, offering the possibility to improve on traditional statistical approaches 

by modeling networks and mapping the interpersonal ties and their connections (Nohria 

and Eccles 1992). From this, the roots of what is now termed ‘markets as networks’ 

approach can be traced (Granovetter 1985).  According to Granovetter, actors are 
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embedded in a myriad of social relationships and that it is impossible to understand their 

behaviour without first understanding the relational context in which they function.  

 

The subsequent industrial markets network analysis and the concept of interaction and 

interdependence in business networks, were identified and developed by the early 

exponents of the IMP approach to understanding business networks (Ford 1980; Gadde 

and Mattsson 1987; Håkansson 1982; Mattsson 1985). These researchers recognised that 

social relationships had an important role affecting business relationships and secondly, 

that interdependencies and continuity in relationships favour in particular the 

development of new technical solutions. Together with Mattsson (1985) who developed 

an analytic framework for understanding network positions and strategic action, these 

early advocates of studying industrial networks pioneered the development of what was 

subsequently called the markets as networks approach (Gadde and Mattsson 1987; 

Håkansson and Snehota 1989; Håkansson and Johanson 1993; Turnbull and Valla 1986). 

 

With its descriptive, mainly case study based approach to research, these early studies on 

networks within industrial markets presented a different perspective on the previous view 

of how business networks operate. This body of research loosely grouped under the 

Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) research portfolio, provides an important 

background to the theoretical concepts used in the development of this study. 

 

The development of a conceptual framework to investigate the linkages between 

networks, marketing and relationships is based on the theory of relationships in networks 
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(Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992). The Iacobucci study is conceptualised in the framework 

to provide a method for understanding networks within a marketing context (Iacobucci 

1996). Research undertaken within the markets as networks domain recognises the 

interdependencies, interaction and relationships, as important generic aspects of firms’ 

behaviour and network orientation (Håkansson 1982). This is seen as the focal firm’s 

perspective within the dyadic network construct and was influential in the development 

of this study. 

 

The study of networks and networking within a b2b marketing environment has been 

popularised by researchers across a number of research domains, based on marketing, 

entrepreneurship, SMEs and the markets as networks tradition within the (IMP). 

Definitions for networks and networking are not always homogeneous or consistent. The 

network metaphor is arguably a victim of its own success, characterised by numerous 

interpretations. However, for this study a Business Network is described as a set of two 

or more connected business relationships in which each exchange is conceptualised as a 

relationship between the firms’ collective actors (Emerson 1981; Miles and Snow 1992). 

Networking is used to describe forms of interaction between actors and organisations, 

large and small, with firms engaging in networking activities (Nohria and Eccles 1992). 

 

Networking Performance is taken to mean the combination of the metaphor ‘networking’ 

being a collection of ‘actors’ and their structural connections, linked to ‘performance’ 

being the process, manner or execution of the practice of networking. 
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The term Networking Performance is not exclusive to the practice of networking and 

should not in this context be confused with the descriptions used for Information 

Technology networks and network performance. In the development of this thesis, 

Networking Performance (NP) is defined as the practice of measuring the outcomes of 

business to business (b2b) networking within a business network.  

 

However, ‘networking’ is still ignored by many firms, possibly due to a perceived lack of 

accountability (Rust et al. 2004). It may be that the absence of relevant performance 

measures can deter firms from considering ‘networking’ as a credible part of the 

marketing mix. In fact, according to Rust et al, there is still a wider problem of 

investment in marketing not being linked to shareholder value and that this lack of 

accountability can undermine the credibility of marketing activities, including 

participation in ‘networking’. As part of this study, aspects of networking activity will be 

examined to assess its influence on NP. 

 

Networking for commercial gain is not new. Firms’ decisions have always been 

influenced by people (actors) connected to each other through a system of both formal 

and informal networks. Networking is said to open firms to their environments and can 

help to find creative solutions for new ways of working as learning organisations (Achrol 

and Kotler 1999; Womack et al. 1990). According to Swan et al. (1999) business 

decisions are based on shared knowledge and it is common for firms to participate in 

networking and knowledge sharing activities (Cross and Prusak 2002). Firms are said to 

assess the effectiveness of networking activities by the way in which they in create new 
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business opportunities Misner (1994) by creating and participating in business 

networking activities.  

 

However, the outcomes of firm performance from networking have rarely been examined 

in a quantitative manner. Early research placed emphasis on the context of the network 

and the environment in which it operates (Eccles and Crane 1988; Ford 1980; Gadde and 

Mattsson 1987; Håkansson 1982). Whilst this identified some of the more qualitative 

issues surrounding the interdependency and mutual benefit derived from the network, 

subsequent research has extended the earlier dyadic studies by investigating the concept 

of connectedness and relationships within markets, summarised by Iacobucci (1996) and 

developed within the IMP framework (Araujo 2004; Chell 2000; Healy et al. 2001; 

Mattsson 1997; Mouzas et al. 2004; Ottesen et al. 2004; Pages and Shari 2003; Stokes 

and Lomax 2002). These studies primarily investigated the nature of network 

relationships.  Subsequent network analysis has developed from understanding the nature 

of interconnected actors to recognising the interdependence of complex business 

relationships, with focus increasingly placed on the importance of understanding and 

managing these relationships within business networks.  

 

Strength of relationship is therefore seen as an important factor in determining the 

success of networking activity. Relationships in business develop and evolve over time. 

Existing theories of network relationships are frequently based upon an understanding of 

the relevant dimensions of relationship traits, such as trust, commitment and mutual 

understanding. Whilst these studies present an insight into the social aspects of the 
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relationship, they often involve only simple exploratory network tasks with low economic 

benefits. The stronger network ties based on the interactive nature of relationships in 

networks, where actors participate in collaborative activities associated with achieving 

economic goals and gaining financial benefits, are more closely identified with 

contemporary research into business networks and relationship performance (Medlin 

2005; Ritter et al. 2004; Rust et al. 2004).  

 

Whilst many contemporary studies have investigated the nature of network relationships, 

measures of firm performance in networks have moved towards a more analytical 

assessment of relationship benefits. Evidence has been found of established links between 

networking activities and business relationships for improving business performance 

(Ottesen et al. 2004; Terziovski 2003). Relationship performance has been used as the 

dependent variable for single firm and dyadic network studies (Medlin 2003a). The 

advantage of an economic focus as suggested by Medlin is that it offers direct 

performance indicators relative to commercial expectations. This suggests a possible 

connection between the strength of relationship in a network influencing the activity and 

the economic outcomes. 

 

The notion of network competence being the outcome of networking activity, is 

conceptualised by Ritter (2002) as a firm specific characteristic, seen as a two 

dimensional construct, namely task execution and qualifications. The results of similar 

research found network competence to be closely linked with market orientation and a 

firm’s overall success (Carson et al. 1995; Freis et al. 2003; Medlin 2003a; Medlin 
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2003b; Ritter et al. 2004). The dyadic nature of network relationships where actor 

perceptions differ, presents a problem for researchers seeking a quantifiable approach 

relying on simple aggregation to analyse actor constructs. Medlin (2003b) offers an 

insight into network performance based upon firms’ perceptions within a single and multi 

level framework. Medlin (2003, p.5) defines relationship performance as “the perceived 

economic performance of the jointly acting relationship parties, relative to the 

expectations in that network”, introducing relationship performance as the dependant 

variable in dyadic studies. The network concepts and outcomes exist within a network 

environment and together influence the nature of the network exchange from a network 

perspective.  

 

The markets as networks approach to understanding the variety of resources that can be 

exchanged is summarised in Iacobucci (1996). The network approach is seen as a set of 

relationships based upon a number of exchanges, of which the financial and economic 

exchange is favoured to measure the economic value of the network relationship. The 

financial benefits of a network relationship are said to be a major factor in describing 

networking success (Dennis 2000). The positive outcomes of networking activity 

identified by McLoughlan and Horan (2000) also suggest that the financial aspects of a 

network relationship are a major factor contributing to networking success. However, the 

short term nature of economic considerations alone may not be a long term indicator of 

performance in networks and wider measures involving network characteristics and 

competence have been sought (Ritter 2002). As a result, it is evident that in developing  a 

new concept called Networking Performance,  the construct will be  dependent on a 
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number of factors relating to the perceived economic outcomes of contributing 

networking activities.  

 

1.3 Implications for Management 

Whether a firm likes it or not, it is embedded in a network of business relationships. 

These network relationships can both enable and constrain its performance as it seeks to 

meet its economic goals.  As such, firms are not seen in isolation but as connected in 

business systems (Håkansson and Snehota 1995). The practice of networking within a 

business to business (b2b) environment is not new and, judging by the growing number 

of business networking groups, it is apparently increasing in popularity.  

 

This is particularly evident amongst small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), where 

there is considerable anecdotal evidence that active participation in networking activities, 

also called word of mouth marketing, is seen to be a cost effective method of marketing 

products and services to prospective customers. There is evidence that ‘word of mouth’ 

marketing using more formalised networking techniques, has gained popularity amongst 

firms seeking a low cost method for generating new business by referral (Wilson 1991). 

Even a casual search on the internet for ‘business networking groups’ in the UK shows 

results on Google (www.google.com) in the millions, with international, national and 

regional networking groups growing in number and diversity. The development and 

subsequent evolution of these business networking groups has encouraged more firms to 

experiment with ‘word of mouth’ marketing, with the converts to networking able to 

demonstrate considerable business success (French and Hall 2002).  In the case of 
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Business Network International (BNI) this was measured by the number of business 

referrals exchanged in the UK and the resultant sales which were £230 million in 2009 

(Misner 2010). 

 

This enthusiasm for ‘networking’ is particularly strong amongst SMEs, where it is 

thought that limited marketing resource, coupled with the entrepreneurial traits 

demonstrated by some SME business owners, personal contact networks and social 

networks using word of mouth ‘networking’, can be considered an attractive alternative 

to conventional marketing (Gilmore et al. 2001). This is succinctly summarised by Birley 

(1985, p.108) as “networking with its emphasis on informality and opportunism would 

seem to be an ideal mechanism for effectiveness in variable economic conditions.” 

However, these business networks are not static, rather they are constantly evolving and 

changing as the business needs of the members changes. This is evident in the literature 

dealing specifically with entrepreneurship, where entrepreneurs are seen to build 

networks that vary according to the development of the firm. For example, the network 

exchanges during the planning phase for a new enterprise are significantly different from 

those required during implementation and early business growth (Greve and Salaff 2003; 

Pages and Shari 2003). Business networks and networking has been the subject of 

considerable interest in the marketing literature with leading academics endorsing the 

development of business networks and the practice of networking in the advancement of 

marketing strategy (Doyle 1995; Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992; Kotler and Armstrong 

1999; Lehmann 2004; Peters 1995; Prahalad and Hamel 1990). 
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Whilst there is strong evidence for the continued success of business networks, it should 

also be recognised that there is an equally vociferous body of opinion that is critical of 

formal network ties and evidence of owner/managers rejecting networking activities for a 

variety of reasons (Leek et al. 2002). 

 

The reasons for rejecting networking activities are just as important to understand as the 

apparent benefits. Few contributors to the networking literature are prepared as 

Granovetter (1973) in his seminal work on the ‘strength of weak ties’, to recognise that 

networks are not always beneficial, as they can build barriers as well as help to overcome 

them. This is a view supported by Chell (2000), who found that owners of small 

businesses were often sceptical of the benefits of networking and many simply lacked the 

time required for networking. This research will endeavour to investigate the perceived 

disadvantages and well as the benefits of b2b business networking in its objective to 

establish a model of networking performance and the statistical relationship between 

networking activity and NP. 

 

While the case for SME participation in networking activities is strong, there is less 

evidence in the literature of large firm (250 or more staff) participation in formal business 

networking. A superficial examination of various business networking groups’ 

membership lists suggests that whilst there is a bias towards SME and micro enterprises 

(less than 5 employees), there is strong representation from banks, insurance companies 

and other financial services agencies (Widgery 2010). It is thought that these firms may 

have a vested interest in selling their products and services to new business start-ups and 
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smaller firms in the group. Other categories of firms which are prolific ‘networkers’ are 

printers, solicitors, marketing consultants and website designers. A possible explanation 

for the reduced participation by larger firms is their concern over the observed 

networking group membership profile compared to the specific marketing goals and the 

networking characteristics embedded in the subject firm (Cross and Prusak 2002). Large 

firms are more likely to have their own internal networks embedded within the firm, 

across sites and across different business functions. Business professions and specialists 

such as accountancy, human resources, IT, marketing and manufacturing tend to have 

their own inter-firm networking groups, professional networks, institutions and trade 

associations. When coupled with membership of organisations like the Chambers of 

Commerce, Confederation of British Industry (CBI), Business Link and other 

government backed agencies, these can fulfil many of the business needs using formal 

networking practice and promoting the associated business benefits. 

 

The most significant change to the practice of business networking for firms over the past 

decade is the rapid development of the internet and the practical application of websites 

dedicated to networking activities such as Ecademy (www.ecademy.com), special interest 

email groups, and more recently, the use of social networking sites for business such as 

Linkedin (www.uk.linkedin.com), Facebook (www.facebook.com) and Twitter the micro 

blogging site (www.twitter.com). The application of digital and mobile communications 

to promote networking activities using social media is still in its infancy but is already 

being adopted by digital marketers. These firms at the leading edge of digital 
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communications recognise the benefits of using a digital network, with text, audio, 

images and now video clips to exchange ideas and information (Broad 2008). 

 

The availability of digital technology may not improve the outcomes of business 

networking but will certainly increase the speed of network exchanges. The adoption of 

digital networking is likely to have profound benefits but an equal number of risks for 

firms experimenting with the technology. Managing corporate reputation on the internet 

is difficult due to the very ‘open’ nature of the worldwide web.  The rapid expansion of 

consumer blogs (a contraction of the term "web log") and social networks, is presenting 

new challenges for firms wishing to exploit new digital media for networking and 

marketing purposes.  However, the underlying social networks theories are thought to 

apply equally to new networking technologies such as e-mail, business and social media 

websites, as to more traditional face to face methods of networking and the resultant 

outcomes in terms of networking performance are equally relevant. 

 

The reluctance of firms to formalise their networking activities, unlike more established 

marketing and promotional activities, is thought to be due to the lack of apparent 

accountability according to Iacobucci (1996) in describing the economic benefits of 

business networks. By seeking to quantify the benefits or outcomes of networking 

activities, measured as networking performance, it is hoped to demonstrate that it is 

possible for firms to assess the potential value of business (measured as sales turnover) 

that may be directly attributed to networking activities. Seeking direct performance 

measures for marketing related activities has a strong following among an increasing 
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number of firms, encouraged by the emerging econometric measures linking marketing to 

firm performance and ultimately shareholder value (Lehmann 2004).  

 

It therefore seems reasonable to seek greater accountability for showing how expenditure 

on networking activities may result in a directly attributable increase in sales turnover, 

linking this to a framework used to assess different aspects of marketing productivity 

(Rust et al. 2004). This may be adapted and developed to examine the outcomes of 

networking performance. With this information, it should be possible for firms to analyse 

their own networking performance in the context of their networking activities. 

 

1.4 Contribution to the Research 

A considerable body of research already exists, yet to contribute to the study of networks 

and the literature associated with measuring networking activities appears a task suffused 

with methodological problems when searching for evidence of networking measures and 

networking performance. Therefore the decision to examine the performance aspects of 

networking and to establish linkages between networking activity and networking 

performance is expected to contribute to the understanding of the benefits of networking 

within the context of business to business marketing and through this add to the wider 

understanding of relationships in networks. Existing research themes developed within 

the area of markets in networks that have investigated the outcomes of networking 

activity in terms of dyadic interactions but have not examined networking performance as 

a specific measure (Buchel and Raub 2002; Freis et al. 2003; Pages and Shari 2003; 

Rumyantserva and Tretyak 2003). Similarly, there is a deficit of researchers who have 
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examined networking performance with a view to establishing quantifiable measures for 

analysis and evidence of this contributing to business improvement and business growth.  

However, as recommended by Medlin (2003b) and Ritter (2002), there is opportunity to 

extend the understanding of networking activities in marketing, through the examination 

of performance measures in networks. 

 

From the outset, this study has been concerned with the outcomes of business networking 

activity and the benefits for management. Relatively few researchers have been 

concerned with the economic benefits of networks, the exceptions include Medlin 

(2003b); Ritter (2002); Wilkinson and Young (2002). These researchers represent only a 

small percentage of the estimated number currently researching in the ‘markets as 

networks’ approach to understanding networks. Similarly, there has been a shift from the 

historical mathematical and quantitative methodologies to case study based qualitative 

research studies, which has not necessarily encouraged research into the economic 

performance of networks. Network theory has become integrated with other management 

approaches, including organisation theory, resource dependency and studies of 

entrepreneurship (Parkhe et al. 2006).  This may have contributed to the dilution of the 

founding disciplines of network theory, with its roots in sociology. However, there is a 

strong belief that the divergence of network theories has encouraged development of 

research into the areas of network interaction and relationships (Easton 1992).  

 

Just as the economic benefits of networking may have been ignored at the expense of 

other networking benefits, so has the connection between networking activity and 
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networking performance. Indeed, there is a seeming reluctance amongst the markets as 

networks research community to offer findings based on quantitative measures. This is a 

criticism levelled against many researchers, with considerable support in the USA for 

quantitative studies from Clancy and Stone (2005); Rust et al. (2004) and Seggie et al. 

(2007). But few have addressed the question of why if networking for business has such 

positive benefits, it is also ignored by so many firms? 

 

This study will examine the issues associated with the benefits of business networking, 

whilst concentrating on understanding the linkages between networking activities and 

networking performance. It is hoped that this work will contribute to the marketing and 

networking literature, with evidence of how firms operate most effectively in the 

generation of new marketing opportunities by implementing networking strategies within 

marketing. The establishment of measures of NP should facilitate the process of 

identifying which network constructs provide the best basis for networking effectiveness. 

The stronger network ties associated with the interactive nature of relationships and 

performance in networks has been the subject of research by (Medlin 2005; Ritter et al. 

2004; Rust et al. 2004). This research builds on the findings of these studies, with 

networking activities measured as the economic performance of the jointly acting parties 

in a business relationship is at the core of this research into NP.  

 

This study will also examine the evidence of the established links between networks, 

networking activities and business relationships for improving business performance 

(Medlin 2003b; Ottesen et al. 2004; Ritter 2002; Terziovski 2003).  The aim is to build on 
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the work of these researchers by creating a conceptual model with a view to developing 

and testing a model of NP. The advantage of an economic focus is that it offers direct 

performance indicators relative to the commercial expectations of the focal firm. The 

outcomes should stimulate interest in the possibility of comparing networking activities 

and networking performance outcomes, contributing to the literature and operational 

effect effectiveness of networking as a strategic marketing activity capable of 

encouraging business growth. 

 

1.5 Structure of the Thesis 

In deciding the most appropriate structure for this thesis, I have followed the conventions 

for structure established by researchers examined in the business and marketing 

disciplines, supported by the approach and examples suggested in the PhD literature 

(Cryer 2000; Davis and Parker 1997). It is also noted that consistency of style and format 

is a prerequisite for producing a successful thesis (Perry 1998). 

 

This thesis is divided into eight chapters. After the formal statements and thesis abstract, 

the structure follows an established pattern of chapters commencing with an Introduction 

to the research. The thesis continues with a review of the literature, development of a 

structural framework, the research method used, qualitative and quantitative findings, a 

discussion on the results.  The final chapter is the conclusion, with implications for 

researchers, managers and policy makers, the unique contribution to knowledge that this 

thesis makes and recommendations for future research. 
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FIGURE 1.1  

Structure of the Thesis 

 

 

Chapter 1: Introduction. This is a summary of the research idea, the research objective, 

theoretical basis, implications for management and the anticipated contribution to 

knowledge.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review. This is a comprehensive review of the literature, 

presenting the theoretical background to the study, examining the development of the 

networks as markets theory followed by a discussion on the different approach and 

findings of researchers seeking to measure the performance outcomes of networking 

relationships and activities. The chapter concludes with a summary of the findings, 

relative shortcomings in the literature and opportunities for further research. 

 

Chapter3: Conceptual Framework. In this chapter, the review of network theory and 

the markets in networks approach taken from the literature is synthesised to assist the 

development of a conceptual framework to examine the linkages between systematic 

networking activity and networking performance, based on the theory of relationships in 

networks. From this a conceptual model networking performance is developed with a 

description of the network indicators and theoretical constructs used to describe the 

dependent variable and the proposed independent variables.  

 

Chapter 4: Method. This chapter develops the ideas formed in conceptual framework 

and describes the method used to select and refine the networking concepts identified in 

the previous chapter as part of a qualitative pilot study. The chapter describes the process 

of refining the conceptual model used in the main quantitative survey, with sample 

characteristics, questionnaire design, data collection, data analysis and the selected 

measures to test the validity of the developing hypothesis. 
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Chapter 5: Pilot study findings and Hypotheses development.  In this chapter, the 

findings from the pilot study are presented and analysed. The findings are presented and 

the conceptual model is refined. The findings are used to identify the constructs forming 

the independent variables from the conceptual framework and the conceptual model is 

confirmed, with a statement of the hypotheses.  

 

Chapter 6: Results. Building on the findings from the qualitative phase of this research, 

this chapter presents the results from the quantitative phase of the research, using the 

findings from the main postal survey. A combination of new and existing scales are used 

to measure the dependent and independent variables. The data are summarised and 

presented with descriptive statistics and correlations. The hypotheses are tested and the 

model is estimated. Further analysis includes tests for interaction effect before the model 

is presented with theoretical implications, a summary and conclusion. 

 

Chapter 7: Discussion.  The penultimate chapter offers the opportunity to reflect on the 

theoretical approach and the overall research process. The research findings are discussed 

in relation to the extant literature, with the implications for knowledge, the implications 

for theory and the implications for managers.  

 

Chapter 8: Conclusion.  The final chapter assesses the contribution to knowledge, the 

contribution to management, the limitations of the research, areas for further research and 

the final conclusions. 
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The thesis concludes with a comprehensive list of References and a section allocated for 

relevant Appendices. 

 

1.6 Conclusion 

In this opening chapter, the theoretical context and operational issues leading the 

development of the research idea are described. It is difficult to ignore the attention that 

the network phenomenon has received from business researchers, yet only a relative few 

recognise the practice of networking as a cost effective business process. The need to 

recognise the overall conceptual understanding of the networking ability of firms is 

echoed by Ritter et al. (2004 p.176), adding “Beside the long-standing interest in 

understanding networks, interest in managerial aspects of networking is fairly new and 

diverse”, endorsing the idea to gain a greater understanding of the benefits of business 

networking. 

 

The arguments for business networking are compelling, yet the opportunities to engage in 

networking activities are still ignored by many firms. This opening chapter has raised a 

number of questions relating to networking activity and performance, summarised as 

follows:- 

1. Despite the strong evidence of the growth of business networking activity, little is 

known as to how this impacts on business performance. 

2. The considerable body of literature on networks and networking has largely 

ignored the measurable outcomes of business networking activity and therefore 

the quantitative business benefits for management are not known. 
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3. The antecedents of this study are based on the theoretical principles of network 

theory and the subsequent markets in networks approach to understanding 

networking processes, which prompt questions relating to networking 

performance.  

4. There is evidence that concepts like networking attractiveness, embeddedness and 

relationships in networks are closely aligned to networking activity but little is 

known about their impact on networking performance. 

 

These are the fundamental questions which this study will seek to answer. To understand 

why some networks perform better than others, we need to first understand what makes a 

network attractive, why managers should choose to be embedded in a network and the 

importance that relationships have in creating networks.  The notion that firms which 

have a systemised or structured approach to networking activities achieve better 

outcomes in terms of networking performance is at the core of this study, which sets out 

to develop and test a model of Networking Performance (NP). 
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Chapter 2 

 

Literature Review 
 

Chapter Content 

2.0  Introduction 

2.1  Definitions 

2.1.1 Network 

2.1.2 Networking 

2.1.3 Networking Performance 

2.2  Social Networks Theory 

2.3  Interorganisation Theory 

2.4  Network Organisation Theory 

2.5  Markets as Networks 

2.6  Relationships in networks 

2.7  Actors’ network theories 

2.8  Benefits of networking 

2.9  Limitations of networks  

2.10 Unit of analysis in the network approach 

2.11 Networking performance 

2.12 Concluding summary 

 

2.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the background and purpose of this study into systematic business 

networking activities and specifically the importance of measuring networking 

performance (NP) was introduced from both an academic and a managerial perspective.  

In this chapter the antecedents of networks and networking for business are investigated 

and the outcomes of networking activities are traced through the literature from a 

marketing perspective. The literature on network theory and its relevance to marketing 
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will be examined in detail, in particular the study of markets as networks. The application 

of network theory to understand networks in markets and subsequently relationships in 

networks, has evolved over the past three decades and is at the theoretical core of this 

thesis.  As the study of industrial and business networks has evolved, the literature has 

diversified, becoming global in its perspective and recognised as being influential in the 

development of business networks across many market sectors. This development is seen 

as significant by many firms seeking a competitive advantage by collaborating together in 

networks to improve business outcomes. It is suggested that firms which are embedded in 

strategic networks will enjoy significant market advantages in the future’ (Achrol and 

Kotler 1999).  

 

There is also accumulated evidence of the popularity and growth of business networks 

from the mainly case-based examinations of inter-firm networking collaboration, 

collected by researchers (Chell 2000; Dennis 2000; Gilmore et al. 2001; McLoughlin and 

Horan 2000; Ritter et al. 2004; Wilkinson and Young 2002). These and other studies are 

recognised within the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) domain (Ford and 

Håkansson 2006; IMP 2009). This interest in the development of business networks has 

been the catalyst for wanting to understand more about how business networking has 

developed and the resultant benefits by measuring networking performance. The purpose 

of this chapter is to trace the origins of the network perspective in business networks and 

to outline some of the main issues in developing a measure of NP. 
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Networking is not a new phenomenon and it is important to place the current 

understanding of business networks in the context of the theoretical development. In this 

review, the origins of business to business networking studies are considered through the 

literature on organisation and networking behaviour, drawing on the following theory 

development:- 

• Social networks theory 

• Inter-organisation theory 

• Network organisation theory 

• Markets as networks 

• Relationships in networks 

• Actors’ network theories 

The considerable body of literature on networks provides the foundations for a 

comprehensive overview of the theoretical background to explaining the various 

constructs underpinning the study of business networking and measures of NP. In this 

review, six network approaches are discussed as they are considered important 

antecedents in the development of current networking practice. 

 

The development of the social network approach is often attributed to structural 

sociology Wellman and Berkowitz (1988) and the invention of the sociogram designed to 

model networks mathematically (Alba 1982). While all network approaches are largely 

indebted to social anthropology and its theoretical antecedents, they have developed 

along quite distinct and separate lines. A comparison of six network approaches with the 

dimensions characterising each approach illustrated in Figure 2.1a and Figure 2.1b. 
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FIGURE 2.1a 

A Comparison of Network Approaches 

 

The review of network theories commences with Social Networks Theory, which is 

generally acknowledged by contemporary researchers to be the precursor to all other 

network approaches. Whilst the figure suggests a systematic development in 
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chronological order, there is considerable overlap in the actual development of the 

different approaches to understanding and describing networks. 

 

FIGURE 2.1b 

A Comparison of Network Approaches - continued 
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To put the literature review into context, it may be useful to commence with a summary 

of the various networking terms in common use. 

 

2.1 Definition of networking terms 

Throughout this thesis several terms describing business networks and networking are 

used. The noun ‘network’ is the umbrella term widely associated with the study of 

networks (plural), with the verb ‘to network’ and its participle form ‘networking’, also 

used to describe the business process of 'networking'. The terms ‘network’, ‘networks’ 

and ‘networking’ are used extensively throughout this study. To assist in the 

understanding of their respective theoretical application and use, and to hopefully avoid 

confusion, it is important to first define their meaning and interpretation:-  

 

2.1.1 Network 

The word ‘network’ has different meanings: 

• As a noun, the word network describes a collection of actors (persons) and their 

structural connections (Iacobucci 1996).  

• A network is also described as ‘A set of units (or nodes) of some kind and the 

relations of specific types that occur among them (Alba 1982).  

• A network is a structure where ‘a number of nodes are related to each other by 

specific threads’. A business market can be seen as part of a network where the 

nodes are business units such as producers, customers, service companies and 
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suppliers of finance, knowledge and influence. The threads are the relationships 

between the organisations. (Ford et al. 2003).  

• A Business Network can be defined as a set of two or more connected business 

relationships in which each exchange is conceptualised as a relationship between 

the firms’ collective actors (Emerson 1981, Miles and Snow 1992). 

• A Business Network may have both a business and a social component but 

sometimes there is no social component except that the researcher is using 

relational analogies in the business setting (Iacobucc1 1996). 

• A business network is a set of connected actors that perform different types of 

business activities in interaction with each other (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997). 

 

2.1.2 Networking 

Networking is associated with, but distinct from the noun network. 

• Networking encompasses all of the interactions of a company or individual in the 

network (Ford et al 2003, p.178). 

• Networking is now used to describe new forms of interaction between 

organisations, large and small, as the boundaries around firms come to be seen as 

less sharp than was once assumed, with firms engaging in networking activities 

(Nohria and Eccles 1992). 

• Networking is part of the complex and continuous interaction that takes place and 

the outcomes will often become blurred. Companies learn from networking and 
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their subsequent choices in networking are affected by how their outcomes 

develop (Ford et al 3003, p.188). 

 

2.1.3 Networking Performance 

• For this study, the term ‘Networking Performance’ is taken to mean the 

combination of the metaphor ‘networking’ being a collection of ‘actors’ and their 

structural connections, linked to ‘performance’ being the process, manner or 

execution of the practice of networking. 

 

Having sought definitions for current networking terms, the literature review continues 

with an analysis of the six networking approaches presented in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b.  

 

2.2 Social Networks Theory 

The development of the social network approach to understanding how business 

networks develop is usually attributed to social anthropology. Social network analysis 

emerged in the 1950’s as a technique to systematically denote patters of ties in tribes or 

groups of people and is attributed to J A Barnes who expanded the use of network 

analysis (Burt 1980). Further development in the 1970’s of mathematical tools to model 

networks may be regarded as a branch of structural sociology and is strongly associated 

with the introduction of the sociogram (Alba 1982). A sociogram is a graphic 

representation that plots the structure of interpersonal relations of an actor (person) in a 

complete network or part of a social network, as illustrated in Figure 2.2 below from 
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(Anderson 1999). 

  

FIGURE 2.2 

Example of a Sociogram 

 

 

The sociogram analysis has been primarily concerned with describing and explaining 

patterns of social relationships and the resultant network models used to explain social 

categories. These studies were applied to a variety of social situations such as private 

members’ clubs, with the objective of gaining a better understanding of social behaviour. 

Network analysis offered the possibility to improve on traditional statistical analysis but 

was still primarily concerned with modelling networks and mapping the interpersonal ties 

and their connections.  

 

The wider application of network analysis techniques attracted the business community 

which recognised the implications for organisations, appreciating that inter-firm network 

relationships were largely transactional and based on the idea of a network being an 
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exchange, with the consequent commercial benefits (Burt 1980). Leveraging social or 

interpersonal ties for commercial gain is not new.  For example many people have relied 

on social connections to obtain employment Granovetter (1973) or to seek suppliers and 

customers (Galaskiewicz 1985). In practice, social network analysis has been used to 

study a variety of topics, including power and centrality in social exchange networks 

exemplified by (Cook and Emmerson1984), using dependence structures and by 

extending the dyadic exchange approach to the network level with the concept of 

connectedness. Two exchange relationships are said to be connected to the extent that 

exchange in one party is contingent in either a positive or negative way on an exchange in 

the other party in the relationship (Cook and Emerson 1984). 

 

Other network studies have used both primary and secondary data to examine basic 

network concepts of organisations using interorganisational analysis, to demonstrate 

network relationships and the role of centrality on influencing social interaction within 

networks. There was a belief amongst researchers that social networks theory could be 

applied to any substantive topic provided there were sufficient secondary data 

(Galaskiewicz 1985). Other examples of where social networks theory has been applied 

using network analysis to study the structure of markets and the relationship between 

industrial sectors are based on resource dependency, population, ecology and 

institutionalisation (Baker 1984; Birley 1985; Burt 1980). Burt is chiefly concerned with 

the development of measures of structural autonomy as the outcome of firms’ 

interorganisational relationships, ignoring the wider interdependencies of the actors in the 

network. Meanwhile Baker (1984) looks at the social networks underpinning the 
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operation of financial markets and their impact on customer dynamics and price 

volatility, in this case ignoring the effect of relationships within the network structure.  

 

Despite the progress made by social network analysis and the development of 

increasingly sophisticated data analysis techniques, there is a strong sense that social 

networks theory was overly dependent on structural analysis at the expense of any 

behavioural characteristic. Easton and Araujo (1994) argue that the primacy of structure 

over process and the tendency to conflate social structures and the categorical approach 

to social sciences, led to an unwarranted assumption of isomorphism between position in 

social structure and the interests of belief systems. This has been a frequent criticism of 

social networks theory in organisational studies (Aldrich and Zimmer 1986). Similarly, 

the structural forms of analysis are poorly equipped to explain how structures are created, 

reproduced and transformed by the behaviour of actors embedded in the social network. 

Social network analysis tends to view network actors’ positions as fixed rather than 

constantly changing though a series of opportunities and constraints (Wellman and 

Berkowitz 1988). What social network analysis lacks in theoretical power to illuminate 

the construction of cultural symbols in networks, it does compensate for by bringing 

network concepts to account in the development of subsequent studies (Iacobucci 1996).  

 

Even with the apparent criticism and limitations, social networks theory has encouraged 

the development of data analysis techniques and provided the theoretical basis for the 

development of subsequent network theories. The current networks as markets and 

relations in networks theorists seldom acknowledge the important role that social 
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networks theory has played in the development of current theory and practice. However, 

despite the overlap with organisational studies, researchers aware of the limitations of 

social networks theory due to its perceived dependence on rigid structural and analytical 

techniques, looked towards emerging interorganisation theory to explain the nature of 

organisational networks.  

 

It is also important to recognise the importance that the application of social networks 

theory had on the subsequent study and development of industrial networks (Easton and 

Araujo 1994; Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992).  It is equally important to recognise how 

influential social networks theory has been on understanding business networks through 

the wide dissemination of social networks concepts in applied sociological journals and 

edited volumes (Nohria and Eccles 1992). In the following section the emergence of 

interorganisation theory is discussed as it relates to network studies. 

  

2.3 Interorganisation Theory 

In the 1970’s a group of researchers with interests in understanding how networks 

worked within a wide spectrum of organisations ranging from public administration and 

not for profit organisations to commercial entities, developed what is now recognised as 

the network approach to interorganisational relations in networks, subsequently termed 

Interorganisation Theory (Negandhi 1980).  

 

To understand Interorganisation Theory, it is important to appreciate its origins in 

organisation theory (Aiken and Hage 1968). In the field of organisational behaviour, the 
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concept of interorganisation theory describing and emphasising the nature and importance 

of informal networks of relations in organisations is attributed to Roethlisberger and 

Dickson (1939). Roethlisberger and Dickenson believed that organisations and the 

behaviours exhibited in them were such ‘elusive phenomena’ that one could never hope 

for a definitive theory in the field. All one could expect from studying organizational 

behaviour was the benefit of a perspective or a framework that could be used like a 

‘walking-stick’ to support and navigate one’s inquiry through the treacherous terrain of 

organizations, cited in Nohria & Eccles (1992, p.5). Nohria and Eccles suggest that a 

network perspective is likely to hold up well in the intellectual enquiry of organisations, 

adding; ‘the concept of networks and organisations has occupied a prominent place in 

such diverse fields as anthropology, psychology and sociology’. 

  

Nohria and Eccles (1992) believe there are three reasons behind the increased interest in 

the concept of networks. Firstly, the emergence of what Best (1990) labelled the ‘new 

competition’ of small entrepreneurial firms seeking a competitive advantage by intra-firm 

collaboration. This new competition has been contrasted with the old in one important 

way. If the old model of organisation was the large hierarchical firm, the model of 

organisation that is considered characteristic of the new competition is a network of 

lateral and horizontal inter-linkages within and among firms. A second reason for the 

increased interest in networks and organisations has to do with technological 

developments. New information technologies have made possible an entirely new set of 

more disaggregated, distributed and flexible marketing, production and distribution 
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arrangements, as well as new ways for firms to organise their internal operations and their 

ties to firms with which they conduct transactions. The maturing of network analysis as 

an academic discipline is a third reason offered by Nohria and Eccles (1992) for the 

increased trend toward viewing organisations as networks. The development of 

interorganisational theory was championed by Harrison White (1972) and associates at 

Harvard, who developed a formal apparatus for thinking about and analysing social 

structure as networks and acting as ambassadors for the field, supported by a large 

number of researchers and the ensuing body of literature (Nohria and Eccles1992). 

 
The concept of the network organisation may be placed in the context of emerging debates 

in organisational theory (Baker 1992). A number of organisational theories can be used to 

explain the emergence of the network organisation. Traditional theories of organisational 

management advocated that scientific principles could be applied to develop techniques to 

maximize the efficiency of the organisation. It was partly attempts to extend the insights 

of early organisation theory that led to the subsequent emergence of 'interorganisational 

relations'. An example of an early attempt to conceptualise the interorganisational nature 

of relationships is described by Van de Ven (1976). This suggests that interorganisational 

networks of organisations could be formed to deal with a range of short or medium term 

issues, such as public health matters in a civil administration. 

 

Networks emerge as a purposeful social system aimed at coordinating a range of disparate 

resources to deliver essential services, such as local authority and health services. The 
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lessons learned from the interorganisational approach have been analysed and applied by 

subsequent researchers to a wide spectrum of organisational and management issues. 

Measures of network effectiveness and efficiency were developed as a means to assess 

the derived benefit from this interorganisational cooperation. Concern with network 

effectiveness and comparative studies on network efficiency became increasingly popular 

among the network theorists. Interorganisation theory adopted social network concepts 

such as network centrality and resource dependency to develop its own theoretical 

vocabulary (Galaskiewicz 1985; Wellman and Berkowitz 1988).  

 

Widening the scope of interorganisational theory, Aldrich and Zimmer (1986) identified 

dimensions for interorganisational relations (organisation sets, action sets and networks) 

described as leaving a lasting imprint on all branches of network inspired theory (Araujo 

and Easton 1996). The concern with resource flows and interdependencies between 

organisations, are said by a number of researchers to place organisational theory in close 

proximity to resource dependency theory (Pfeffer and Salancik 1974). Aldrich (1979) is 

concerned with resource dependency and interorganisational relations, producing 

strategies for coping with interorganisational interdependencies and networks of economic 

power. Together, these studies have left a lasting legacy for the future development of 

networking theory, interdependence and interorganisational relations (Uzzi 1996). 

 

It would be easy to bypass interorganisation theory on the journey to understanding 

network theory development but this would be a pity. The principal researchers cited in 
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this section identify many of the softer networking characteristics such as 

interdependence and relations, which while lacking in pure social networking theory, are 

important to organisation theory. It is this view of ‘interdependence’ which has extended 

the application of the networking perspective found in organisational theory, even though 

they are based on nonprofit organisations and government agencies, it is relevant to 

different types of organisations, including commercial firms. Organisation theory is 

arguably influential in the development of subsequent network approaches, as it placed 

importance on the relationships between organisations. It is this focus on relationships in 

networks which is considered important to the subsequent development of the interaction 

or markets as networks approach, to be considered later. 

 

2.4 Network Organisation Theory 

From the 1980’s there has been increasing interest in network organisation forms and 

theory, with a number of researchers forecasting the emergence of network organization 

theory in a variety of publications (Baker 1992; Eccles and Crane 1988; Galaskiewicz 

1985; Miles and Snow 1986). The development of network forms in organisation 

stemmed from the desire to explain networks within internal processes, their open 

structures, flat organisations and loose forms of control. This was applied to internal 

networks and external networks of suppliers with growing interest in managing external 

networks of outsourced contractors which emerged during the 1980’s (Galaskiewicz 

1985).  
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The contrast between the stable networks examined through sociometric techniques and 

the dynamic networks could not be greater. Social network theory has been criticised for 

treating all actors as equal, whereas in reality networks are inherently fluid structures, 

constantly changing and evolving as actors align themselves behind specific interests 

(Baker 1992). This led to problems of agreement on terminology and clarity of purpose, 

with a lack of credibility amongst more traditional network theorists. The simple fact is 

that the emerging organisational types and management styles demanded a fresh 

approach to understanding how these new networks operated. Firms were attempting to 

re-invent themselves and demonstrated an increasing capacity for self-design and 

flexibility to absorb heterogeneous or volatile demand by engaging in long term 

relationships with a range of subcontractors and suppliers (Baker 1992; Galaskiewicz 

1996). 

 

Network organisation theory was out of necessity an evolutionary phenomenon as 

business and organisational environments were changing at a faster rate than witnessed in 

the post war years. This was exemplified by Miles and Snow (1986) who identified 

deficiencies in traditional methods for describing business networks and sought a method 

better suited to the new environmental demands of the organisation in the1980’s. Baker 

(1992) amplified this, arguing that the new network organisation is one which can 

accommodate the classic horizontal differentiation and vertical integration. Unlike a 

bureaucracy, which has a fixed set of relationships for processing all types of problems, a 

network organisation is said to mould itself to each problem (Baker 1992). 
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Network organisations tend to evolve rather than be structurally planned in the traditional 

sense but are recognised for their high degree of integration, strengthening relations both 

horizontally and vertically throughout the network, connecting formal groups and 

reinforcing bonds within the wider network (Eccles and Crane 1988). Wayne Baker in 

(Nohria and Eccles 1992) studied a real-estate agency that was set-up as a network 

organisation using a variety of network analysis techniques. Baker (1992) found that the 

agency was moderately well integrated in the horizontal plane but that this was more than 

compensated for in the way it was vertically and spatially integrated. This ‘flat’ 

organisation made it extremely responsive to unique customer projects, bringing together 

suppliers within the loose network to meet customer specific demands in what is 

described as ‘turbulent’ environment.  The economic situation and environmental 

conditions described by Baker (1992) which encouraged the development of the network 

organisation, with the consequent benefits of efficiency of scale and responsiveness to 

customer requirements, were close to those reported earlier by (Eccles and Crane 1988). 

Once again, detailed analysis of the complex network structures and network forms 

which had developed to meet the needs of this fast changing sector in the 1980’s 

demonstrated just how effective these organisations were in creating networks with the 

necessary external ties to respond quickly to investment opportunities. These teams were 

largely self-constituted and were labeled by Eccles and Crane (1988) as being ‘self 

designing networks’, characterised as being flat network organisations, recognised for 

their flexibility in meeting complex situations in a turbulent environment, which thrived 

on conflict. These are typically teams of specialists whose composition may vary over 

time, being brought together in a network to meet a market situation and disbanded when 
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the task or deal is complete. These network forms are typified by the network 

organisation described by Birley (1985) as being entrepreneurial in nature and largely self 

constituted, where the network boundaries are being continually redrawn to meet 

changing parameters. 

 

Whilst extolling the virtues of the network organisation and the emergent network 

organisation approach, these network forms also have their critics. Miles and Snow 

(1986) point out that ‘network organisations’ also have their ‘dark side’ where the 

networks themselves become self serving at the expense of the host organisation. Easton 

and Araujo (1994) consider network organisation theory to be problematic because all 

organisations can be treated as networks, with various links connecting actors, and that 

proponents use network theory to explain internal processes within an organisation. 

Easton and Araujo (1994) conclude that network organisations generally mean the 

introduction of flat management structures and the use of hybrid and relatively loose 

forms of control, or the disaggregation of the firm by outsourcing activities to a favoured 

number of suppliers, rather than the lean, entrepreneurial and responsive network 

organisation that was originally envisaged.  

 

The network organisation approach is typified by the Swedish retailer IKEA in a case 

study published by Ford et al. (1998). IKEA depended on a small number of 

Scandinavian suppliers for its paper products but in a drive to be more sensitive to the 

environment wanted to reduce the amount of chlorine used in the production of pulp for 

its paper. IKEA’s producers refused to comply with the demand as it would add cost to 
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the production of paper. IKEA felt trapped by its present network position and sought a 

solution outside its supplier network. By engaging with manufacturers of print presses 

and other paper suppliers, it was able to gain a technological and environmental 

advantage by creating a new network organisation based on its size and leading position 

in the market for chlorine free, recycled paper and print. The IKEA case clearly illustrates 

the influence a leading retailer has over the suppliers in its network and suggests that the 

network organisation may be managed, or as in this case re-positioned (Ford et al. 1998). 

 

As with the similar approach to understanding innovation networks, or other technical 

collaboration networks, critics of the network organisation theory question the 

terminology associated with this kind of network collaboration and its lack of precision 

(Achrol 1997). The traditional vertically integrated, multi-divisional organisation so 

successful in the twentieth century, is unlikely to survive in the next but will be replaced 

by the network organisation, consisting of large numbers of functionally specialised firms 

tied together in cooperative exchange relationships (Achrol 1997; Achrol and Kotler 

1999). This was the network paradigm heralded at the start of the twenty first century that 

recognised the earlier work of  Miles and Snow (1986) as being one of the pioneers in the 

development of the network organisation. However, the evolvement of network 

organisation theory was to be superceded by network theories which better explain the 

nature of the network exchange and relationships in that exchange. The pace of change 

and the magnitude of the socioeconomic challenges facing all types of organisation has 

been the catalyst for the wider recognition of the network organisation as a viable 

strategy for survival in difficult economic times (Jiang et al. 2009).  As a result, 
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researchers like Kalantardis (2009) are now inclined to consider a retrospective 

appreciation for the work done by the early pioneers of network organisation theory 

(Baker 1984; Eccles and Crane 1988; Miles and Snow 1986).  

 

2.5 Markets as Networks 

Researchers in marketing and organisational studies have routinely employed social 

networking approaches to study networking behaviour, using concepts such as density, 

connectivity, centrality, cohesion and social distance in studying inter-organisational 

networks and networking relations. In the quest for a more holistic approach to 

understanding business networks, there was a move away from the formal descriptions of 

network structures to testing substantive theory using a greater range of network 

variables, in what Galaskiewicz (1996) describes as the new network analysis. With the 

focus on the organisational aspects of networking, there was a change from seeing 

networks as rigid structures placing constraints on action and determinates of behaviour 

to viewing them as more flexible, progressive, opportunity structures, where network 

actors can further their own interests and pursue organisational goals. Previous theories 

discussed in this review such as Interorganisation theory, had framed social networks as 

‘informal social structures’ operating in the shadow of formal bureaucratic structures. 

With the markets as networks perspective, the network structure is seen as an integrated 

governance structure, a network of enablement rather than a network of constraint. The 

roots of what is now termed the markets as networks approach can be traced back to 

Granovetter (1985). The premise is that actors are embedded in a myriad of social 
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relationships and that it is impossible to understand their behaviour without first 

understanding the relational context in which they function. 

 

The concept of interaction and interdependence in business networks was identified and 

developed by researchers in Sweden and England concerned with what is known as the 

industrial networks approach (Ford 1980; Gadde and Mattsson 1987; Håkansson 1982; 

Turnbull and Cunningham 1981). They recognised that social relationships had an 

important role and that this affected business relationships.  Further, they recognised that 

interdependencies and continuity in relationships favour in particular the development of 

new technical solutions and business processes. Together with Mattsson (1985) who 

developed an analytic framework for understanding network positions and strategic 

action, these early advocates of the markets as networks approach sought answers for the 

industrial environment in Scandinavia, where inter-firm cooperation was essential to 

compete effectively in international markets (Gadde and Mattsson 1987; Håkansson and 

Snehota 1989; Turnbull and Valla 1986). This approach also found support in England 

with Turnbull and Valla (1986) from which the gradual development of the markets as 

networks approach with its descriptive rather than prescriptive managerial focus 

presented a different perspective on business networks.  

 

The interaction approach to describing industrial markets started informally in 1976 

initiated by Ford (1980) as an association of academic researchers, which became known 

as the Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) group.  IMP has grown over the 

ensuing years to become a large informal network of researchers who favour the less 
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rigid, more informal approach to describing networks. This is in contrast to the United 

States where the majority of marketing academics favoured the more formal discipline 

and application of statistical and quantitative methods, which they argue allows for faster 

transfer of theoretical ideas to management practice as acknowledged by (Wilson 1995). 

There are exceptions to this apparent geographic demarcation in theoretical perspectives 

on markets as networks. For example Iacobucci (1996) who has bridged the theoretical 

divide between the more polarised views expressed on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, 

together with Australian based researchers Medlin (2003a) and Wilkinson and Young 

(2005).  The markets as networks theoretical approach has quickly gained acceptance 

throughout Scandinavia and Europe with support found in the Far East and Australasia. 

 

The provenance of the network approach to markets can therefore be traced to the study 

of dyadic relationships in industrial markets and the consequent social exchange or 

connectedness of exchange relationships. The introduction of the concept of 

connectedness permitted a move away from simple dyadic analysis towards a greater 

understanding of the impact of indirect relationships and system-wide effect on 

individual network relationships in the network exchange (Bagozzi 1975). The idea of a 

network exchange has been researched and further developed by (Anderson and 

Håkansson 1994; Axelsson and Easton 1992; DeRaffele and Hendricks 1988; Easton and 

Araujo 1994; Gummesson 1995; Håkansson and Snehota 1989; Johanson and Mattson 

1992). 
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Håkansson and Snehota (1995) attribute the existence of a network to the effects of 

connectedness in business relationships suggesting the existence of an aggregated 

network structure, a form of organisation described as a ‘network’. The network structure 

appears as a series of interconnected episodes through the enactment of the constraints 

and opportunities experienced by the actor as a result of the sum total of the relationships 

she or he is engaged in. At the same time the network structure is continuously changing 

and being reproduced through the interaction episodes initiated by the connected actors. 

Håkansson (1987) suggests that the network is the framework within which the 

interaction takes place but is also the result of the interaction itself. 

 

Therefore markets as networks are viewed as a series of interacted as well as enacted 

engagements in a common environment. Axelsson and Easton (1992, p.22) endorse this; 

“It is only with change that network properties like connectedness and indirect 

relationships are manifest.” Indeed, the bulk of the vast library of empirical work 

undertaken within the realm of the industrial and markets as networks tradition is 

concerned with change, particularly technological change and its impact on industrial and 

business networks.  

 

Considerable research has centred around the Actors-Resources-Activities model 

developed by Håkansson and Snehota (1989). This is framed at a high level of generality 

and its complexity derives from the conceptual interdependence and interaction between 

the constituent elements. Within the ARA model, each actor is characterised by its 

control over certain resources/activities, linked to other actors through exchange relations 
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and mutuality (Håkansson and Johanson 1993). From this the notion of the network as an 

exchange was reinforced, with the perception of actors influenced by common interests, 

e.g. economic, knowledge and other value dimensions. 

 

The idea of a network being an exchange is supported by Bagozzi (1975).  Bagozzi sees 

the exchange paradigm as a framework for conceptualising marketing behaviour and as a 

way of understanding why people engage in exchange relationships and how exchanges 

are created, resolved or avoided. Håkansson and Snehota (1995) extended the markets as 

networks view to encompass and identify a wider range of resources that can and are 

exchanged in business networks, as follows:- 

• Financial and Economic Exchange; The economic value of relationship in 

business is arguably the most compelling and most business networks have either 

a financial or economic dimension. The economic value of the network 

relationship gives an important indication of the value that the parties to the 

exchange are likely to place on it. The financial or economic exchange may not be 

exclusive and may be affected by other factors in the wider exchange system, 

such as technology, knowledge or information exchanges. 

• Technological Exchange; There is an increasing tendency for firms to engage in 

some form of technological exchange or interdependence, as a way to achieve and 

maintain a competitive technological advantage. A prerequisite for an effective 

technological exchange is a close match between the competence and market 

position of the respective parties in the exchange. Such an exchange may involve 

multiple levels of interaction over a long period of time, with the resultant 
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strengthening of technological relationships between the parties in the exchange. 

A good example of this type of exchange is the high levels of technological 

cooperation seen between motor manufacturers in the pursuit of new product 

development plans and the required scale of economy needed to ensure a new 

model is a viable proposition. This is achieved without necessarily damaging 

respective parties’ brand equity or market positions. 

• Knowledge Exchange; Perhaps most relevant to the business and professional 

services sector, the acquisition and management of knowledge is a significant 

issue for many firms seeking to maintain a competitive advantage in their 

respective market sectors. Knowledge is often vested in an individual or team of 

actors within a network, recognised as a vital resource in the development and 

execution of business plans. A current example might be the expertise required 

within a firm to reduce its carbon footprint in order to meet new environmental 

targets for low emissions, where the need for acknowledged experts to collaborate 

is sufficient reason to form an exchange network to share knowledge for the 

mutual benefit of the parties concerned. 

• Legal Exchange; The interdependence of a firm’s relationships with others is 

often contractual, involving a complex network of legal entities and involve 

shared equity or shared ownership arrangements. The legal exchange may be a 

convenient framework for achieving other business objectives, whilst minimising 

the individual risk for the network parties involved. A legal exchange may also be 

a method for securing a level of protection in pursuing economic goals in export 
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markets where barriers to market access may be prevalent, e.g. The Peoples 

Republic of China which presents legal barriers to many Western organisations. 

• Information Exchange; Possibly the most frequently found type of exchange 

network, where firms may seek to share information through an intermediary 

trade organisation or association. The information may be part of a wider 

exchange and include technology or knowledge in the exchange network. Unlike 

the structure required in a legal exchange, the information exchange may be 

informal and ungoverned but will almost certainly need to be mutually beneficial 

for it to succeed. However, there is always a danger that such informal exchanges 

breach competition rules, such as seen recently in case of British Airways and 

Virgin sharing pricing information on passenger fares, which resulted in financial 

penalties for both airlines.  

 

If the markets as networks approach is seen as an ‘exchange’, then the concept of 

‘interdependence’ is at the centre of the theoretical perspective. In order to understand the 

actions of an actor or to decide on management action, it is important to consider the 

relationships which exist between the actors concerned (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). 

Equally the development of new networks is rarely conducted in a vacuum, rather they 

are created or extended with reference to the prevailing economic, technological or 

legislative background.  

 

In terms of methodology, the markets as networks approach has tended to favour case 

based, qualitative methodologies, with some studies combining sociometric analysis with 
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qualitative methods (Easton and Araujo 1994). Relatively few researchers outside the 

United States of America have used traditional network analysis, i.e. generating and 

testing hypotheses using network variables to test conceptual models, to examine network 

concepts. The exceptions include Medlin (2003a) which examined relationship 

performance,  Möller and Hallien (1999) which examined management performance in 

networks,  Ritter et al. (1999) measuring network competence and Wilkinson et al. (2000) 

examining firm performance in networks.  

 

The quantitative versus qualitative debate among researchers following in the markets as 

networks tradition continues. It was arguably the limitations of the formal network 

analysis approach, where actors, dyads and network structures were studied in great 

detail, which accelerated the change to less formal qualitative methodologies 

(Galaskiewicz 1996). Likewise, social relations cannot be explained by a set of 

quantitative measures, or individual patterns of behaviour (Easton 1992). This prompted 

those following the industrial networks and markets as networks research schools to seek 

the freedom of descriptive understanding allowed within the emerging qualitative 

methodologies. Ford et al (2002) suggest that the principal characteristics of a network 

were interaction, interdependence and incompleteness. From this, a model emerged of 

managing in networks, through which the view of the network held by each of the 

participants was seen in what is termed a ‘network picture’. This ‘picture’ forms the basis 

for analysis and supporters of the network pictures theory argue that it is an actor’s 

systematic beliefs about network structure, processes and performance and the effects of 

its own and others strategic actions (Ford et al. 2003).  
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Researchers favouring a quantitative approach to analysing network outcomes argue that 

the reliance on case studies to understand networking concepts lacks the precision and 

certainty of more traditional statistical methods (Iacobucci and Churchill 2002). What is 

certain is that the goal of researchers working within the network paradigm is to 

understand the structures and relationships within the network environment, whether at a 

simple dyadic level or a more complex structure embedded in a larger network 

framework. However, there is no simple right or wrong methodological approach, only a 

determination amongst researchers to embrace change and understand the larger context 

in which networks are embedded (Galaskiewicz 1996). 

 

Industrial networks and markets as networks share some of the antecedents and concerns 

of other network approaches reviewed earlier but present some unique features too. The 

rapid adoption and success of the markets as networks approach to analysing network 

connections has extended dyadic studies to a systemic level of analysis through the use of 

the concept of connectedness and as such has widened the established view of networks 

traditionally seen though a market hierarchy. However, the markets as networks approach 

is still evolving, undergoing a process of refinement and development. The following 

section will look specifically at the emerging research area of relationships in networks 

and how interaction/network or markets as networks approach may be applied to 

understand the application of current networking practice within the marketing and 

business environment. 
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2.6 Relationships in Networks 

The last three decades has witnessed a rapid adoption of networks and the benefits of 

networking across a wide range of disciplines. The ideas developed by the early pioneers 

of applying social networks theory to the examination of organisations and organisational 

networks have irrevocably changed the perspective of networks theory and its application 

across many business environments (Alba 1982; Bagozzi 1975; Cook and Emerson 1984; 

Granovetter 1973; Sheth 1973; Van de Ven 1976). The network paradigm is clearly 

established in the business psyche, as is the notion of interconnectedness and 

interconnection between the network parties (actors). In this section the emergence of the 

relational phenomena and their influence on the study of networks and the practice of 

business networking within the context of marketing is explored. 

 

FIGURE 2.3 

The Interrelationships among Networks, Marketing and Relationships 
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The importance of relationships in networks may have been underestimated in the earlier 

studies of networks but the interrelationships among the domains of networks, marketing 

and relationships, as identified in Fig 2.3 above by Iacobucci (1996), describing the 

relevance of relationships to networks and marketing. This offers a perspective on the 

importance of networks to marketing where much of marketing is said to be relational; 

“Networks are an excellent means of studying relational phenomena and therefore 

networks are an excellent means of studying much of marketing’ (Iacobucci 1996, 

p.112). This recognition linking the importance of relationships in networks to marketing 

outcomes endorsed the shift in re-appraising the importance of relationships in networks 

which had begun in Europe with the markets as networks theorists and was soon to reach 

a global audience through the IMP Group of researchers. 

 

The term ‘relationships in networks’ is used in this study to emphasise the distinction 

between the earlier work on developing the markets as networks, or the ‘interaction’ 

approach, and the growing recognition that the study of ‘relationships’ in networks is 

making to current thinking on business networks and networking. The last decade has 

seen a significant contribution by researchers to better understanding the importance of 

relationships in networks and the growing contribution this is making to the literature and 

to future research (Ellis and Mayer 2001; Ford et al. 2003; Ford and Håkansson 2006; 

Gadde and Håkansson 2007; Henneberg et al. 2006; Jiang et al. 2009; Leek et al. 2002; 

Medlin 2005; Ritter et al. 2004; Wilkinson and Young 2002).  
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Looking at the antecedents of relationships in networks, there is a tendency in early 

network research, where the focus is on dyads and their connectivity, to treat actors in the 

network as equals, with little emphasis on relationships.  It was some time before the 

notion of central and marginal actors within a network was recognised and how important 

these relationships are to the development of the network (Stern and Reve 1980). It was 

not until the arrival of the network interaction theorists, exemplified by Håkansson 

(1982) where social relationships were recognised as having important role in business 

relationships and secondly, that interdependencies and continuity in relationships favour 

in particular the development of networks. The importance of relationships in networks 

has been fundamental to the subsequent development of the interaction approach to 

networks favoured by the IMP Group and typified by Ford (1980) in an appraisal of 

business relationships in industrial markets. 

 

There are close parallels between the recognition of network relationships and the 

development of customer relationship portfolio analysis, which offer a similar insight into 

the growing importance of understanding and managing customer relationships (Turnbull 

and Cunningham 1981). Relationship portfolio analysis emerged as one way of 

understanding the complex issues surrounding supplier or customer relationships, which 

required firms to allocate resources efficiently and effectively to get the best from 

different types of relationship (Leek et al. 2002).  

 

With discussion on relationships in vogue with marketers, Customer Relationship 

Marketing was seen by business in the 1980’s as a panacea to reverse the reputation of 
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many commercial firms for poor understanding of customer requirements, poor customer 

service and a paucity of customer knowledge. Customer relationship marketing was 

subsumed by the desire to manage customer relationships and marketing became 

obsessed with managing customer relationships. As a result, a plethora of customer 

relationship management (CRM) literature ensued. It is not the intention here to introduce 

the very extensive domain of customer relationship literature.  Rather to suggest that 

considerable attention was being directed towards ‘customer relations’ by the wider 

marketing community. It is therefore perhaps not surprising that those interested in 

networks and networking should also make the connection between networks, 

relationships and marketing, as described so eloquently in Mattsson (1997).  

 

Therefore, having extended the view of networks in markets theory beyond the dyadic 

exchange, where networks are seen as being positive, neutral or negative and primarily 

concerned with network activities, actors and resources, the effect of relationships is 

introduced to the focal firm (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). Network perceptions are 

developed over time and by adapting the network activities in several relationships, there 

will be a complimentary sequence of independent activities and a shared perception of 

how relationships in the network change (Gummesson 1995). The critical point here is 

that there is no simple dyadic relationship in a network, the consequences of network 

relationships may be have stabilising or destabilising effects (Holmlund and Törnroos 

1997).  
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What may be influenced is the constantly changing network of relationships within the 

network. Ford et al (1998) in their view of managing relationships, suggest that 

relationships are the primary asset of a business, which require continuous investment to 

maximise the return on investment. Ford et al. (1998) also believe that managing 

relationships in business networks in the short term is likely to be based on its current 

relationships and network position and that in the longer term, managing relationships in 

the network is likely to be based on influencing its position in the network. This is to 

suggest that network relationships may be changed over time which Ford et al (2003) say 

may involve the firm in choices between attempting to coerce others to act in a particular 

way and conceding to the wishes of others. 

 

Relationships in networks are both complex and multifaceted, as well as being highly 

dependent on the context in which they are embedded (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997, 

p.308). Håkansson and Snehota (1995) suggest that business relationships comprise three 

layers or effect parameters based on the Actors-Resources-Activities (ARA) model 

discussed in the previous section. Within the context of the ARA model, actor bonds are 

said to refer to how actors respond in a network relationship perceive and respond to each 

other Welch and Wilkinson (2002), introducing the idea that shared cognition plays a role 

in the development of actor bonds within relationships.   

 

Gadde and Håkansson (2007) return to the theme that network relationships are the ‘key 

ingredient in today’s economic landscape’ but acknowledge that with so many schools of 

thought, finding a consistent description for network relationships is difficult. However, 
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they seem to share a common view that there is a strong association between a 

company’s relationships within a network and its perceived economic outcomes. 

 

According to Medlin (2003b) the very nature of dyadic relationships presents a problem 

for researchers using quantitative methods due to the difficultly of conceiving and 

measuring a construct that encompasses both parties views of the relationship. This is 

based on the idea that respective parties are unlikely to report equivalently on items such 

as trust and commitment, and this cannot be measured without normally aggregating the 

result to explain the difference (Medlin 2003b). However, from this work, the construct 

of relationship performance in the network emerged as a viable approach to explaining 

the relationship from the focal firm perspective. This led to the notion of self and 

collective interest in network relationships, where the self interest of a firms economic 

goals are compared to the collective interests of the group (Medlin 2005). Relationship 

performance in networks has rarely been examined in a quantitative manner, however 

Medlin (2005) shows the apparent important role that relationships play in the perceived 

overall success of the network and business outcomes.  

 

Relationships within networks are said to be particularly important to SME’s who 

practice networking and word of mouth (WOM) marketing as a means to access market 

information by sharing information and keeping themselves informed about new business 

opportunities (Collinson and Shaw 2001). Word of mouth networks are recognised as 

important in tracing information about products and services. Referral networks contain 

key individuals, frequently described as market makers or opinion leaders for which 
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network analysis is said to be ideally suited to identifying the leading characters 

identified as sources of information  Iacobucci and Hopkins 1992, p.7). 

 

As relationships are strengthened through participation in the network, knowledge gained 

and shared extends beyond the common goals of economic value to finding joint 

solutions to common problems, which can demonstrate how networking between small 

firms can bring about real benefits (Dennis 2000). The benefits of business networking is 

seen by Ottesen et al. (2002) as a crucial aspect of SME marketing, where firms create, 

use and maintain relationships with relevant market actors. Through such relationships 

SME’s also obtain material resources and other inputs needed to compete effectively in 

the marketplace. However, the advantages of networking for business within the context 

of marketing are not restricted to SMEs, as Doyle (1995, p.38) suggests; “Networking in 

the future will be more proactive and offer greater opportunities for managers with 

marketing skills, as tomorrow’s marketing managers will be scanning more broadly and 

looking at any organisation with capabilities or resources that offer synergies that can be 

exploited in the market.” 

 

2.7 Actors’ Network Theories 

In understanding the nature and character of business networks, it is also important to 

consider the actors, activities and actions from the view of the actors within the network.  

The actors’ network perceptions or theories which may comprise not only the present 

relations between actors and activities but also expectations and intentions regarding 

future relations Håkansson and Johanson 1993, p. 41). The perceptions of a network and 
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its networking outcomes will change over time according to the relative position of the 

focal actor(s) in the network. One of the difficulties in making sense of a network is that 

any network view from the perspective of a single actor is bound to be biased and 

therefore incomplete. The view of the network will inevitably be limited by the number 

of actors (firms) within the network that the single actor knows and has shared 

experiences with. This is described by Ford et al. (2002 p.4) as actors involved with a 

particular network each having their own ‘picture’ of the network, which then becomes 

the basis for their perception of what is happening around them and of their actions and 

reactions in the network. 

FIGURE 2.4 

Network Pictures 

 

 

Network Pictures as described in a model of managing in networks Ford et al. (2002 p.5) 

as being the view of the network help by the participants in the network. Their 

perception, or network picture, will depend on their own experiences, relationships and 
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position in the network, which will be affected by their problems, uncertainties and 

abilities, and by the limits to their knowledge and understanding. The model suggests that 

network pictures, networking and the subsequent network outcomes are the three 

elements that affect our view of networks and management in them (Ford et al. 2002).  

 

Whilst considerable research has been based on the nature and role of interactions and 

relations in networks and business markets, with focus on analysis based on the ARA 

model Håkansson and Snehota (1995), Welch and Wilkinson (2002, p28) suggest that the 

ARA model might be extended to incorporate a forth dimension of ideas or schemas. 

Central to this idea is the notion that actor bonds affect the ways that individual and 

collective (organisational) actors in a relationship perceive and respond to each other, 

both professionally and socially (Welch and Wilkinson 2002). The conclusion is that 

cognition as to how idea logics are formed gives an additional insight into the structure 

and dynamics of a network, manifested in the patterns of actor bonds, activity links and 

the resource ties characterising a network.  

 

In a separate study, Ottesen et al. (2002) caution that managers’ perceptions of their 

behaviour within a network was at variance with the view of other members of the 

network. The findings suggest that the managers questioned made substantial perceptual 

errors and both under and over-estimated the intensity of their information exchanges in 

the network. However, the accuracy of the network perceptions was found to increase as 

the frequency of the information exchanges increased, suggesting that by increasing the 

frequency of their network exchanges and critically examining the accuracy of 
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information from their network sources, greater accuracy may be obtained, enhancing the 

accuracy of their network perceptions (Ottesen et al. 2002). This view regarding the 

frequency of network ties activation, being not just the number of network ties but the 

frequency of their activation is supported in the findings of Üstüner and Iacobucci (2012, 

p.194). This argument for frequency of contact or activation is also supported by 

Hollenbeck et al. (2009, p.134) with successful networks being characterised by 

consistent interaction among members and regular sharing of information. Measures of 

networking success from a business perspective have to be based on more than counts of 

interaction and are dependent on actor bonds. Actor bonds are said to both create and are 

dependent on shared meanings perceptions and norms (Welch and Wilkinson 2002, p.29).  

 

Network perceptions and actors’ network theories change over time. The connection 

between actor bonds and activities are considered complimentary, with constraints on 

activities reducing over time, as actors’ network theories gain importance (Johanson and 

Mattsson 1991). Relationships with others actors in the network also gain greater 

importance in the longer term perspective, as they interrelate to the different perceptions 

of other actors in the network (Håkansson and Johanson 1993). 

 

2.8 Benefits of Networking 

The growth of networks and networking in the past three decades across all business 

sectors has been unprecedented. Firms in almost every sector are thought to have some 

experience of networking at either an individual or inter-firm level (Leek et al. 2002; 

Misner and Morgan 2000). Likewise, firms in many industries have entered into a variety 
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of co-operative inter-firm relationships to conduct business. These networks include 

strategic alliances, partnerships, coalitions, joint ventures, franchises and various forms of 

network organisations, both formal and informal. This involves collaboration in areas such 

as; research and development, production, marketing, training, exporting, financing and 

knowledge transfer (Araujo 2004; Snehota 2003).  

 

Networks have emerged as the new response to competition, a way for firms to develop 

joint solutions to common problems (McLoughlin and Horan 2000). A key issue for small 

firms in particular is to ensure that board members have the relevant knowledge and 

access to critical resources (Machold et al. 2011). The importance and significance of 

networks in business is increasing as the nature of competition is changing. New 

competitive conditions are demanding new strategies. The growth of networks allows 

firms to combine resources to gain knowledge, achieve economies of scale, acquire 

technologies and resources and enter markets that would otherwise be beyond their reach. 

Networks act as a source of competitive advantage, especially for small firms which helps 

them overcome the disadvantages of their size (Leek et al. 2002). 

 
The benefits of networking are well documented by a number of authors including Birley 

(1985), Burg (1999), Chell (2000), Dennis (2000), Ford et a. (2002) and Gilmore et al. 

(2001), summarised as follows: 

• Economic benefits: Firms can increase sales and lower production costs by 

working together in collaborative networks. 
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• Psychological benefits: As firms eliminate their isolation, especially SMEs they 

learn that their problems are shared by others and can be resolved in the network. 

• Shared knowledge:  Firms can exchange knowledge that might otherwise be costly 

to acquire by collaborating on joint projects where shared expertise is available. 

• Developmental benefits: By promoting interaction with other firms, networking 

increases learning and the ability to adapt to the changing economic environment. 

 

2.8.1 Benefits for SMEs 

Networks and networking are of particular benefit to small and medium sized enterprises 

(SMEs), where networks involving organised systems of relationships between small 

entrepreneurial firms involving advisers, suppliers and customers are particularly valuable 

to the small business sector (Chell 2000).  The problems associated with small size can be 

offset by the supportive environment provided by resilient networks (Collinson and 

Shaw 2001). By engaging in alliances and other co-operative network arrangements, small 

firms can gain individual strength and a measure of both individual and collective 

independence. The reasons why SMEs co-operate can be due to the following: the 

advantage of achieving economies of scale; the sharing of information about the latest 

techniques and technologies might be an interesting mechanism for keeping small firms up 

to date and competitive, with rationalised and efficient distribution of activities benefiting 

from economies of scale (Collinson and Shaw 2001). 

 

SMEs can be competitive if they can collectively ‘realise’ the advantages of economies of 
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‘specialisation’ that they do not possess individually because of their small size. Yet 

SMEs can also encounter barriers such as shortage of funds, lack of appropriate skills and 

incapacity to capture market needs (Wang and Costello 2009). Chell (2000) identified two 

parallel but contrasting phenomena: firstly, larger firms reorganised their own activities 

around networks of interconnected activities; and second, successful small firms 

aggregated networks, creating local networking clusters. Networks and inter-firm 

relationships present SMEs with a number of options to overcome a range of increasing 

disadvantages they are experiencing in trying to compete in the ever increasing 

globalisation in the marketplace (Gilmore et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2004). SMEs are being 

driven towards increasingly flexible specialisation, honing their efforts on a narrowing 

field of production and concentrating their actions on their core skills, to remain 

competitive. The intermediate market delivering goods and services from one industry to 

another has become a market of the same importance as the final consumer market. The 

measure of ‘value added’ in the supply chain, from raw material extraction to final 

consumption, has been split between larger numbers of enterprises (Ottesen et al. 2004). 

 

2.8.2 Benefits for Marketing 

Despite the evidence in the management and entrepreneurial literature, the marketing 

discipline has been accused of being slow to recognise the advantages of business 

networks and the benefits of networking, with Doyle (1995, p.38) saying “Marketing has 

tried to be too functionally autonomous, resulting in low value added line extensions and 

promotions substituting for real innovation – essentially the failure of marketing was a 
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failure in networking”. Achrol and Kotler (1999, p146) see marketing as being integral to 

the network economy, where marketing will adopt a variety of network forms and the 

role of marketing within the network environment is changing in profound ways. 

Marketing is relational and the nature of business to business connections are seen as a 

critical enterprise for marketers – offering opportunities to explore how transactions 

develop towards long-term relationships, to intricate networks of connections (Iacabucci 

1996). McLoughlin and Horan (2000, p.285) also see the benefits from the markets as 

networks approach for business marketing, describing the ideas as being attractive and 

engaging, with practitioners saying ‘this is exactly how it happens in my business”. 

 

2.8.3. Benefits for Sales 

The importance of relationships and interaction in the changing role of sales and   

marketing has been recognised for some time (Webster 1992). However, most research 

has continued to follow the separate conventions of sales account management, 

relationship marketing and networks (Håkansson and Snehota 1995; McDonald, Millman 

et al. 1997; Pardo 1997). Homburg, Workman JNR et al. (2002, p.39) support the notion 

of building a bridge between sales, in particular key account management (KAM), 

marketing and relationships in networks. Just as there are advantages in participating in 

networks for managers, SMEs and marketers, there are benefits for salespeople 

(McDonald et al. 1997). 

 

Salespeople are encouraged to develop personal contact networks of prospects, customers 

and intermediaries, which may be product specifiers or suppliers and are essential in 
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developing relationships. However, salespeople often view sales networks only in terms 

of numbers of direct contacts and do not necessarily appreciate the importance of other 

influencers in the network.  This is summarised by Üstüner and Gordes (2006, p.104) as 

someone who knows a lot of people don’t necessarily have an effective network, because 

networks often pay-off most handsomely through indirect contacts. However, Steward et 

al. (2010, p.563) found that formal networking systems were only used by salespeople 

after they had exhausted information or referrals from their own personal networks. Sales 

managers act as network engineers acting as a conduit for information flows between the 

customer and the supplier firm (Flaherty et al. 2012).  

 
2.9 Limitations of Networks 

It is no exaggeration to say that most of the literature on networks tends to emphasise 

only the positive effects of networks and networking. However, networks can be 

described as a ‘double edged sword’ that can facilitate as well as inhibit the development 

of firms (Ritter et al. 2004). One constraint that has received attention is the tendency for 

SMEs to under-invest in relationship development. Carson et al. (1995) found that small 

firms shunned voluntary relationships and made little use of networking even to overcome 

problems that threatened the survival of the firm. It is suggested that this is because of the 

independent attitude of entrepreneurs, coupled with the time constraints created by 

having to deal with day-to-day management problems which take priority over 

developing relationships and building networks (Carson et al. 1995). In addition, 

entrepreneurs are sometimes fearful of outside interference, loss of control and the 

potential for local competitors to gain inside knowledge. 
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Ottesen et al. (2004) compared firms in two relatively large networks with a control 

sample of marketing firms, and found that marketing firms made minimal use of inter-firm 

relationships. Managers explained the minimal use of relationships in terms of limited 

time, no perceived need, and fear of losing proprietary information. However, this is the 

exception rather than the rule, as there are many more examples of where firms in 

networks have greatly benefited from being engaged in networking activities (Broad 2009; 

Buchel and Raub 2002; Chell 2000; Cross and Prusak 2002; Dennis 2000; 

Kothandaraman and Wilson 2001; Tongue 2004).  

 

There are also examples of where, for various reasons, firms have become disillusioned 

with networking and have withdraw from the networks they belonged to, in what Chell 

(2000, p.18) calls “network rejecters”. Equally, there are other examples where an SME 

has benefited from membership of a network in the early stages of growth, only to leave 

when business had reached sustainable levels of business (Dennis 2000; Swan et al. 1999). 

 

In summary, there are undoubtedly many more advocates of networking than there are 

detractors. The evidence from the literature focuses on the benefits of network 

membership and the potential outcomes, with only a few disadvantages recorded. In 

practice, it may well be that networking is not seen as a panacea for increased efficiency 

or enhanced business performance by many categories and types of firm but this has not 

so far been recorded. With this in mind, it is important to recognise the potential 
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limitations and possible disadvantages of network membership and to better understand 

the limitations of networks as well as the advantages. 

 

2.10 Unit of analysis in the Network Approach 

Having reviewed the theoretical background and the fundamentals of the network 

perspective, it is important to consider the appropriate unit of analysis within the 

network approach. There is no simple answer to this, as the choice of unit depends on the 

research angle taken. Easton (1992) suggests four alternative approaches to research 

industrial networks, where (1) the emphasis is on the structures of networks, (2) on 

networks as processes, (3) on relationships between actors, (4) on the position of a focal 

firm within a network. Common to them all is the use of three interrelated basic variables, 

namely; actors, activities and resources. The network as a structure approach is based on 

the conclusion that a network structure must exist as a corollary of the interdependence of 

firms (Easton 1992; Mattsson 1985). Firms are the key elements in these structures and 

develop different traits depending on the structure and purpose of the network. The 

concepts of interdependence, structure and heterogeneity are all found to be positively 

valanced (Easton and Araujo 1994). The relative strength of the linkages between the 

actors can be determined as dense parts of the network, corresponding to clusters of firms 

with relatively strong relationships (Easton and Araujo 1994). 

 

Networks as processes is a popular approach used by researchers working within the 

networks as markets approach typified by Easton (1992) and  Håkansson (1987). The 
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main feature in the ‘network as process’ school is the important role that ‘change’ plays 

in networks. The idea is that networks are not static but rather they are continuously 

being modified due to transactions within the network and external events acting on the 

network organization itself. While a network is changing, it is at the same time stable 

because of the relationships established in the past (Gadde and Mattsson 1987). 

Resources committed to building relationships and the subsequent network bonds 

strengthen the links between firms, resulting in robust network linkages that are extremely 

durable and therefore sustainable over time.  

 

The third approach within the network perspective approach is the idea of ‘networks as 

relationships’ (Easton 1992), which share many ideas and concepts with the interaction 

approach described earlier in this chapter. In contrast with the interaction approach, 

research in this context deals with multiple actors in overlapping dyadic relationships at 

one time (Medlin 2003a). Relationships as distinct from individual transactions or 

interaction episodes, are considered to be long term and although more general in nature 

are often longer lasting and deliver better results. 

 

Finally, the concept of ‘network as position’ focuses attention on the individual actor 

rather than the network itself (Easton 1992). The position concept provides ‘both means 

and ends of strategic actions’ (Johanson and Mattsson 1992). The ‘network as position’ 

goes beyond the interaction approach because being concerned with the management of 

relationships, it takes other relationships into account and because the focal relationship 
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is seen as a ‘conduit to other relationships through which resources may be accessed’ 

(Easton 1992). As discussed in the previous section, the actors’ network perceptions or 

theories may comprise not only the present relations between actors and activities but 

also expectations and intentions regarding future relations within the network (Håkansson 

and Johanson 1993). The patterns and character of the connections between the relations 

are said to constitute the nature of the network, which are formed and modified through 

the interaction of the actors. All actors have a clear view or perception of their relations 

with other actors, although the views of interacting actors are not necessarily consistent 

and individual actors may have divergent views of the network.  Håkansson and Johanson 

(1993, p.43) found that the less immediate a relation in a network, the less differentiated 

and clear an actor’s cognitive model is.  

 

Irrespective of the network approach, Gadde and Mattsson (1987) highlight the 

importance of defining relationship boundaries in the network structure. The concept of 

the ‘organisational field’ is proposed and it is a matter of interdependencies rather than 

competition between firms in a space delimited by initiatives taken by organisation and 

by the relationships between themselves and their interdependencies. This is also 

described as the perception of their unique role in the network environment, and labeled 

as the ‘objective character’ in the organisational field (Easton 1992).  Easton also states 

that in analysing relationships, it is important to be aware of the resources held by the 

firm and the outputs that are generated. In analysing network position, it assumes a 

subjective character when it is considering actors’ behaviour in trying to reciprocally 
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evaluate each others’ potential actions (Easton 1992).  

 

By identifying the most important or influential actors in a network, i.e. those with whom 

an organisation feels strongly interdependent, the focal firm takes on the persona of the 

actor concerned (Weick 1995). This ‘enactment phenomenon’ is said to lead to the 

institutionalisation and stabilisation of the organisational field, or a boundary within the 

network. The idea in network position is that value arises from the management of 

interdependencies between actors, organisations and their respective relationships in the 

network, mutually adjusting to each others’ behaviour, as well as to exogenous changes 

(Snehota 2003). This approach suggests that the relevance of strategic analysis depends 

on the understanding of interdependencies between network entities. 

 

The reluctance of scholars in marketing to address the theoretical and measurement issues 

associated with testing hypotheses using network frameworks was noted by Stern (1996), 

who complained that much of the ensuing marketing based research into networks was 

devoid of theory or a strong theoretical foundation. An exception to this generalisation is 

the work by Cook and Emmerson (1984) who argue that the dyad remains the 

fundamental unit of analysis and is critical to the understanding of networks.  This 

prompted the question as to how elements of the network in which the dyad is embedded 

affect the sentiments, behaviour and performance of the members of the dyad? Stern 

(1996) suggests that to uncover the knowledge about these phenomena, it is important to 

analyse the dyads relationship with its environment in terms of competition and network 
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behaviour. The linkages between developing network relationships and behaviour in the 

network is important in understanding the nature of the dyadic relationships, where 

behaviour, whether explicit or implied, can have a direct bearing on the network goals or 

outcomes. Network goals can only be secured if the parties coalesce (Stern 1996). 

 

2.11 Networking Performance 

The term networking performance was identified in the development of this thesis as a 

possible operationalised outcome of being part of a business network, engaging in 

networking activities and therefore a measure worthy of further investigation. 

 

The arguments presented in this literature review for being a member of a business 

network are compelling and common to the network theories discussed is the premise 

that the individual firm will benefit from belonging to a network.  However, despite the 

evidence in the literature of the benefits of business networking and the suggestion of this 

contributing to firm performance, there has been little empirical evidence so far of an 

association between a firm’s use of networks and firm performance (Watson 2007). 

 

In a study of firm growth among SMEs in networks, Hays and Senneseth (2001, p.294) 

found that very few network studies focus on the long term economic benefits for the 

individual firm in belonging to a network, suggesting that one reason for this is the focus 

on the network rather than the individual firms which constitute the network. Terziovski 

(2003) also found a lack of rigorous research reported in the literature that tests the 

relationship between networking practices and business excellence. Similarly, 
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Hollenbeck et al. (2009, p.134) suggest that measures of networking success from a 

business perspective have to be based on more than counts of interaction, noting that 

successful networks are characterised by consistent interaction among members and 

regular sharing of information.  

 

The existing research has reported various outcomes from networking, e.g. knowledge 

sharing, competitor intelligence, resource sharing, product innovation and market 

extension (Chell 2000; Dennis 2000; Gilmore et al. 2001; O’Donnell and Cummins 1999; 

Swann et al. 1999). Ford et al (2002) considered network outcomes on three levels, the 

single actor or firm, those in a single relationship with its own identity and the outcome 

for the network as a whole. No firm is said to operate on the basis of complete analysis of 

all the networking in which it is involved – each company will observe, assess and 

respond to only a subset of the networking outcomes that is based on its particular 

network picture (Ford et al. 2002, p.13). The networking outcomes considered from a 

marketing perspective in relation to the ARA model are described by Ford et al. (2003, 

p.205) as; (1) actor outcomes; creating long term relationships with suppliers and 

customers,  (2) resource outcomes; the impact on resources of those in the network 

relationship, (3) activity outcomes; the integration of activities of the partners in the 

network relationship. 

 

Few studies have investigated the outcomes of networking from a perspective of firm 

performance, an exception being Ottesen et al. (2004) who investigated SMEs 

networking activities in respect to the firm’s relative economic performance within its 
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industry. A further example of a study where performance measures in a network have 

been measured is Medlin (2003, p.5), where relationship performance is defined as “the 

perceived economic performance of the relationship parties, relative to expectations in 

that network” in what is described as a framework of activities and resources at the 

actor/firm level and provides a useful background to identifying the dependent variable in 

this study. The notion of networking performance being the outcome of networking 

activity being a firm specific characteristic is recognised as being important to 

understanding the outcomes of networking activity and the likely operational benefits for 

the network actors involved. 

 

Network concepts and outcomes are seen to exist within a network environment and 

together influence the nature of the network exchange from a network perspective, 

influencing network activity and therefore may also have an impact on networking 

performance. The markets as networks approach to understanding the variety of resources 

that can be exchanged has been summarised in Iacobucci (1996) as a set of relationships 

based upon a number of exchanges, of which the financial and economic exchange is 

perhaps the most obvious in a business context to measure the economic value of the 

network relationship. The financial benefits of a network relationship are a major factor 

in describing networking success, with a high degree of coordination and maintenance 

required to achieve network goals (Dennis 2000). The positive outcomes of networking 

activity identified by McLoughlin and Horan (2000) also suggest that the financial 

aspects of a networking relationship are a major factor contributing to networking 

success. However, the short term nature of economic considerations alone may not be a 
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long term indicator of performance in networks and wider measures involving network 

competence have been sought (Ritter 2002). Network competence an indicator of 

performance in networks is defined as the degree of network management and the 

management qualifications possessed by the people handling the network relationships 

(Ritter and Germünden 1999). 

 

The advantage of an economic focus in the study of network effectiveness is that it offers 

direct performance indicators relative to commercial expectations. Ritter (2002) 

identified the importance of relationships in networks. This suggests there may be 

connection between the strength of relationship in a network influencing the activity and 

the economic outcomes attributable to the focal firm. There is growing recognition that 

firms are seeking to derive a sustained competitive advantage from a bundle of intangible 

assets, including knowledge, innovative capability and networks (Seggie et al. 2007). 

Therefore measuring the return on investment on such intangible assets has become an 

imperative for managers (Clancy and Stone 2005).  

 

The desire to link investment in the intangible aspects of marketing to quantifiable 

outcomes has had strong support from managers, particularly in the USA, where the 

Marketing Science Institute (MSI) made assessing marketing productivity its top priority 

in 2004-2006. This is significant because according to Clancy & Stone (2005) the MSI 

serves as a link between the academic and practitioner communities in the USA. This 

focus on the measurement of seemingly intangible marketing activities was deemed 

important enough to warrant a special edition of the Journal of Marketing (2004). 

Conventional accounting measures of marketing productivity such as market share, sales 
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turnover or profitability tend to be historical and are not reliable indicators of future 

performance.  

 

To improve the usefulness of marketing based measures of intangible items like 

networking performance, then it is crucial to view these activities as an investment and 

not a operating cost on the business (Seggie et al. 2007).  Segge et al. estimate that 

intangible assets of a firm are worth up to an average 70% of a firms market value, 

compared to just 17% twenty years earlier. Academics and practitioners appear to agree 

that quantifiable measures (or metrics) are important in the quest to assert the true value 

of intangible assets at boardroom level and that the ‘measures’ should be relative to the 

market and the competition. Another important factor in the selection of financial and 

non-financial performance measures is ‘consistency’ in the measurement and assessment 

the relative value of these measures when considering items like relationship 

performance (Medlin 2003b). The dyadic nature of network relationships where actor 

perceptions differ, is also said to present a problem for researchers seeking a quantifiable 

approach relying on simple aggregation to analyse actor constructs. Medlin (2003b) 

offers an insight into network performance based upon firms’ perceptions within a single 

and multi level framework.  

 

In recent years there has been a drive towards identifying and providing suitable 

quantifiable measures that can be employed in evaluating the ‘value added’ component of 

the intangible assets of a firm. Chief among these approaches has been the use of 

Economic Value Added (EVA), a perspective which goes beyond the simple accounting 

measures and considers costs associated with intangible aspects of a firms activities like 
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marketing as an investment, to be evaluated in line with the return on that investment. 

Early examples of this approach include the Balanced Score Card combining accounting 

measures with some of the less tangible or ‘softer’ measures of firm performance (Seggie 

et al. 2007).  Other approaches include Market Value Added (MVA) based on share 

value, Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) and accountancy measures of Return on 

Investment (ROI) involving discounted cash flows to predict future economic values.  

 

Measures of marketing activity involving ROI can be controversial in the con text of 

marketing or networking effectiveness because the benefits of such activity often emerge 

over the longer term (Rust et al. 2004). ROI, being a short term measure or ‘snapshot’ of 

activity, can be prejudicial against marketing expenditure where the benefits are known to 

be accrued over the longer term. The correct use of ROI to measure marketing activity 

involves the analysis of future cash flows but Rust et al. (2004) also warn against over 

reliance on ROI as a measure of marketing effectiveness because it is inconsistent with the 

maximization of profit. This is an important consideration and one that is often quoted in 

the management literature (Shrivastava et al. 2001).  

 

Other factors which may affect marketing and network performance measures are the 

environment and the competition. The networking environment can have a major impact 

on networking performance, with economic, political and legislative factors often being 

outside the control of the firms within the network. The final factor which may affect 

networking performance is the nature of the competitive environment in which the 
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networked firms are competing. The decision for the focal firms seeking a competitive 

advantage are based on whether to ‘drive’ the market and seek increased sales and market 

share, or to be ‘driven’ by the market, which is a more passive approach but where 

participants in the network can achieve economies of scale and be equally successful in 

terms of network performance (Rust et al. 2004). 

 

In summary, according to Cook and Emerson (1984) performance in networks can be 

studied from a number of perspectives. Firstly, performance can be examined from the 

perspective of the focal firm in the network, in terms of its own networking competence, 

which is influenced by the effectiveness of its management task and execution. In 

addition, the focal firm’s performance in the network is heavily influenced by its 

networking behavioural traits. This is closely aligned to the second significant 

perspective based on the strength of the relationships in the network. Relationships 

between the dyadic partners in the network are a key factor in determining the 

performance of the network as a whole and the individual networking benefits derived by 

the network actors. The third perspective is based on the perceived position of the firm in 

the network and the degree to which the firm is deemed to be ‘embedded’ in the network. 

The degree of embeddedness is influenced by the strength of the network ties and the 

perceived reciprocal benefits. The final perspective is arguably the most difficult to 

define but is concerned and influenced by the ‘environment’ in which the network is 

operating. The positive and negative aspects of the networking environment are closely 

aligned and can influence the perceived attractiveness of the network (Cook and Emerson 

1984).  
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2.12 Concluding summary 
 

In this chapter the antecedents of business networks and networking were traced through 

the literature from a marketing perspective. The literature on network theory and its 

relevance to marketing has been examined in detail, in particular the study of networks in 

markets and the impact that relationships can have both on networking and marketing.   

 

The chapter has followed the development of network theory and through this identified 

the factors which has been most influential in understanding networks, networking and  

relationships in business networks, namely:- 

• The antecedents of networks in markets in social network theory 

• The influence of interorganisational studies on understanding networks 

• The dyadic nature of actor connections on network relationships 

• The relational nature of networks and its application in marketing 

As the study of industrial and business networks has evolved, the literature has 

diversified, becoming global in its perspective and recognised as being influential in the 

development of business networks. These developments are seen as being significant for 

firms seeking a competitive advantage by collaborating in networks to improve 

marketing outcomes. 

 

Without doubt the most prolific and influential group of researchers following the 

markets as networks or ‘interaction’ approach is the IMP Group. The resultant body of 

literature, conference papers and more recently its own journal, has done much to 
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promote the study of networks. There have also been numerous collections and syntheses 

of IMP papers produced extolling the work of the group (Araujo 2004; Axelsson and 

Easton 1992; Dennis 2000; Easton 1992; Ford and Håkansson 2006; Gadde and 

Hakansson 2007; Henneberg et al. 2006; Mattsson 1985; Mattsson 1997; McLoughlin 

and Horan 2000; Möller and Hallien 1999).  

 

However, the work of the IMP Group is not without its critics with Parkhe et al. (2006, 

p.561) suggesting that “a drawback of the network approach is its lack of coherence and 

underachievement”. Knocke (2001) notes that the present diverse network approaches 

represent loosely connected sets of concepts, principles and analysis methods, rather than 

a rigorously deductive system. Others have argued that even with the volume of literature 

produced under the IMP banner, with Salancik (1995) in the early stages of the 

development of the network approach saying that much of the markets as networks 

approach is yet to be realised and whilst noting the use of the interaction model for 

analysing data, called for ‘a new network theory’ to fill the structural gaps in 

understanding business networks. 

 

With the critics of the markets as networks approach mainly emanating from the USA, it 

is interesting to consider the summary of the IMP research produced by one of its 

founders Snehota (2003), with its controversial title ‘Markets as Network – So What?’ 

This is an open and succinct reflection on the research undertaken within the IMP, 

commencing with the emergence of the original phenomena when the then dominant 

theories of networks were being challenged and the notion of continuous exchange 
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relationships and their interdependences were first established. The issue as Ivan Snehota 

(2003) sees it, is that too much time has been spent ‘postulating’ that markets in networks 

are institutions rather than a distinct mechanism in the assumptions of economic theory 

and therefore more relevant to the marketing discipline.  

 

However, in considering the development of this thesis, the significant contribution by 

the IMP and the markets as networks domain has formed an important theoretical 

foundation to understanding business networks. I posit that it is important to understand 

the nature of business networks to properly investigate the benefits of business 

networking and its outcomes. A business network comprises a number of connected 

business relationships, hence the actor bonds, activity links and resource ties that evolve 

from a single dyadic relationship are connected to a wider web of actors in the business 

network through the practice of networking. Networking, network pictures (actor 

perceptions) and network outcomes are all interconnected – none of them automatically 

precedes the others and each affects and is affected by those others (Ford et al. 2002). 

Networking for business is recognised as being associated with but distinct from 

networks, which is applied to a wide spectrum of contemporary organisations, including 

business networks. Networking comprises social processes over and above the 

transactional exchanges found within the structure of a network but understanding the 

relationship between networks and networking is key to the development of this thesis. 

Practitioners are able make a clear connection between business networks and 

networking and this study is concerned with the practitioners (actors’) perception of 

networking within the context of the business network.  
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Conceptual Framework 
 

Chapter Content 
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3.2.5 Networking Outcomes 

3.3 Conceptual Framework 

3.4 Discussion 

 

 

3.0 Introduction 

The previous chapter reviewed the extensive body of literature on network theory with 

specific focus on business networks and the outcomes of networking activities in 

developing a measure of networking performance. Networking activities are described as 

the strategic intentions and resultant behaviour, which can in turn lead to positive 

business outcomes (Ford et al 2002; Håkansson and Snehota1989). 

 

In this chapter the earlier review of network theory and the emergence of the markets 

networks literature, is synthesised with a view to developing and explaining the 

conceptual framework at the centre of this study on networking performance. The 

purpose of this chapter is to develop a conceptual framework to drawing on the different 

theoretical approaches used to examine the theoretical concepts associated with the 
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network and networking constructs identified in the literature. The objective is to develop 

a framework designed to identify the preferred approach to conducting this research and 

assist in visualising the inter-relationships between the concepts and identifying the 

possible determinates of NP. 

 

Research undertaken within the markets as networks field recognises the 

interdependencies, interactions and relationships as important generic aspects of firms’ 

behaviour and network orientation (Ford et al. 1998; Håkansson 1982). Therefore, as 

discussed in the previous chapter, the paradigm of networks and networking with a 

marketing orientation, linking relationships and networks within a networking 

environment is well established. Granovetter (1973) recognised that firms’ networking 

capability is strongly influenced by social bonds, the strength of the connection, the 

frequency of communication and how long they had co-operated.  This research was the 

precursor to a subsequent model developed by Johansson and Mattson (1992) where 

social exchange theory was used to explain how firms develop networks organically, to 

eventually become high performing structured networks.  

 

Performance in networks has been studied using managerial assessments of performance, 

in terms of the managers’ satisfaction with the network and the extent to which the 

network has met its stated objectives (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). From this earlier 

research into aspects of networking in a business network, a model showing the initial 

development of a conceptual framework to explain the indicators of networking 

performance is presented later in this chapter. This draws on the previous research strands 
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from the firm’s focal perspective, building on collective knowledge surrounding the 

network environment and network atmosphere constructs. However, the research also 

explores the influence of emerging constructs on networking outcomes, e.g. network 

characteristics and network capability.  

 

Other factors such as organisation size, the linkages between network competence, 

network relationships and network embeddedness are known to influence network 

outcomes (Ritter 2000).  These are examined, along with network influence and network 

trust (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). Together, these constructs identified in the 

literature were considered to be important aspects of a firm’s perspective on business 

networking activities and how these constructs related to the perceived networking 

outcomes and ultimately networking performance. 

 

FIGURE 3.1 

Development of a Conceptual Framework 
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The model in Figure 3.1 from Håkansson and Snehota (1989) was used as a guide to 

investigating the theoretical linkages between a range of networking actions processed 

through a networking exchange, resulting in networking outcomes. This may be a 

simplistic representation of the networking process but it is useful to understand that it is 

not by networking actions alone that networking outcomes can be assessed. In the 

development of a conceptual framework, it is important to understand the process and 

interaction within the network which contribute to the networking outcomes and in this 

study, with particular emphasis on identifying dimensions of networking performance. 

 

The notion of a networking exchange has evolved from social exchange and subsequent 

network exchange theory, where social and network exchange is said to be shaped by the 

network structure in which the relationship is embedded (Cook and Emerson 1987; 

Willer 1999). Network actors are said to be embedded within the network structure, 

which governs the network behaviour and evolves as the network develops, influencing a 

range of network outcomes (Ford et al. 2003; Ford et al. 1998; Håkansson and Snehota 

1989). As with the social exchange, if the structure of the network is changed, the 

network exchange will influence network behaviour and affect the network outcomes. 

Although the model in Figure 3.1 goes some way to explain the process of network 

development, it fails to recognise the importance of relationships within the 

interconnected actors in the network, which was later addressed by (Ford et al. 2003). 

The merits of the notion and interpretations of a network as an exchange vary with 

network relationships being based on simple dyadic structures (McLoughlin and Horan 

2000). Meanwhile others believe the networking process being interactive and mutually 
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beneficial, is facilitated by the idea of a network exchange (Achrol 1997; Kotler and 

Armstrong 1999). For the purpose of this study, the notion of networking outcomes being 

classified in terms of exchange outputs will assist the in the process of identifying 

networking performance.  

 

3.1 Theoretical Concepts 

This research was viewed from the individual firm’s perspective, as described by 

individual actors as employees of the firm operating within the network. The focus of the 

study is business to business (b2b) networking but as Granovetter (1985) argues, network 

analysis begins with the assumption that actors within a network, whether they are acting 

as individuals or as part of a group, are embedded as part of a myriad of social 

relationships. As such, it is impossible to understand actor behaviour within a network 

without understanding the relationship context in which it functions (Galaskiewicz 1996).  

 

We also know from earlier network analysis conducted by the social and behavioural 

science literature, exemplified by the ‘Hawthorn Studies’ conducted by Roethliberger and 

Dickson (1939), that actors are interdependent rather than independent and that the 

relationships that actors have with each other are channels or conduits through which 

ideas and resources flow. It is also stated that network analysis should be concerned with 

relationships as well as behaviour, leading to what was subsequently described as the 

network approach to understanding relationships in networks (Galaskiewicz 1985; 

Wasserman and Galaskiewicz 1994). 
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The markets as networks approach to researching business networks shares some of the 

antecedents and concerns of other network approaches reviewed in the previous chapter 

but presents some unique features too. The relationship and interaction approach 

associated with markets in networks has extended dyadic studies to become an 

established systematic level of analysis through the concept of connectedness in network 

relationship studies, as acknowledged by Iacabucci (1996). This approach is exemplified 

by the innovative studies conducted by Håkansson and Snehota (1989), in collaboration 

with with other leading adacemics within the IMP Group research community. 

 

As part of the process to review the literature domain associated with understanding the 

research into markets as networks, a table was developed to  summarise the concepts and 

connections of the network terms found in the literature. The networking terms listed in 

the Table 3.1 in alphabetical order, are considered to be influentual in the development of 

the constructs used to describe the variables in the emerging conceptual framework, to 

explain networking outcomes and the measurement of networking performance. 

 

TABLE 3.1 

Network concepts associated with networking performance 

 

Network Terms Author(s) Theoretical description Link to 

conceptual 

model 

Network 
Activation 

Üstüner and 
Iacabucci (2012) 
Steward et a. 
(2010) 

The frequency of activation of 
network ties is considered 
important in determining 
networking outcomes. The 
activation of network ties may 
be formal or informal, via digital 

Network 
Environment 
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Network Terms Author(s) Theoretical description Link to 

conceptual 

model 

of face to face communications 
in network meetings or on a one 
to one basis. 

Network 
Allegiance  

Andersen and 
Buvik (2002) 
Dorsch et al. 
(1998) 
Madhock (1995) 
Harvey & Lusch 
(1995) 

Allegiance exists where two or 
more potential exchange 
partners share the perception of 
goal compatibility, trust and 
performance. This is 
strengthened over time when 
strong bonds form through 
shared experiences. 

Network 
Characteristics 

Network 
Atmosphere 

Granovetter 
(1985) 
Birley (1985) 
Galaskiewicz 
(1985) 
Gadde and 
Mattsson (1987) 
Holmlund and 
Törnroos (1997) 
Ford (1998) 

Networks described as having a 
discernable atmosphere, said to 
be a precursor to understanding 
the identity of the network. 
Network profile is linked to the 
network atmosphere. The term 
atmosphere is also recognised as 
being problematic due the 
conflicting use of the terms 
environment and atmosphere.  

Network 
Attractiveness 
Network 
Profile 
and 
Network 
Identity 

Network 
Attractiveness 

(Granovetter 
1973) 
(Miles and 
Snow 1986) 
(Gadde and 
Mattsson 1987) 
(Håkansson and 
Snehota 1989) 

Network attractiveness like 
social attractiveness. It is 
considered a prelude to social 
interaction and important in 
dyadic business relationships. A 
firm’s network perspective is 
conditioned by perceived 
network attractiveness. 

Network 
Atmosphere 
and Network 
Environment 

Networking 
Behaviour 

Thorelli (1986) 
Anderson and 
Håkansson 
(1994) 
Achrol & Kotler 
(1999) 

Networking behaviour is defined 
as the interactive network 
process wherby actors seek to 
develop close relationships 
based on mutually beneficial 
acts. Network behaviour is seen 
to be a reliable indicator of 
networking performance. 

Network 
Environment 
and 
Networking 
Performance 

Networking 
Capability 

Ritter (2003) 
Teece et al 
(1997) Helfat & 
Peteraf (2003) 
Eisendhardt & 
Martin (2000) 

Networking capability is defined 
as a firm’s ability to develop and 
use inter-firm relationships 
measured by task execution and 
qualifications.It is also seen as 
the process of developing inter-

Networking 
Outcomes 
Network 
resources and  
Degree of 
embeddedness. 
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Network Terms Author(s) Theoretical description Link to 

conceptual 

model 

Anand & 
Khanna (2000) 

organisational relationships to 
access resources for networking. 
Networking capability is 
dependent on network 
orientation and degree of 
embeddedness. 

Network 
Characteristics 

Ritter (2000) 
Kale et al (2000) 
Easton & Araujo 
(1994) 
Moran (2005) 
Ritter (1992) 

The description of network 
characteristics varies according 
to the firm’s focal perspective. 
Ritter found a strong correlation 
between positive network 
characteristics and network 
competence. Network outcomes 
are dependent on firms 
demonstrating a portfolio of 
network characteristics 

Networking 
Outcomes 
Network 
Competence, 
Strength of 
Relationship 

Network 
Competence 

Drucker (1992) 
Prahalad & 
Hamel (1990) 
Freis et al 
(2003) 
Ritter (1992) 

Network competence is defined 
as the skills, knowledge and 
resources to perform network 
tasks. It is seen as a core 
competence of a firm using 
networking as a root to 
competitive advantage.  

Network 
Capability 

Network  
Contacts 

Granovetter 
(1973) 
Ford et al. 
(2003) 
 

Network analysis was based on 
studying the dyadic connections 
between actor nodes and the 
subsequent ties in a network. 
From this the study of the 
interconnections and relations in 
networks emerged.  

Network  
Environment 

Degree of 
Embeddedness 

Holmland & 
Törnroos (1997) 
Håkansson 
(1997)Greve & 
Salaff (2003) 
Ritter et al 
(2004) Young & 
Wilkinson 
(2004) 

Defined as the degree to which 
actors are embedded in a 
network and likely influence 
networking outcomes. The 
degree of embeddedness in a 
network is an established 
network concept and is likely to 
influence the action and 
outcomes from relationships in 
the network. 

Network 
Capability, 
Networking 
Outcomes & 
Networking 
Performance 

Network 
Environment 

Granovetter 
(1985)  
Ford (1998) 

The network environment is 
described as enabler of network 
performance and the idea of the 

Networking 
Performance 
Network 
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Network Terms Author(s) Theoretical description Link to 

conceptual 

model 

Thorelli (1986) equal power network, where 
where members develop close 
relationships based on reciprocal 
and supportive actions based on 
their behaviour. Therefore 
networks are said to have a 
discerable environment. 

Behaviour 
Network 
Intensity 

Network Identity Achrol (1997) 
Achrol& Kotler 
(1997) 
Håkansson 
(1982) 
Håkansson and 
Snehota (1989) 
Hald et al. 
(2009) 
Huemer et al. 
(2004) 

Network identity defines how 
firms see themselves in a 
network and how they are seen 
by others. Network identity is 
how the network is perceived 
from the viewpoint of the actors 
in a network and is seen as part 
of the atmosphere of a network. 
Network identity is said to 
capture the attractiveness of a 
firm as an exchange partner in a 
network. 

Network 
Atmosphere 

Networking 
Intensity 

Aldrich (1975) 
Van de Van & 
Ferry (1980) 

Networking intensity is defined 
as the extent to which actor 
resources are committed to the 
network relationship, measured 
by frequency of contact and the 
volume of resourses exchanged. 

Network 
Environment 

Network 
Orientation 

Overby & Min 
(2001) 

Network orientation allows  a 
firm to identify and concentrate 
on those business activities to 
which it is best suited, 
characterised by the 
relatationships between the 
network partners and the 
network outcomes. 

Network 
Environment 

Networking 
Outcomes 

Van de Ven & 
Walker (1984) 
Powell (1990) 
Nohria & Eccles 
(1992) Jarillo 
(1989) Watson 
(2007) 

Networking outcomes include 
shared knowledge, technology 
transfer, legitimacy, economies 
of scale and resource exchange. 
SME’s can access resources 
external to the firm, improving 
firm performance.  

Networking 
Performance 

Networking 
Performance 

Lehmann (2004) 
McLoughlin & 
Horan (2000) 

The new construct of 
Networking performance is 
developed from the notion of 

Networking 
Outcomes 
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Network Terms Author(s) Theoretical description Link to 

conceptual 

model 

O’Donnell et al 
(2001) Rust et al 
(2004) Ottesen 
et al (2004) 
Haynes and 
Senneseth 
(2001)  

performance in networks. 
Measures of networking 
performance include the 
perceived financial and 
economic benefits of 
networking.  

Network 
Profile 

Achrol and 
Kotler (1999) 
Håkansson and 
Snehota (1989) 

Defined as how the network is 
perceived from the viewpoint of 
the actors in the network.  

Network 
Atmosphere 

Network 
Resourses 

Ford (2002) 
Hoang & 
Antoncic (2003) 

The network resource construct 
emphasises how resources are 
developed and expoited through 
relationships. It is said to 
possess three dimensions: 
Network human capital 
resources, Synergy sensitive 
resources 
and Information sharing 
resources.  

Network 
Capability 

Network 
Size 

Burg (1999) 
Ford et al. 
(2003) 
Håkansson and 
Snehota (1995) 
 

A network requires a number of 
actors to be considered effective. 
It is not sufficient to simply 
count the nodes or connections 
in a network , as netwoks 
quickly expand through a 
complex set of inter-
relationships to form complex 
network structures.  

Network 
Atmosphere 

Organisation 
Size 

Mayhew et al 
(1972) Blau & 
Schwartz (1984) 
Schoenherr 
(1971)  Wincent 
(2005) 

Organisation size is a dimension 
of network capability. As the 
size of an organisation increases, 
the probability of external 
network ties and influence 
decreases.  

Network 
Capability 
Network 
Atmosphere 

Strength of 
Relationship 

Achrol (1997) 
Anderson et al 
(1994) 
(Håkansson and 
Snehota 1989) 
Ritter (2002) 

Strength of relationship is 
defined as the ability of a firm to 
develop and manage 
relationships with others in the 
network.  

Network 
Characteristics 
Strong vs 
weak ties 
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Network Terms Author(s) Theoretical description Link to 

conceptual 

model 

Strong versus 
Weak Ties 

Granovetter 
(1973) 
Johannisson 
(1988) Dubini & 
Aldrich (1991) 
Gargiulo & 
Benassi (1999) 
Uzzi (1996) 

Networks have different 
structural and relational 
characteristics with varying 
strengths supported by a range 
of strong and weak network ties. 
The notion of strong versus 
weak ties in networks has 
featured frequently in the 
literature. 

Network 
Characteristics 

Trust Eberl (2004) 
Currall & Judge 
(1995)  Zucher 
(1986) Lanne & 
Bachmann 
(2001) Andersen 
& Buvik (2002) 

Trust is an important dimension 
in relationships. It is defined as 
having a reliance and confidence 
in truth, of being reliable and 
being trustworthy. Network trust 
is dependent on and mediated by 
the network framework in which 
the relationship is embedded.  

Networking 
Characteristics 

 

 

In the process of developing the conceptual framework, the theoretical perspectives from 

the markets as networks approach to understanding the indicators of networking 

performance have been investigated based on the most cited concepts and terms 

summarised in Table 3.1. 

 

The development of a conceptual framework to investigate the linkages between 

networking activity and networking performance (NP) is based partly on the study of 

relationships in networks (Håkansson and Snehota 1995). This is one of a number of 

early studies at the core of the markets as networks approach, conceptualised in the 

framework developed to provide a method for understanding networks within a 

marketing context The research undertaken within the markets as networks literature 
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recognises the interdependencies, interaction and relationships, as important generic 

aspects of firms’ behaviour and network orientation (Håkansson 1982). This is seen as 

the focal firm’s perspective within the dyadic network construct and was influential in 

this study and the development of a conceptual model explaining NP. 

 

In summary, by understanding what has influenced networking outcomes from prior 

literature, Table 3.1 has highlighted the constructs and measures of networking activity 

considered most likely to influence networking outcomes in the future. It is evident that a 

four constructs have been cited more often than others in describing the outcomes from 

networking, identified as; 1) network atmosphere, 2) network environment, 3) network 

capability, 4) network characteristics. These network constructs are highlighted in the 

emerging conceptual framework described in the following section.  

 

3.2 Developing a Theoretical Framework 

The four overarching, or higher order network constructs identified above are described 

numerical order together with their associated networking terms in the following sections. 

 

3.2.1 Network Atmosphere 

The notion of networks having a discernable ‘atmosphere’ and therefore a clear identity, 

is seen as the result of the resulting social bonds and inherent attractiveness of the 

network, suggested by Granovetter (1985). The concept of network atmosphere is 

recognised as being problematic because of the interconnectedness of the terms 

surrounding phrases like network environment and network characteristics (Holmlund 
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and Törnroos 1997). Firms appreciating the relative attractiveness of embedded networks 

are able to describe the network atmosphere and perceive distinct differences in relative 

network performance (Ritter et al. 2004).  Network atmosphere is considered to be an 

important precursor to understanding network identity, the network characteristics and 

therefore the attractiveness of the network from the firm’s focal perspective within a 

network exchange, offering a more holistic perspective to the possibility of business-to-

business networks (Birley 1985; Easton and Araujo 1994; Gadde and Mattsson 1987; 

Galaskiewicz 1985). Network atmosphere is therefore important in the development of 

long term relationships, their characteristics, antecedents and consequences, as well as the 

dynamic within the whole network (Henneberg et al. 2006). 

 

Network Attractiveness 

The idea of network attractiveness being a desirable quality from a firm’s perspective is 

an established social phenomena, recognised within social groups or networks as a 

prelude to social interaction (Granovetter 1973). Attractiveness means to cause interest or 

pleasure and has been the subject of study in behavioural aspects of social psychology, 

social exchange and oganisational behaviour. Network attractiveness is defined as a 

mutual construct which describes the mutual interest between actors within a network 

(Ellegaard and Ritter 2008). Network attractiveness is determined by dimensions of 

emotional consideration, interaction process and value creation. 

 

The conceptualisation of the environment of the firm as being socially bounded has been 

questioned in organisation theory and resource dependence theory (Miles and Snow 
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1986). However, drawing on this research, Anderson and Håkansson (1994) stressed the 

importance of social attractiveness in dyadic business relationships and the environment 

in which they operate. This idea was endorsed by Gadde and Mattsson (1987) and whilst 

these researchers generalised when talking about the social exchange perspective on 

dyadic relations and social networks, all agree that exchange relationships are contingent 

on network attractiveness. A firm’s network perspective provides the context for 

reviewing the perceived attractiveness of a network of connected business partners 

(Håkansson and Snehota 1989). The concept of network attractiveness being influenced 

by the network profile and identity within the overall network atmosphere, is seen as the 

focal firm’s perspective within the dyadic network construct and was influential in the 

development of the conceptual framework. 

 

Network Size 

Networks cannot be defined by a single firm or actor in a network. Relationships between 

firms and actors in a network are complex and the perspective of a network should be as 

broad as possible (Ford et al. 2003). Neither is it sufficient to count the nodes or 

connections in a single network, as seemingly simple networks quickly expand through a 

complex set of interrelationships to form complex network structures (Håkansson and 

Snehota 1995). Networks, whether formal or informal structures, are almost always 

overlapping, said to be viewed not as a constellation of networks but rather a galaxy 

(Misner and Morgan 2000). A network requires a number of actors to be considered 

effective but opinion on the minimum size of an effective network is divided, with 

researchers suggesting rather than an absolute number in a network, it depends how 
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influential the actors in the network are (Burg 1999). This follows the idea that networks 

consist of spheres of influence, with hub firms or actors attracting their own satellite of 

network contacts. 

 

Network Identity 

Actors have bounded knowledge about the networks in which they are engaged limited 

by the perceived network horizon and the inability to see beyond a number of network 

connections and relationships (Håkansson 1982). A network horizon will vary over time 

and the part of the network within the horizon that the actor considers relevant at any 

point in time is what according to Håkansson and Snehota (1989), gives the network its 

context or identity. It is this fluid configuration of connected firms that defines the 

identity of the network and the relationships which provide a perceived level of 

importance (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). In considering identity and identification in 

networks, Huemer et al. (2004) the notion of identities in networks is introduced which is 

said to enhance the awareness of interdependence and embeddedness, which in turn 

promotes a sense of belonging.  However, the interpretation of network identity in this 

study differs from the perspective of Huemer et al. (2004), in that the focus of network 

identity is concerned with the marketing perception of image and reputation creating the 

network identity, as helpfully delineated by Ellis et al. (2011, p.402).  In this thesis, it is 

the network ‘identity’ which is seen how defines how firms see the network as an entity 

itself, rather than hoe they see themselves in the network and how they are seen by others 

in the network. Because network identity is perceived from the viewpoint of the actor or 

firm, it is important to describe network identity in the context of the network under 
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consideration, and it is for this reason that it was considered in the same dimension as the 

perceived network atmosphere, suggested by (Achrol 1997; Achrol and Kotler 1999). 

 

Network Profile 

Network profile is defined as how the network is perceived from the viewpoint of the 

actors in a network (Achrol and Kotler 1999). It is seen in the same dimension as network 

atmosphere and is considered to be an an important operational factor in assessing the 

relative strength of a network. Network profile is described as being how the the network 

is seen by others (Håkansson and Snehota 1989). 

 

3.2.2 Network Environment 

The network environment and the idea of networks being defined by the behaviour of the 

actors within the network having a discernable purpose and therefore sense of destiny 

(Ford 1998), is encapsulated in the notion of the network environment being the enabler 

of network outcomes There is a link between network behaviour and outcomes and the 

resultant economic action (Granovetter 1985b). This has been the premise on which the 

nature of relationships and the exchanges they encompass have been investigated in the 

past. The notion of networks having a discernable environment, is built on a number of 

network observations and the concept of an equal power network, where members 

develop close relationships on the basis of reciprocal and mutually supportive actions 

developed (Thorelli1986). Research also suggests that where greater attention is directed 

to understanding the embedded context within which the dyadic business relationships 

exist, this provides useful measures of network performance, including resource 
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transferability, relationship cooperation, relationship commitment and network behaviour 

(Anderson and Håkansson 1994). Heterogeneity in dyadic network relationships, where 

actor perceptions differ, has been examined by successive researchers; Ford et al. (1998), 

Greve and Salaff (2003), Håkansson (1982), Holmlund and Törnroos (1997). Findings 

describe the variations in network perspective linked to network environment, where 

firms having different reasons for joining the network increased their perception of the 

value of network outcomes as the intensity of the networking contacts increased (Achrol 

and Kotler 1999; Medlin 2003b; Ritter 2002; Snehota 2003). 

 

Networking Behaviour 

Described as the interactive network process whereby actors seek to develop close 

relationships on the basis of reciprocal and mutually beneficial acts, network behaviour is 

seen to be a reliable indicator of performance in networks (Thorelli 1986). Network 

behaviour can be seen to have stabilising or destabilising consequences on the 

performance of the network. A business network is sustained by dyadic business 

relationships, which by their nature are dynamic and can be heavily influenced by the 

perceived behaviour of actors within the dyadic structure of the network, strengthening or 

weakening the network by their individual actions (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). 

Network behaviour is a conditioning process, influenced by individuals’ actions within 

the group and the network horizon. Behaviour is bounded by the network environment, 

network rules, network traditions, relationships and business connections. The boundary 

may not be arbitrary but patterns of network behaviour can be measured against the 

actor’s perception of network outcomes and network performance. This in turn influences 
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the network’s reputation, conveying a sense of importance and competence in the 

network exchange (Achrol and Kotler 1999). Palmer and Richards (1999) identified that 

while actors believed in demonstrating positive networking behaviour, they were 

encumbered by present organisational behavioural norms and networking preferences. 

 

Networking Intensity  

Intensity refers to the extent of the interacting organisations’ resources committed to the 

network relationship, in terms of frequency of contact & amount of resources (Aldrich 

1979). Networking intensity is said to refer to the extent to which individuals (actors) 

honour their obligations to others in the network (O’Donnell et al. 2001). Intensity is also 

recognised as an important dimension of a network’s environment (Gemünden et al. 1996; 

Haynes and Senneseth 2001). Frequency of interaction is considered likely to have a 

positive influence of firm performance (Üstüner and Iacabucci 2012). Successful networks 

are said to be characterised by consistent interaction among members and regular sharing 

of information (Hollenbeck et al. 2009, p.134). However, intensity alone may not be a 

indicator of networking performance but there is evidence that when linked with 

networking behaviour, networking intensity has a positive impact on networking 

outcomes (Van de Ven 1976). 

 

Network Activation 

Frequency of network activation is used as a measure by Üstüner and Iacabucci (2012, 

p.194) in a study of interorganisational embeddedness in networks and salespeople’s 
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effectiveness. The construct is based on the frequency of activating network ties, rather 

than being a more traditional measure of the number of network ties, or contacts in a 

network. Network tie activation may be by a face-to-face meeting, a digital 

communication or some other identifiable network activation activity. Network activation 

may be formal, i.e. in a network meeting or informal, in a more social setting. Steward et 

al. (2010, p.563) found that salespeople were more likely to use their personal contact 

network first before turning to more formal network systems, suggesting that salespeople 

should “enhance the value and usability of formal network systems”.  

 

Network Contacts 

Network analysis was based on studying the dyadic connections between actor nodes and 

the subsequent ties in a network. From this the study of the interconnections and relations 

in networks emerged Ford et al. 2003). Salespeople were found to create customer value 

by gaining access and leveraging talent from their network contacts to develop and 

deliver customer solutions (Steward et al. 2008). But in considering the value of network 

contacts, Üstüner and Godes (2006, p.102) found “managers often view sales networks 

only in terms of numbers of direct contacts. But someone who knows a lot of people 

doesn’t necessarily have an effective network, because networks often pay off most 

handsomely through indirect contacts”. The notion of network contacts is associated with 

network ties and the strength of weak ties in considering the issue of embeddedness in 

networks (Granovetter 1985). There are clear overlaps in the literature when discussing 

network contacts and relationships in networks in the context of a business network from 

the perspective of the focal firm or actor.  
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3.2.3 Network Capability 

A framework for understanding the importance of networking capability in the overall 

performance of networks is presented by the literature on the dynamic capabilities view 

of the firm (Teece et al. 1997). The degree to which relationships are embedded in a 

network and the resulting social bonds identified by Granovetter (1985) and developed by 

Holmlund and Törnroos (1997), are responsible for creating the networking environment. 

Dynamic capabilities are the organisational and strategic routines by which managers 

alter their firms’ resource base through acquiring, shedding, integrating and combining 

resources to generate value creating strategies (Eisenhardt and Martin 2000). 

 

Network capability is defined as a composite of alliance experience and the existence of a 

dedicated alliance function, which focuses on the more structural set-up of the firm (Kale 

et al. 2002). An issue in the capabilities literature is the relationship between capabilities 

and performance, the focus in this research being networking performance. Network 

‘capability’ has been the subject of a number of studies, defining network capability in 

terms of developing inter-organisational relationships with a view to accessing resources. 

(Anand and Khanna 2000; Walter et al. 2006). Ritter (2003) argues that network 

competence is aligned to network capability, being a firm’s ability to develop and use 

inter-firm relationships, which can be measured by task execution and qualifications. 

However, network competence is also seen as a network characteristic and distinct from 

network capability (Wilson and Nielson 2000). Therefore in this study, network 

capability is viewed as being separate from network competence, on the basis that an 
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actor may possess network capability but not necessarily demonstrate network 

competence. 

 

Degree of Embeddedness 

The importance of ‘embeddedness’ in network relationships was recognised by 

Håkansson (1987) with the extent to which an actor was embedded in a network having a 

positive effect on network outcomes. Holmlund and Törnroos (1997) also describe 

‘embeddedness’ as being the degree to which an actor firm is embedded in a network, 

with the concept of embeddedness relating to the linkages of economic action and 

outcomes. Similarly, firms appreciating the relative attractiveness of embedded networks 

are able to describe the network atmosphere and perceive distinct differences in relative 

performance (Ritter et al. 2004). Recognising the significance of embeddedness to 

business networks, Üstüner and Iacobucci (2012, p200), posit that embeddedness is 

expected to improve economic outcomes.                                                                                  

 

Network Orientation 

Firms seeking positive outcomes from engaging in networking activities inevitable make 

mistakes in selecting network partners due to what has been described as a lack of 

network orientation (Overby and Min 2001). Positive network orientation is said to allow 

a firm to concentrate on those business areas for which it is best suited and to contract 

with network partners for everything else.  This implies a strategic and integrated 

systems approach to networking and a common perspective with which network 

members collaborate for the common good of all in the group. This is based on 
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cooperative norms that are defined as the beliefs that both parties in a relationship must 

combine their efforts and cooperate to be successful. Network orientation is characterised 

by the interdependencies and level of interaction between associated network partners. 

Overby & Min (2001) refer to network orientation in terms of coordination and integrated 

systems between organisations. 

 

Organisation Size 

Organisational characteristics vary according to organisation size, which together 

influence and shape social interaction within a network. As the size of the organization 

increases, the expected number of contacts per person also increases at a pro-rata rate but 

time and the availability of resources eventually dampens the effect (Ritter 1999). 

Equally, as the size of the organization increases, the probability of external network ties 

and influence decreases (Blau and Schwartz 1984). This suggests that it is difficult to 

sustain the networking effect and subsequent benefits as an organisation grows and 

differentiates. Similarly, in a study of the effect of firm size on network capability and 

firm performance in networks, networking width being the number of networking 

partners was found to be an important interaction term for performance implications from 

pursuing corporate entrepreneurship and networking performance (Wincent 2005).  

 

Network Resources 

Network relationships are viewed as the means by which actors gain access to a variety 

of resources held by other actors (Hoang and Antoncic 2003). The network literature 

emphasises how each company’s resources are developed and exploited through 
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relationships (Ford 2002). The network resource construct is said to possess three 

dimensions: network human capital resources, synergy sensitive resources and 

information sharing resources (Li and Lin 2006). Li and Lin also state that network 

human capital resources include technical capabilities, network management, industry 

knowledge, network experiential knowledge. The concept of synergy sensitive resources 

is based on the notion of complimentary resource endowments and refers to the level of 

overlap or similarity between firms in the network. The final dimension of network 

resources is information sharing, the ability to exchange, assemble, integrate, and deploy 

valuable information across network boundaries (Li and Lin 2006). 

 

3.2.4 Network Characteristics 

There is a strong association between positive network characteristics and network  

outcomes (Ritter 2000).  The network characteristics construct has established linkages to 

network competence, trust, allegiance and strength of relationship. The idea of network 

characteristics varies according the firm’s focal perspective depending on the frequency 

of contact, resources committed and the social dimension of the relationship (Easton 

1992). 

 

A firm is likely to have a mix of strong and weak ties in a network (Granovetter 1973). 

Kale et al (2000) argue that firms benefit from a portfolio of network characteristics 

which appeal to the network members, depending on the conditions surrounding the firm. 

The model proposed in this chapter, argues that network characteristics are an important 

antecedent to understanding aspects of networking outcomes within the paradigm of 
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networking performance. A strong allegiance to a positive set of network characteristics 

was seen to be more beneficial in terms of execution and integration into a network 

(Easton and Araujo 1994). Network characteristics foster the capability to interact with 

firms and encourage a sense of reciprocal benefit and closeness among firms. Issues such 

as mutual respect, social skills, communication skills and the level of co-operation are 

part of network characteristics and network capability. Finally, trust is seen as a 

networking characteristic which affects the depth and richness of exchange relations and 

is an essential prerequisite for most forms of interdependent relationships in networks 

(Moran 2005). This model proposes examining network characteristics as an indicator of 

networking outcomes. 

 

Strength of Relationship 

Relationships are seen as a prerequisite to successful networking and the development of 

inter-firm relationships. There has been a considerable body of research investigating the 

nature and development of relationships in networks (Achrol 1997; Anderson and 

Håkansson 1994; Håkansson and Snehota 1995). As Ritter et al (2002) observe that the 

ability of a firm to develop and manage relations with key suppliers, customers and other 

organisations is a core competence of a firm, having a direct bearing on a firm’s 

competitive strength and performance. The extent to which firms are able to manage 

relationships is the subject of continuing research (Möller and Svahn 2003). Medlin 

(2003) suggests that in considering the interaction between firms to create various forms 

of business relationship it is important to recognise the difference perspectives between 

actors’ views of the relationship. Relationships are also seen to be influential in creating 
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business networks and therefore important in managing relationships in networks (Ritter 

et al. 2004). Terziovski (2003, p.91) suggest that networking practices have a 

significantly positive effect on business excellence and found that the strength of 

relationship between networking practices and business excellence to be significant and 

positive. Relationships in networks have been considered by a number of characteristics , 

including mutuality, symmetry, power dependence and resource dependence. However, 

Holmlund and Törnroos (1997, p.306) suggest that in considering the long-term character 

of relationships in networks, the two important aspects are (1) continuation; where 

relationships are said to endure and be long lasting and (2) strength; where strength refers 

to a firm’s resistance to disruption in a relationship, which is said to increase over time, 

strengthening network bonds and increasing respective firm performance. Similarly, 

Richards and Jones (2009, p.312) found that relationship effectiveness had a positive 

effect on sales performance. From early discussions with executives in firms willing to 

collaborate on this research project, it became evident that it was not the relationship 

alone but the strength of the relationship that was likely to be significant. 

 

Strong versus weak ties 

It is acknowledged that networks with different structural and relational characteristics 

have specific strengths and that a number of network ties are required to support business 

development (Aldrich and Zimmer 1986; Brass et al. 2004; Dubini and Aldrich 1991; 

Gargiulo and Benassi 2000; Granovetter 1973; Johannisson 1988). Brass et al (2004) 

argue that the shift of network research from simple considerations such as the existence 

or non-existence of a relationship, to consideration of the relative strength and content of 
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the relationship is needed to distinguish between theoretical predictions. The network 

literature is primarily concerned with the nature of the relational bond between two or 

more actors, as well as the effect this bond has on shared activities (Frenzen and 

Nakamoto 1993; Granovetter 1985a; Hansen 1999; Uzzi 1997). Researchers typically 

classify the relationship between actors as being linked by either a strong tie or a weak tie 

(Rindfleisch and Moorman 2001). By treating strong and weak ties as separate constructs 

rather than degrees of one another, Rowley et al (2000) state that this captures richness in 

the data, which past researchers see as important in understanding network effects and 

firm behaviour (Rowley et al. 2000).  

 

Uzzi (1996) argues that strong ties are associated with the exchange of high-quality 

information and knowledge. In the development of strong ties, inter-firm partners learn 

about respective organisations, they become more dependent on one another and develop 

relational trust (Larson 1992). 

 

Granovetter (1973) argues that weak ties are conduits across which an actor can access 

novel information. Weak ties are more likely than strong ties to be ‘local bridges’ to 

distant others possessing unique information. The strength of weak ties argument is as 

much about structural embeddedness as it is about relational embeddedness. A weak tie 

can be beneficial because it is more likely to embed an actor in or provide access to 

divergent regions of the network rather than to a densely connected set of actors. For 

example, Granovetter (1973) suggests that an actor’s collection of weak ties is more 

likely to reach divergent regions of the surrounding network. In practice, a firm 
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embedded in a network is likely to have access to a range of both strong and weak ties 

and use these both strategically and tactically in the pursuit of business aims. 

 

Trust 

Without a notable dimension of trust, concepts like networking seem to promise little 

efficiency (Morgan and Hunt 1994). Consequently, trust is considered as being important 

in building relationships a strategic and operational level. There are difficulties 

concerning actors in a network trusting an organisation, rather than another individual 

and indeed firms trusting each other. The issue is to what extent trust can be generalised 

and institutionalised beyond individual perceptions. It is recognised that inter-firm trust is 

especially dependent on and mediated by the institutional framework in which the 

relationship is embedded (Lane and Bachmann 1996). However, despite trust being an 

important component in creating relationships, researchers in the markets as networks 

tradition have often ignored trust when describing network effectiveness and networking 

performance.  

 

Allegiance 

Like trust, allegiance is also frequently identified as a network construct in dyadic studies 

(Wellman and Berkowitz 1988). Creating effective relationships in networks requires a 

co-operative approach towards inter-firm interaction, focusing on the quality and strength 

of the relationship which in-turn reinforces the allegiance of the network partners 

(Andersson and Forsgren 2000). If the focal firm has to select between two or more 

potential exchange partners, the perception of goal compatibility, trust and performance 
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of the different candidates are likely to be important indicators. Such types of 

information, in particular concerning compatibility and trust, are most likely to be based 

on direct experience (Moorman et al. 1993; Morgan and Hunt 1994). From a network 

perspective, these ideas are important because they suggest that the context of trust, 

which will differ systematically across business environments, exerts an important 

influence on the network relationship, linking the degree of trust and the strength of the 

relationship. 

 

Networking Competence 

Network competence is defined as the degree of network management task execution & 

the degree of network management (Ritter and Germunden 2003). Networking 

competence is considered a core competence of the firm according to Prahalad and 

Hamel (1990), highlighting the importance of networking as a root to competitive 

advantage. According to Prahalad & Hamel (1990, p.83), membership of a network 

provides potential access to a wide variety of market benefits and “can make a significant 

contribution to the value of the firm and may be difficult to imitate’’. Increasing attention 

has been paid to a firm’s competencies by both academia and managers. While the focus 

traditionally has been on technological competencies and their impact on corporate 

success, more recent studies have included managerial competencies and networking 

competence in particular (Freis et al. 2003). The term networking competence is used to 

describe the skills, knowledge and resources necessary to perform certain network tasks. 

Network competence has been defined also as a process of activities (Drucker 1992). 

This view is endorsed by Ritter (2003) who examined aspects of network competence, 
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including the necessary knowledge, skills and qualifications to network effectively, 

distinguishing between the tasks that need to be performed in order to manage a firm’s 

technological network and the qualifications, skills, and knowledge that are needed in 

order to perform these tasks.  

 

In this study, competencies form the collective networking knowledge of a firm and in 

particular the capacity for the team of resources to perform some tasks or activities (Grant 

1991). A competency is created from a combination of network resources, created by 

networking processes that are used to achieve a desired objective (Ritter and Germünden 

2003). Network competence and network capability are seen to possess different 

attributes in the development of this construct and the subsequent model development. 

 

Ritter and Gemünden (2003) incorporated both aspects in their concept of network 

competence including both having the necessary knowledge, skills, and qualifications as 

well as using them effectively. With regard to network competence, they distinguish 

between the tasks that need to be performed in order to manage a company’s 

technological network and the qualifications, skills, and knowledge that are needed in 

order to perform these tasks (Gemünden & Ritter 1997; Ritter 1999). Therefore network 

competence is created from a given combination of resources which have been made by 

using network processes that are used to achieve a desired objective (Ritter et al. 2004). 
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3.2.5 Networking Outcomes 

In the network literature, there is empirical evidence that inter-firm and networking ties 

improve the performance of a focal firm when measured as tangible networking 

outcomes (Van de Ven 1976; Walker and Ruekert 1987; Walter et al. 2006; Watson 

2006). Researchers have argued that network linkages are effective for sourcing and 

transferring knowledge that will lead to positive networking outcomes, resulting in a 

competitive advantage and increased business. Networks are also thought to enhance the 

survival and capabilities of firms by providing opportunities for shared learning, transfer 

of technical knowledge, legitimacy, and acting as a resource exchange (Nohria and 

Eccles 1992; Powell 1990). However, research is still limited regarding the influence of 

network relationships on the performance of firms.  Network theory suggests that the 

ability of owners to gain access to resources not under their control in a cost effective 

way through networking can influence the success of business ventures (Prahalad and 

Hamel 1990).  

 

Florin et al (2003) suggest that networking can provide value to members of a network by 

allowing them access to the social resources embedded within a network. In particular, it 

is suggested that networking can provide the means by which SME owners can tap into 

needed resources that are external to the firm (Florin et al. 2003). Julien (1993) observed 

that this form of networking co-operation can achieve effective economies of scale in 

small firms, helping them to ‘punch above their weight’ without producing the 

complexity caused by managing in larger organisations. Therefore using networks and 

networking can potentially lower a firm's risk of failure and increase its chances of 
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success (Julien 1993; Watson 2007). Given the significant financial and human costs that 

inevitably follow a business failure, researchers have long been interested in the factors 

associated with firm performance (Bonner et al. 2005; Cooper et al. 1994; Leek et al. 

2002; McLoughlin and Horan 2000; Rust et al. 2004; Thorngren et al. 2010). 

 

However, earlier research tended to overlook the ways in which firms are relationally 

embedded within the networks and how this might affect networking outcomes (Watson 

2007). While there are many factors that can influence the success of a networking 

venture, there is growing evidence from researchers that there is a strong connection 

between the strength of relationships in a network, the degree to which the actors are 

embedded in a network and the network outcomes (Medlin 2003b; Möller and Hallien 

1999; Ritter et al. 2004). 

 

Despite support in the literature for the linkages between networking activity and network 

outcomes as above, there are researchers who have been unable to find a significant 

relationship between networking activity and firm performance (Aldrich and Reese 1993; 

Cooper et al. 1994). There have been a limited number of studies that have documented a 

positive association between networking and various aspects of firm performance. For 

example Donckels and Lambrecht (1995) found that network development was positively 

associated with firm growth. Similarly, it is noted that entrepreneurs who failed to seek 

assistance through a network were less successful in acquiring external resources 

(Hustedde and Pulver 1992). The notion of firm performance in strategic networks was 

interesting, where firms which captured the impact of social networks on their strategic 
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development found positive benefits (Gulati et al. 2000). Hung (2002) argued that 

strategies for achieving differentiation by networking can be based on a wide variety of 

external social networks of relationships, including political, alumni, family and social 

links, placing greater reliance on relationship performance in a wider context.  

 

The implications for managers are that firms need to expand their external networks of 

relationships to secure their survival and growth. There is a growing body of literature 

highlighting the potential influence of network relationships on a firms’ survival or 

growth. Watson (2007) for example found a positive relationship between networking, 

particularly with formal networks and firm survival, and to a lesser extent growth but 

interestingly not profitability. Watson (2007) further suggest that network intensity is 

associated with survival and network range is associated with growth. In a separate study 

Bonner et al (2005) examined the relationship between a firm’s perception of network 

outcomes and firm performance, concluding that there was a positive relationship which 

offered an enduring strategic advantage. 

 

In concluding this section, twenty one network and  networking concepts identified from 

the literature have been summarised and collated under four overarching constructs, 1) 

network atmosphere, 2) network environment, 3) network capability and 4) network 

characteristics. The constructs presented above are identified as antecedents of 

networking outcomes and potential indicators of NP. In the following section, a 

conceptual framework is developed based on the networking concepts described above. 
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3.3 Conceptual Framework 

The objective of this section is to develop a conceptual framework which identifies the 

constructs most likely to influence the networking outcomes and therefore the preferred 

approach to conducting this research, facilitating the next stage in this study. The 

framework is designed to visualise the inter-relationships between network and 

networking concepts with networking outcomes, in this case the indicators of networking 

performance. The development of a theoretically based conceptual framework is the first 

stage in the process of identifying a conceptual model capable of being tested using a 

quantitative methodology. 

 

However, the review of the literature draws attention to the overlap in the description and 

conceptualisation of many of the network terms. For example, network atmosphere and 

network environment share similar descriptions and are frequently interchanged. 

Similarly, there is a cross-over in the literature between the networking constructs of 

network environment and networking capability, with competence and capability 

frequently used to describe the same networking effect.  It was evident that the 

networking terms would require some refinement if they were to be effective in 

describing NP.  As Ritter et al. (2004, p.181) in a study of networking ability, suggest 

that the task is to fine-tune the understanding of networking capabilities, to develop good 

measures for them, and to empirically examine how they contribute to the relationship 

and network development and the firms performance. 
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Having considered the influence of the various networking constructs described in the 

previous section, and taking into consideration the factors linked to networking 

performance discovered during the pre-survey interviews, a conceptual framework was 

developed linking a range of networking constructs to proposed independent variables.  

The objective is to understand the effect of the network constructs on networking 

outcomes and to measure NP. The dyadic nature of network relationships where actor 

perceptions differ, presents a problem for researchers seeking a quantifiable approach 

relying on simple aggregation to analyse actor constructs. Based on the outline theoretical 

framework developed in this chapter, the antecedents of networking outcomes are 

considered to influence NP.  Network concepts and outcomes are said exist within a 

network environment and together influence the nature of the network exchange from a 

network perspective (Medlin 2003b). Based on the above observations, a conceptual 

framework is presented in Figure 3.2. 
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FIGURE 3.2 

Conceptual Framework 

 

The conceptual framework in Figure 3.2 shows the four theoretical constructs and their 

associated concepts represented diagrammatically, suggesting their potential influence on 

the identified networking outcomes. The framework suggests that outcomes may include 

knowledge, information and economic benefits. In this study, networking performance 

(NP) linked to financial performance (sales turnover) has been identified as the dependent 

variable.  
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Financial and economic exchange, used to measure the economic value of the network 

relationship and the financial benefits of a network relationship are a major factor in 

describing networking success (Dennis 2000). The positive outcomes of networking 

activity identified by McLoughlin and Horan (2000) also suggest that the financial 

aspects of a networking relationship are a major factor contributing to networking 

success. However, the number of constructs identified in the development of this chapter 

makes selection of the independent variables more difficult than originally assumed. The 

duplication of networking terms, the overlap of approaches to describing network and 

networking constructs, and lack of clarity makes selection of measurable variables which 

can be tested using a statistical regression model, suggested that further refinement was 

required before a parsimonious model could be developed.  

 

3.4 Discussion 

In this chapter the different approaches to researching networks, concepts and constructs 

have been identified and reviewed as potential indicators of networking performance. The 

earlier critique of the literature found there were many examples of network terminology 

used to describe networking activities but without the adherence to clarity of definition or 

consistency of description. For example the terms network environment and network 

atmosphere, both important in describing how networks develop and grow, but lack the 

precision or consistency of meaning to be sure of selecting the right construct and 

developing robust measures. However, there were a number of concepts identified in the 

literature and shown in Figure 3.2 which have been tested in the past and therefore 
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provided a high level of confidence that they could be used to develop a theoretical 

framework and conceptualise a model of networking performance. 

 

The problem in refining the conceptual framework with twenty one potential variables is 

that too many variables have been identified to be sure that those best suited to the study 

may be selected with confidence. It was therefore decided to undertake a two-stage 

research design, with an initial qualitative phase to pre-test the concepts in a series of 

face-to-face interviews with experienced members of business networks. The objective 

was to improve the quality of data and gain a better understanding of the variables from a 

practitioner perspective, as a prelude to refining the list of variables to be used in a 

conceptual model. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Method 
 

Chapter Content 

4.0 Introduction – developing a hybrid research strategy 

Stage One: 

4.1 Qualitative Phase – exploratory research using depth interviews 

4.2 Pilot Study – design and implementation 

4.3 Discussion 

4.4 Conceptual Model – model refinement  

Stage Two: 

4.5 Quantitative Phase – main survey design 

4.6 Sample Characteristics 

4.7 Questionnaire Design  

4.8 Data Collection 

4.9 Data Evaluation 

 
 

4.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research strategy used in the development 

of this thesis and to discuss the hybrid method adopted to undertake the research task. 

The conclusion reached in the previous chapter was that without further refinement, it 

was going to be difficult to select a defined number of independent variables capable of 

being tested in a model of networking performance (NP). With twenty one potential 

networking constructs identified in the literature, there were too many similar or 

overlapping variables to be able to easily create a testable model without some further 

refinement. It was therefore decided to revise the research strategy to see whether a 

hybrid or multi-strategy approach may be more appropriate to this study. 
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The idea of using more than one research method to refine data or develop a more 

comprehensive conceptual framework has been frequently recommended in the literature. 

It is suggested that a hybrid approach can enable a study to take the strengths of both 

qualitative and quantitative data to forge a stronger research strategy (Robson 1995). 

 

FIGURE 4.1 

Research Process (adapted from Alreck & Settle 1995, p.26) 

 

In the hybrid model shown in Figure 4.1, the process suggested by Alreck and Settle 

(1995) has been adapted and expanded to show the sequence of activities followed in the 

development of a hybrid approach used in this study.  The qualitative research design 
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adopted in this thesis, used depth-interviews with experienced business networkers in the 

process to refine the list of network and networking constructs. The hybrid or multi-

strategy approach, where qualitative research facilitates quantitative research, can be used 

to guide quantitative research and aid the development of hypotheses which may 

subsequently be tested (Bryman and Bell 2004). 

 

The evolved research strategy is therefore not bound by the constraints of the pure 

‘positivist’ approach as described by Bryman and Cramer (1999) but rather adapts its 

approach to the markets as networks theoretical domain and the operationalised 

networking environment in which the research is conducted. A key aspect of ‘positivism’ 

is that it takes a reductionist approach to exploring the relationships between the variables 

being studied. This is considered necessary in order to be able to control an experiment or 

an investigation and to be able to understand how the variables concerned are behaving 

(Wessley 1994). This philosophical stance was an important influence in developing a 

methodology to inform the choice of survey method using a hybrid strategy based on this 

positivist ontology. The epistemology being explanatory in nature as the research seeks to 

explain the reality and make a statement about the relationship between networking 

activities and NP.  

 

Methodology, being the techniques used in the research is considered as one of three 

elements of a framework which include ontology and epistemology, which researchers 

either explicitly or implicitly work within. For its part, positivism is one of four 
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paradigms, which together with realism, constructivism and critical theory form the basis 

of most scientific research (Wessley 1994).  

 

In deciding which research design to adopt, exploratory research was rejected as it cannot 

be used to test hypotheses and its findings are regarded as tentative rather than 

conclusive. For similar reasons, causal research could not be used since it is not possible 

to manipulate or control the variables used in this study (Bryman and Bell 2004). The 

preference was therefore to adopt descriptive research as it was considered most 

appropriate for testing the emerging conceptual model and hypotheses. Similarly, the 

decision was made to adopt a cross-sectional design rather than a longitudinal research 

design, as a cross-sectional survey had the advantage of reduced time and lower cost, 

better suited to the the nature of this study and its objectives. 

 

A positivist research was favoured because it imposes a logic on what is being measured 

and relies on theory to test the subject of the research through quantitative methods. To 

achieve this, the main survey used a quantitative methodology to generate objective 

results. However, as suggested above, there were too many similar or overlapping 

independent variables to be able to easily create a testable model of NP.  Consequently, it 

was decided to gain a better understanding of how the identified variables worked in an 

operational environment, with the aim of refining the constructs prior to conducting the 

main survey. 
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The decision was taken to initiate twenty in-depth face-to-face interviews with 

experienced business networkers, to identify what the respondents considered to be the 

most important contributing factors to creating positive networking outcomes and 

therefore better understand what constitutes ‘networking performance’. Senior executives 

were selected on the basis of their experience of business-to-business networking. A 

semi-structured interview schedule was developed from the conceptual framework 

described in Figure 3.3. It was considered that this approach to refining the list of 

potential variables and developing the conceptual model would produce a more relevant 

and focused set of hypotheses, with the aim of creating a testable model of NP. 

 

The practice of using the output from an exploratory qualitative survey, to assist in the 

design of a large scale quantitative survey is endorsed by Robson (1995). This suggests 

that a pilot study will often improve the quality of data collected as empirical evidence, 

described in Figure 4.2 below. Another benefit of utilising a qualitative method based on 

ethnographic considerations, is that comprehension increases as data collection 

progresses through a semi-structured interview process (Morse 1994). Personal 

interviews are also said to provide the most complete contact with the respondent and 

allow an audio record of the interview and the respondents experiences to be made which 

can be transcribed to produce a usable script (Alreck and Settle 1995). Synthesis of 

networking experiences can then be facilitated by the process of coding and content 

analysis adopted by Bryman and Bell (2004). 
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FIGURE 4.2 

Research Strategy 

 

 

The strategy was based on using the findings from the pilot study to identify the variables 

which, in the opinion of the respondents in the depth-interviews sample, were the most 

important in determining networking outcomes and therefore would assist in creating a 

conceptual model to measure the constructs indicating networking performance. 

 

STAGE ONE: 

4.1 Rationale for the Qualitative Phase 

During the process of reviewing the literature for this research, it became clear that the 

apparent lack of clarity and definition for several networking terms and the resulting 

difficulty in selecting measurable indicators of NP, meant that some refinement of 

terminology was required. This necessitated exploratory research, based on the need to 

describe the networking terms using ‘operational’ terminology and placing this in a 
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business context. It was important that the respondents could easily interpret the 

questions and complete the main mail survey without difficulty. This hybrid or multi-

method research strategy, where a qualitative phase is used to facilitate and refine the 

questions in the main quantitative phase is commonly used in applied business research 

(Bryman and Bell 2004; Cooper and Schindler 2003; Jankowicz 1995).  

 

This qualitative phase was also considered important for the profile of the research, 

where active support from recognised business leaders in the West Midlands was a 

prerequisite for promoting the legitimacy and creditability for the project. It was   

important for the success of the study that participating in the survey was actively 

promoted by these business leaders, being recognised for their position of influence 

within the business community.  It was also important for the overall project to secure the 

support of the regional development agency, Advantage West Midlands, which was 

supporting the research and therefore interested in the findings. By openly promoting the 

benefits of the study to the region’s business leaders and networking groups at an early 

stage in the project, it was hoped to encourage the widest possible support for the study 

when the main survey was launched. 

 

Despite the apparent operational advantages of conducting a pilot study prior to the 

survey, the literature suggests that this stage is often omitted from the research process 

due to either time or cost pressures (Lehmann 1979). This opinion is supported by Hunt 

et al. (1982), commenting that despite the widely recognised importance of pilot-testing 

in survey research, pilot surveys have received little methodological attention. Items that 
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may be tested can be specific question areas, use of terminology, or the survey instrument 

itself. The pilot study process can be administered by (1) personal interviews, (2) 

telephone interviews, or (3) self completed reports. Personal interviews are the most 

time-consuming and costly method but arguably the most beneficial, as they enable the 

interviewer to gain a much deeper understanding of the issues through good eye contact, 

by listening carefully to the responses and by watching for hesitation or uncertainty.  

 

Because it was important to encourage the support of business leaders who would then 

act as advocates for the main survey, it was decided that a personal interview would be 

the preferred approach. This offered the advantage of a face-to-face interview with senior 

executives acknowledged within the business community for their networking 

experience. The interviews were planned and conducted by myself, as I felt it was 

important to be seen to be leading the survey and to be able to demonstrate competence in 

both the subject of business networking and the research process. There is some 

ambiguity in the literature as to the selection of the interviewer in the survey process. 

Boyd et al. (1977) recommend that only the best interviewers be used in pilot survey 

work, whereas Backstrom and Hursch (1963) suggest that in the pilot survey it is useful 

to use different interviewers to be able to assess problems with the interviewer as well 

and the respondents. Tull and Hawkins (1976) recommend that in the pilot survey, the 

nature of the interviewer is as close to as possible to the respondents, which helps to 

overcome potential objections to participating in the survey.  
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4.2 Sample Characteristics and Method 

In deciding the size of the sample in the qualitative survey there is a consistent view in 

the literature that the sample is necessarily ‘small’. Hunt et al. (1982) suggest that the 

sample is between twelve and thirty respondents, with twenty recommended by Boyd et 

al. (1977). This was the number that was adopted for this survey as twenty depth 

interviews was considered sufficient to gain a spread of opinion, without being too costly 

or time consuming to complete. 

 

The sampling method chosen was snowball sampling, recommended as a practical 

solution for sample selection in industrial marketing research and used successfully by 

Dawes (1987). The term ‘snowball sampling’ was used by Goodman (1961) in a multi 

stage process to produce a sample from a finite survey population. As Dawes (1987) 

states; “In the social sciences, the term ‘snowball sampling’ is used more loosely, being 

applied to any technique to develop a sample of a population by using an initial set of 

respondents as informants to aid finding additional members of the population of interest, 

that can be subsequently interviewed”. The decision to use snowball sampling to reach 

the desired senior executives is supported by Moriarty (1983) as the technique enables 

high quality respondents, a high response rate and increased quality of data.  

 

To meet the qualitative survey criteria respondents needed to be recognised within the 

business community as being; (a) an experienced business networker, (b) chief executive 

or director level, (c) being an active member of one or more business networks, (d) 

located within the West Midlands region.  Six prominent business leaders with excellent 
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network connections were identified with the assistance of the Regional Development 

Agency (AWM), Birmingham Forward (professional business services agency), Business 

Link (West Midlands) and the Chambers of Commerce. Telephone appointments were 

made with identified contacts who met the sample frame criteria. The interviews 

commenced with Birmingham based business leaders. The suggested contacts were 

known to be members of one of the regional development groups and therefore active in 

business-to-business networking circles and formed the ‘key informant’ group to assist in 

the design of the main survey instrument. 

 

The purpose of the study was explained to the potential respondents during an initial 

telephone call and once agreement to participate in the pilot study was obtained, details 

of the interview were confirmed by e-mail, together with a summary of the interview 

protocol and its objectives. The interview was structured around the six areas of interest 

described below, using a series of open questions based on the following headings:- 

Section 1: Networking experience and membership of business networks 

Section 2: Network environment, behaviour, attitude and approach to networking 

Section 3: Network characteristics, relationships, trust, allegiance and collaboration 

Section 4: Network capability, membership, priorities, competence and resources 

Section 5: Networking outcomes and networking performance  

Section 6: Finally, profile of the respondent and their organisation 

Recording and coding responses at the face to face interview stage is considered a critical 

part of the qualitative study (Bryman and Bell 2004). The coding schedule followed the 

format and sequence of the six areas described above. The main purpose of the semi-
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structured interview was to gain a better understanding of what the respondents 

considered to be the main factors influencing networking performance from the list of 

nineteen constructs described in Figure 3.3. According to Morse (1994) the number of 

variables considered in this type of study is often much greater, requiring an extensive 

coding schedule and a coding manual to facilitate analysing the responses.  

 

Where respondents introduced a new category this was recorded, with the respondents 

asked to expand on what the category name meant and whether in their opinion it was 

similar to other categories mentioned during the discussion. The process of synthesis 

proved easier than expected, as the respondents described networking performance in 

similar terms, enabling the categories to be grouped together in the coding schedule 

summarised below in Table 4.1. The coding schedule allowed each concept to be scored 

as positive, neutral or negative in its contribution to facilitating the process of 

understanding NP. The scores were aggregated to produce an overall score for each 

construct. The aim was to record and summarise the responses and then compare the 

identified concepts with those found in the literature, as part of the process to refine the 

concepts and produce a smaller number of distinctive constructs and independent 

variables in the final parsimonious model. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Coding Schedule 

 

Network Concept Code  Network Concept Code 

Networking Performance NP 
 

Strength of Relationship NR 

Networking Behaviour NB 
 

Network Organisation NO 

Networking Intensity NI 
 

Network Activation NG 

Network Attractiveness NA 
 

Degree of Embeddedness DE 

Network Characteristics NC 
 

Networking Profile NF 

Network Membership NM 
 

Network Identity ND 

Network Trust NT 
 

Network Allegiance NL 

Network Influence NU 
 

Network Contacts NC 

Network Competence NE 
 

Strong vs Weak Ties SW 

 

Interviews were conducted with directors from leading firms of chartered accountants, 

major legal firms, bankers, consultants, manufacturers, financial services companies, 

public/private partnerships, members of networking organisations including the chambers 

of commerce.  Respondents were selected to be representative of the major commercial 

and industrial locations in the West Midlands. They were identified as being active 

members of business networks within their chosen networks and were recommended by 

their colleagues based on a snowball sampling technique (Dawes 1987). The respondents 

were happy to be identified as contributors to the study but consistent with the need to 

maintain anonymity for the purposes of this research and in-line with best practice as 

recommended by the Market Research Society, only initials will be used in the summary. 
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There were an approximately equal number of males and females in the sample and all 

had a minimum of two years networking experience, with most having considerably more 

experience of working within different business networks. 

 

TABLE 4.2 

Qualitative Study Respondents 

 

 
Job Title Organisation Town Ref 

1 Chairman Regional development agency Birmingham DB 

2 Senior Partner Regional law firm Coventry CC 

3 Managing Director Publishing Company Lichfield SA 

4 Director Major manufacturing company Stoke on Trent BB 

5 Director Management consultancy Telford AM 

6 Senior Partner International management 
consultants 

Birmingham MH 

7 Senior Partner International management 
consultants 

Birmingham RE 

8 Partner International law firm Birmingham SL 

9 Chief Executive Development corporation Birmingham RB 

10 Director Chamber of Commerce Stafford ST 

11 Managing Director Chamber of Commerce Telford NG 

12 Managing Director International manufacturer Walsall BF 

13 Sales Director Replacement window company Shrewsbury TR 

14 Senior Partner Regional law firm Telford GD 

15 Director Property surveyors Coventry DP 
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Job Title Organisation Town Ref 

16 Director Property agents Coventry KC 

17 Managing Director Vehicle leasing company Telford PW 

18 Business Manager International bank Shrewsbury DJ 

19 Director Chartered accountants Telford NP 

20 Managing Director National manufacturer Wolverhampton BD 

 

The respondents were all senior level executives, many being chief executives but 

together they represented a range of firms differentiated by type and size, from sole 

traders to multi-nationals. The purpose was to provide operational insight into the 

research area. This followed the personal interviewing process recommended by Alreck 

and Settle (1995). Each interviewee was encouraged to discuss their personal experiences 

of networking, positive and negative and asked to suggest what factors in their opinion 

were most likely to produce positive networking outcomes, such as measurable 

networking performance.  

 

At the close of each face-to-face meeting, the respondent was asked to recommend the 

names of other senior executives who might be able to contribute to the pilot study. In 

practice, this worked even better than imagined, as the first respondent, the head of a 

major legal practice in Birmingham, picked up her phone and personally made three 

additional appointments with the heads of leading firms in the city. This was repeated in 

Coventry, Stoke and Wolverhampton, with similar results. The target of twenty 
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completed interviews was reached within five weeks. Appendix B to the thesis includes a 

sample of the completed interview scripts. 

 

The resultant narrative from the interviews, whilst offering a rich picture of networking 

preferences would be difficult to reconcile without a recognised process for analysis. A 

textual analysis approach was selected for this study as it offers a synthesis of content 

analysis based on a simplified comparison of conversational linkages (Morse 1994). The 

semi-structured interview technique is popular in business research projects where the 

conversational nature of the interview is likely to generate informed comment but does 

not guarantee freedom from error (Jankowicz 1995; Mishler 1986).  

 

The process of data collection inherent in interpretive ethnography places focus on the 

experience of the participants. Synthesising is achieved by the process of coding and 

content analysis, with pooling data from the transcriptions to facilitate the creation of the 

categories constructed from the participants observations (Morse 1994). A further 

advantage of adopting an method of textual analysis was its nature of a normal 

discussion, where people interact in a natural setting, in this case a business environment 

(Bryman and Bell 2004). 

 

4.3 Discussion  

The aim of undertaking a pilot study based on a qualitative research methodology by 

conducting twenty depth interviews with senior executives selected on the basis of their 

experience of business-to-business networking, was to understand what factors identified 
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from the literature were most likely to have a positive influence on networking 

performance. The qualitative survey was completed using a semi-structured interview 

developed from the conceptual framework described in Figure 3.3. This hybrid research 

strategy using qualitative data to inform and confirm the independent variables, was to 

refine the list of the variables and aid development of a conceptual model.  The objective 

was to produce a more relevant and focused set of hypotheses and therefore a testable 

model of networking performance. 

 

The decision to interview a sample of twenty senior executives recognised for their 

business-to-business networking expertise, proved easier than expected. By adopting the 

‘snowball sampling’ technique as the method for creating a random sample of business 

leaders in the target region of the West Midlands, the potentially difficult task of 

identifying ideal respondents from the business community was made much easier than 

anticipated. By aiming high, the first interview with the head of a leading law firm in 

Birmingham and also the Chair of Birmingham Forward, produced a good result. This 

positive experience at the start of the pilot survey process was extremely encouraging and 

endorsed the decision to use the snowball sampling technique to identify suitable 

respondents. It was important to gain a representative sample of different firms across the 

whole of the region, based around the business centres of Birmingham, Coventry, Stoke, 

Wolverhampton and Telford, to achieve good geographic coverage. The results of the 

pilot study, content analysis and findings are analysed and discussed in the following 

chapter, together with the development of the hypotheses in Chapter 5.  
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4.4 Conceptual Model - development 

The discussion on networking outcomes and in particular NP, draws attention to the 

overlap in the literature as to how many of the researched networking variables have been 

described and conceptualised. In order to address this, a conceptual model is proposed 

based on the findings from the qualitative phase of the study. The development of the 

conceptual model is based on the conceptual framework shown in Figure 3.3 with a 

refined set of independent variables identified in the qualitative phase.  

  

The purpose of the qualitative study was to test the relevance of the networking concepts 

listed in Figure 3.3 by asking the respondents how important they thought each of the 

independent variables were in contributing to the desired networking outcome of 

measurable networking performance. The interview process based on the five question 

areas in the planned mail survey, sought greater operational definition of the respective 

networking terms and to gauge the respective importance of the concepts to the goal of 

enhanced networking performance as discussed in the following chapter.  

 

STAGE TWO: 

4.5 Quantitative Phase 

The decision to adopt quantitative data analysis as the principal method to test a model of 

networking performance was made early in the research process for the following 

reasons:- 

1. The requirement to produce research findings with a high degree of operational 

credibility aided the decision to adopt a quantitative research method.  
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2. The sample size of 3000 firms in the West Midlands also predicated the decision to 

adopt a quantitative method for analysing the data.  

3. The need to meet the criteria for studying business networks and networking in the 

West Midlands region supported by the regional development agency (AWM). 

4. The desire to contribute to the study of business networks and networking, extending 

the existing body of knowledge. 

The size and scope of the cross-sectional research project necessitated studying a 

sufficiently large sample to achieve the desired geographic and demographic spread from 

which the data would be generated. For this reason, it was more practical for this study to 

use a quantitative method to analyse the data as recommended by (Bryman and Cramer 

1999). This represents a departure from the more common practice among social 

scientists studying within the markets as networks domain, where the majority of the 

published work in the last decade has been case-study based, with less than ten percent of 

researchers adopting a quantitative methodology (Araujo and Easton 1996).  

 

The literature suggests that when considering the research method, there is no right or 

wrong approach and that the decision should be based on which method, qualitative or 

quantitative data analysis, is most appropriate to the research project (Alreck and Settle 

1995; Bryman and Cramer 1999). An additional factor in deciding to use a quantitative   

method for the main survey was the decision to produce empirical data in a numeric form 

suitable for statistical analysis and a testable model of networking performance. In 

addition, it was important in this research to be able to justify the survey’s findings 
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operationally to the business community, which is arguably easier with statistical 

methodology using a recognisable method of quantitative data analysis. 

 

The method selected for this quantitative research phase was based on the seven step 

process suggested by (Sekaran 1992) described in Figure 4.3. The process model has 

been widely adopted by researchers, being a practical approach to business research using 

proprietary statistical modelling software, such as SPSS v16 (Bryman and Cramer 1999).  

Establishing a systematic approach to the research process is considered important to 

ensure consistency of data across geographic and market sectors (Bryman and Bell 2004; 

Iacobucci and Churchill 2002).  

 

The quantitative research methodology and process for the main survey, was selected 

based on the requirement for a large-scale cross-sectional, self-administered postal survey 

by firms within the defined geographical area of the West Midlands.  The objective was 

to collate multivariate data for analysis from a large sample, to identify linkages between 

networking activities and NP.  

 

4.5.1 The Survey Process 

The survey process is seen as being linear, consisting as a series of steps linked to one 

another suggested by Alreck and Settle (1995), where the decisions taken in the early 

stages of the project affect the later outcomes. There are many variants of survey process 

models in the literature (Jankowicz 1995; Lehmann 1979; Moriarty and Spekman 1984; 

Render and Stair 1990; Salant and Dillman 1994; Sekaran 1992; Tull and Hawkins 1976). 
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All follow a series of steps in a linear process and are similar in that they are sequential, 

with decisions taken early in the process affecting the later stages of the survey process. 

The survey process used in this research was based on a hybrid strategy described in 

Figure 4.2. Decisions taken during the planning stage of the research can have a major 

impact on the data collection and ultimately the results, hence specifying the data needs 

was of critical importance (Alreck and Settle 1995). In practice, a considerable amount of 

time and effort was applied to the planning stage of the survey, which ultimately had a 

positive influence on the quality of the data obtained and the subsequent research 

outcomes. The method selected for this quantitative phase was adapted from the seven 

step process in Sekaran (1992) as discussed above shown below in Figure 4.3.  

 

FIGURE 4.3 

The Survey Process adapted from Sekaran (1992) 
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4.6 Sample Characteristics 

 
The geographic area selected for the survey was the West Midlands Region of the UK. 

The survey area corresponded to the postcode areas supported by the regional 

development agency (AWM). The area was considered ideal for the research project due 

to its economic size and diversity of business.  

 

The West Midlands has a population of 5,366,700 (9% of the GB total), with 197,592 

registered firms employing 2,511,300 staff (Sutherland 2008). It has a diverse economy 

based on both urban and rural enterprises. Manufacturing is still important to the region 

employing 285,500 people and generating 15% of the regions total GVA (Gross Value 

Added) but still a significant decline from the manufacturing sector’s 33% recorded in 

1989 (Medland 2011). In the same report, Medland stated that the West Midlands is 

found to have the highest proportion (14.5%) of working people with no qualifications in 

the UK. The West Midlands has been blighted for decades in what Worrall (2007) 

describes as ‘low-skill equilibrium’ but also found that surviving firms had been able to 

compensate for lack of internal knowledge and resources by using external partners to 

survive and change. 

 

The economy of the region has indeed undergone significant change over the past twenty 

years. The biggest change being the growth of the service sector, where 49% of 

employees are now employed in a wide range of service businesses, including banking, 

insurance, financial services, property and business services, health care, social work and 
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education. The service sector provides over half of the region’s GVA (£49.1bn) with the 

largest sector being property and business services (£17.8bn). The region’s capital city is 

Birmingham with a population of approximately 1 million people (ONS 2008). The West 

Midlands central location in the UK means that it has good transport links to other parts 

of the country and excellent direct air connections from Birmingham Airport to 180 

destinations in Europe, North America, Asia and the Middle East, carrying 9.5m 

passengers in 2008 (Medland 2011). 

 

FIGURE 4.4 

Map of the West Midlands with Postcodes 
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The West Midlands region shown in Figure 4.4 (source: The Post Office) is a land locked 

area of 13,000 square kilometres. It is often described as an area of contrasts. The region 

includes the densely populated conurbations of Birmingham and Coventry, surrounded 

by rural and often remote countryside stretching from the Welsh border to the Peak 

District in the North, across to its border with the East Midlands.  

 

The sample frame was defined as senior employees or directors of firms within the region 

who were actively engaged in business networks and networking activities. The target 

sample was defined as being directors and executives of firms who were members of a 

business network, networking group, professional association or professional institution 

and therefore had a good knowledge of business networks and networking. 

 

The sample frame was designed to identify respondents at firm/actor level, representing 

commercially active businesses in the West Midlands, as defined by the government 

funded regional development agency (Advantage West Midlands) in accordance with the 

sample frame guidelines suggested by (Alreck and Settle 1995).  Recognising that it is 

difficult to obtain ‘a perfect sample’, considerable attention was paid to making the 

sample frame relevant to the target firms in the survey, to ensure compliance with the 

sample frame criteria, to obtain a range of responses representing the geographic, 

demographic and economic diversity in the region. 

 

A high degree of reliability and validity in the sample is a prerequisite for a robust 

survey, free from bias and random error. The most common test for reliability is one of 
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‘repeatability’ where the distribution of data can be repeated between samples being 

surveyed in the same way. To be considered reliable, a sample must be free from random 

error. By conducting pre-survey interviews to check the relevance and accuracy of the 

research assumptions, greater confidence can be attributed to the final survey sample 

(Sekaran 1992). To be valid, the sample must be free from extraneous factors that can 

influence the results in a particular direction (Alreck and Settle 1995). Anything that 

introduces a degree of systematic bias to the sample may result in the results being less 

valid. Bias may inadvertently be introduced at any stage in the survey process and any 

factors that would change the probability of a qualifying respondent being ruled out 

should be avoided (Alreck and Settle 1995).  

 

Another potential cause of bias in this type of survey is common method bias (CMB) or 

common method variance (CMV) as the effect is more commonly known (Doty and 

Glick 1998). Method bias can be a problem if it results in measurement error and 

therefore affects the validity of empirical results and associated conclusions. CMV is 

defined as a variance attributable to the measurement method rather than the individual 

constructs under consideration (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Offering a detailed explanation, 

Podsakoff (2003, p.879) state; “Based on theoretical considerations, in a hypothesized 

relationship between two constructs, it might be expected that measures of one might be 

correlated with the other, however, if they share common methods, those methods may 

exert a systematic effect on the observed correlation between the measures”. However, 

given the different nature and likelihood of CMV in the literature, it is not clear whether 

applying a post-hoc statistical technique to further justify researched findings is 
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appropriate (Richardson et al. 2009). Although possible statistical tests for CMV vary in 

method and outcome, the consensus for researchers is to follow good measurement 

practice by implementing procedural remedies related to questionnaire and item design 

and to control for method bias by; (a) considering the source for predictor and criterion 

variables, (b) assessing whether predictor and criterion variables can measured in 

different contexts, (c) identify whether the source of the method bias can be identified, 

and (d) whether the method bias can be measured (Podsakoff et al. 2003). 

 

Podsakoff et al. (2003) catalogued the advantages and disadvantages associated with 

methods for assessing and controlling for CMV/CMB. Among the various methods 

suggested (e.g. Harman’s single factor test) those based on confirmatory factor analysis 

tend to be the most rigorous (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Following the recommendation 

Harman (1967) all the measures used in this research were collected using the same 

questionnaire. All the variables were entered into an un-rotated principal components 

analysis, as reported in Chapter 6. In this technique, if a single factor emerges from the 

analysis, or one factor amounts for most of the covariance in the scores, common method 

variance may be present. In this study, the results of the analysis reported later in Chapter 

6 indicate nineteen items with eigenvalues greater than 1 and that no single factor 

amounted for more than 33% of the covariance. The results indicate that CMV, though 

probably present in the data to some degree, does not affect the results in this research. 
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4.6.1 Sample Size 

Determining the sample size is critical to the degree of confidence required in the survey 

(Salant and Dillman 1994). There is a direct relationship between sample size and sample 

reliability (Alreck and Settle 1995). It is generally agreed that the larger the sample size, 

the greater the reliability of the survey, with the incidence of sampling error reduced 

(Bryman and Cramer 2005).  It is obviously not practical to survey the entire population, 

in this case approximately 200,000 registered firms in the region of the West Midlands, 

so a suitable sample size had to be determined with a reasonable confidence level 

(Render and Stair 1990). The subsequent sample size which met the sample frame criteria 

was 3013, or approximately 1.5% of the 200,000 of firms in the region, which was 

therefore considered representative of the registered firms in the West Midlands. 

 

Confidence level is defined as the probability that a value in the population is within a 

specific numeric range from the corresponding value calculated from the sample 

commensurate with the likely standard error (SE) and confidence interval (CI).  

 

For this survey, a sample of 3013 firms located in the geographic region of the West 

Midlands, were identified from data supplied by different sources. Firms were selected 

from database listings and developed in collaboration with Advantage West Midlands. 

Organisations giving permission to use their membership data included the regional 

Chambers of Commerce, plus data obtained from a number of established business 

networking groups in the West Midlands, including Business Network International, 

NRG Networks, 4 Networking, Birmingham Forward, Telford Business Partnership, 
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FineST (Stoke on Trent), Business Referrals Xchange, Coventry First, Success 

(Lichfield) and Alliance 4 Black Country.  

 

The sample framework required that the selected firms should have knowledge of 

business to business networks and to participate in networking activities. By using data 

supplied by the various networking groups across the region, it could be reasonably 

assured that respondents would qualify by meeting the sample frame criteria.  By 

focusing attention on respondents who are seen to be the key ‘actors’ representing their 

firms in a network, it can be argued that these individuals, being influential, enhance the 

effectiveness the network and will therefore add knowledge to the study (Cross and 

Prusak 2002). The identification of key informants and the issue key informant 

competence (Phillips 1981), has been addressed in the survey design by ensuring 

informants were at director or senior executive level identified by job title, years of 

service, membership of networking organisations and by personal networking experience. 

 

4.7 Questionnaire Design 

An important part in the development of the survey process and the ultimate design of the 

questionnaire was the decision to conduct an informal qualitative study. This had a 

number of benefits, including the likely distribution of responses to the key variables, 

aggregation of knowledge on business to business networking by informed respondents 

and to promote the wider benefits of the survey amongst influential business leaders, 

which it was hoped would ultimately encourage wider participation in the survey. 

Snowball sampling worked to good effect in the qualitative study where respondents 
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were asked at the conclusion of each face to face interview whether they could 

recommend others who might welcome the opportunity to participate in the survey. The 

impact and influence of acknowledged business leaders recommending others to 

participate in the survey was extremely positive and encouraged the development of the 

main survey instrument.  

 

Having decided for reasons of ease of completion and economy that a self administered 

postal survey would be the primary survey instrument, the questionnaire design followed 

the widely adopted guidelines recommended by (Alreck and Settle 1995). The survey had 

38 questions, grouped in 7 sections. The individual sections followed a logical sequence 

of categorical questions designed to qualify the respondent, structured questions having a 

mix of numeric and verbal item scales. The questionnaire was designed to be completed 

by respondents in approximately twenty minutes.  It was pre-printed as a 4 page 

document (A3 folded to A4), folded and mailed in a white C5 envelope, with a 

personalised covering letter and a pre-printed returns envelope addressed to the 

University of Wolverhampton, Management Research Centre, Appendix D refers. 

 

The questionnaire was pre-tested by a small group of respondents who met the sample 

frame criteria and as experienced business ‘networkers’, they were able to offer a 

constructive critique of the questionnaire. The design process entailed nine major 

revisions to the survey instrument, with valuable input from my PhD supervisors and a 

final check conducted by the data bureau contracted to code the questions and enter the 

data into a bespoke software package ready for analysis in SPSS v16 by the author. The 
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final version of the survey questionnaire is included at Appendix C to this thesis, with a 

summary of the process to design the questionnaire sections presented below.  

 

Questionnaire Section 1 - Experience 

The first section sought to qualify the respondent by asking whether they were a member 

of a business networking group, networking club, professional association or professional 

institution. This was considered very important to the integrity of the survey and was a 

pre-qualification question demanding a positive response if respondents were to proceed. 

Respondents needed a level of networking knowledge and experience to meet the sample 

frame criteria, to understand and to be able answer the questions. 

 

To assist completion of the question, a list of 14 networking organisations was provided 

as a prompt, with a supplementary question (2) requesting the numbers of years the 

respondent had been a member of each organisation. Space was provided to supply data 

on additional network clubs or organisations not shown in the list. Respondents were 

reminded at this stage to only complete the questionnaire if they appreciated the purpose 

and scope of the survey. 

 

Questionnaire Section 2 – Networking Behaviour 

The second section sought data on the key construct of networking behaviour. The first 3 

questions request specific numeric answers to questions on how many networks, 

associations, institutions the respondent belonged to. The next question asked about 

whether the respondent held an executive position or directorship in any of the 
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organisations, as this was also an indicator informing the degree of embeddedness in each 

business network. The next question (5) asked how many networking events were 

attended per month, as this was an important indicator of networking experience and 

behaviour.  The following question (6) had nine statements with a 7 item scale where 

respondents were asked to state by ticking the circle to what extent they disagreed or 

agreed with each statement, where 1 was Completely Disagree and 7 was Completely 

Agree on a linear numeric scale. The intermediate points were not labelled as following 

the recommendation of Alreck and Settle (1995) there is concern that the consensus as to 

the meaning of intermediate words such as ‘very’ or ‘slightly’ is less likely than the 

common understanding of the equal distance between the numbers which form a 

conceptual ‘mapping’ of the of the underlying evaluation. With numeric values there is 

no possible mistake about there being only a single dimension or continuum. The final 

question (7) in section 2 importantly asked ‘what percentage of your company’s turnover 

do you estimate is generated by networking?’ The term ‘networking’ was qualified by 

being described as meaning any word of mouth marketing activity. This question tested 

very well in the pilot survey and added a level of confidence in the answers obtained, as 

any questions relating to financial performance are traditionally difficult areas to get 

meaningful data from. 

   

Questionnaire Section 3 – Strength of Relationship 

Section 3 sought data on the construct based on the strength of relationship. Following 

the pattern of questions established for the prior section, the first questions in the section 

dealt with issues surrounding which business network provided the best business 
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contacts, how many members were in this network and what percentage of the network 

members did the respondent trade with?  The following question (11) listed nine 

statements with a 7 item scale, where respondents were again asked to state by ticking the 

circle to what extent they disagreed or agreed with each statement, where 1 was 

Completely Disagree and 7 was Completely Agree on a linear numeric scale. These were 

designed to test opinion on loyalty, trust, collaboration and business friendships, 

considered important indicators describing strength of relationship. 

 

Questionnaire Section 4 – Network Membership 

Section 4 sought data regarding the degree of embeddedness in the network. Despite 

being an established academic construct, the meaning of the word ‘embeddedness’ 

proved difficult for respondents to describe at the pilot study stage, which prompted the 

substitution of the phrase ‘networking group membership’ in the questionnaire, avoiding 

the word embeddedness, yet serving to elicit responses relative to the construct. The 

opening questions in this section dealt with networking group memberships, years of 

membership and information on the numbers of members. The final question (17) 

detailed nine statements, each with a 7 item scale, where respondents were asked to state 

by ticking the circle to what extent they disagreed or agreed with each statement, where 1 

was Completely Disagree and 7 was Completely Agree on the linear numeric scale. This 

was designed to test the concept of embeddedness, commitment and involvement, with 

business outcomes and return on investment in networking group membership.   
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Questionnaire Section 5 – Network Attractiveness 

Section 5 asked questions relating the construct based on network attractiveness. The 

concept of attractiveness in networks did not need explaining and was readily understood 

by respondents in the pilot study. The first two questions in this section asked about 

which network gave the respondents most pride and to qualify this with the number of 

members in that particular group.  Question 20 sought to investigate opinions 

surrounding network attractiveness based on nine statements, once again each with a 7 

item scale, where respondents were asked to state by ticking the circle to what extent they 

disagreed or agreed with each statement, where 1 was Completely Disagree and 7 was 

Completely Agree on the linear numeric scale. The next two questions asked whether the 

respondent had ever left a networking group because it ceased to be attractive and for the 

final question (22) in this section, where the respondent had left a networkin to select 

from a list why they considered the group to no longer be attractive.  

 

Questionnaire Section 6 – Business and Professional Services 

Section 6 was designed to specifically address questions suggested by the regional 

development agency Advantage West Midlands, requesting specific information and 

recommendations on the future development of business and professional services 

networks in the West Midlands. As this section was not part of the conceptual framework 

designed to assess networking performance, it will not be included as part of this thesis 

covered here but is part of a separate report, referenced at Broad (2009) and included in 

Appendix G. 
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Questionnaire Section 7 – About you and your organisation 

The final Section 7 sought information specific to the respondent and their organisation. 

Question (30) asked about the respondent’s primary business for sector segmentation 

analysis. The next two questions requested information on the business postcode for 

geographic data and how many sites the respondent’s firm has in the West Midlands and 

how many employees the firm employed in the region of the West Midlands. Question 

(30) asked the respondent to indicate by ticking a circle what their sales turnover was in 

bands from up to 1.0m to over £25m. The final questions asked for information on the 

respondent’s job title, gender, age and finally question (38) how many years they had 

been with their present employer.  

 

4.8 Data Collection 

The principal method of data collection used in this study was a large scale, self-

administered mail survey. The principle survey instrument was highly structured pre-

tested questionnaire, printed as a four page document, folded to a finished flat A4 size. 

This was posted together with a covering letter of introduction and a pre-addressed 

envelope as described above to the addresses in the sample frame. The questionnaire in 

the first mailing was printed on light yellow paper, with the questionnaire in the follow-

up mailing was printed on light pink paper to differentiate it from the initial mailing.  

 

Respondents were given the option to complete the survey form as an on-line version 

prepared in a proprietary web-based survey software package (Survey Monkey 

http://www.surveymk.com/networkpr). In practice the lack of email addresses in the 
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various networking groups membership data made this difficult to implement, with only 

11 respondents completing the on-line version, the majority preferring to complete to 

hard copy of the questionnaire. This will be discussed later in Chapter 7. 

 

The survey questionnaire was mailed in stages to the 3013 named contacts obtained by 

using a variety of supplied data, to produce a list of respondents and networks who might 

have otherwise been difficult to access (Moriarty and Spekman 1984). The sample was 

composed of lists of known business networking participants, each with an equal 

probability of inclusion to validate the sample (Bryman and Cramer 1999; Creswell 2003; 

Greenfield 2002).  

 

The postal survey was administered in a two stage process as described above, to ensure 

an adequate response rate (Salant and Dillman 1994). The only incentive to complete the 

survey was a request to participate in the study, with the option of requesting an emailed 

summary of the findings. Assurances were given in respect of confidentiality and Data 

Protection Act considerations, in accordance with the published Code of Conduct of The 

Market Research Society. The initial survey questionnaire mailing with explanatory 

covering letter printed on University of Wolverhampton management research centre 

letterhead plus return envelope, was followed with a second partial mailing three weeks 

later to improve the overall response rate. By the closing date in mid-July, a total of 282 

responses (9.3%) had been received, which in statistical terms gave a confidence level of  

+/- 5% against the total sample of 3013. 
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4.9 Data Evaluation 

After initial data entry and verification, 237 usable completed responses were identified, 

a total net response rate of 7.8%.  

 

Tests of non-response bias indicate that there were no significant differences between 

early and late respondents in terms of variables relating the individual (position, age, 

gender, networking experience) or to the respondent’s firm relating to (sector, geographic 

location, size or sales turnover).  

 

Tests of key-informant competence. On average the respondents had been a member of a 

business network for 6 years and on average have been a member for 3 business 

networks, which suggests they are experienced and knowledgeable about the issues 

surrounding business networking. 73% of respondents were recorded as being at director, 

managing director, chief executive officer or chairman, indicating a high level of 

seniority amongst the respondents. A further 19% were managers in their respective 

firms. 68% of respondents were aged 40 or above but 32% were aged under 40, reflecting 

that business networking is not confined to older participants. The profile of the 

respondents is analysed in Chapter 6. 

 
4.10 Conclusion 

 

Building upon the theoretical background presented in Chapters 2 and 3, this chapter 

discussed the development of a two-stage research strategy to examine the constructs 

shown in the conceptual framework in Figure 4.3. Concern was expressed at the start of 

this chapter about the number of similar networking concepts, where definitions lacked 
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clarity or indeed overlapped each other, for example networking atmosphere and 

networking environment. To overcome this difficulty, it was proposed to use a pilot study 

to help gain a better understanding of how the respective networking terms were 

perceived by the business community, with the objective of refining the conceptual 

model.  

 

The objective of this research is to develop and test a model of networking performance 

but in order to ensure that the networking terminology in the main survey was consistent 

with the operational understanding of the factors most likely to influence the positive 

networking outcomes being researched. The testing of the conceptual model and 

hypotheses developed in this chapter with the following research objective:  

 

To develop and test a model of networking performance, identifying the factors linking 

network theory and positive business outcomes leading to an increase in sales turnover.  

 

This chapter outlined the overall research strategy, adopting a positivist view and 

methodology based on a hybrid research strategy, where a qualitative pilot survey was 

used to inform the development of the independent networking variables shown in Figure 

4.3. From this a quantitative survey approach was selected, which lead to the design and 

development of the main survey instrument. Considerations in the design included the 

sample characteristics, geographic location and expertise in business-to-business 

networking in attaining a representative and suitable sample of the business community 

in the West Midlands. It was important for the integrity of the research that the 
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subsequent findings are valid and reliable. Reliability and validity checks were put in 

place with key informant competence as described within this chapter. Further validity 

and reliability checks are reported in following chapter. The findings form the qualitative 

phase will be discussed in Chapter 5.  This was seen as an important step in refining the 

conceptual model using a qualitative method in the development of the hypotheses.  

 

Finally, the results from the quantitative research, data analysis techniques, exploratory 

factor analysis and a correlation matrix were used to extract the multi item measures and 

OLS regression used to produce the results in the Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Qualitative study findings and Hypotheses development 
 

Chapter Content 

5.0 Introduction 

5.1 Qualitative Phase - Qualitative study findings 

5.1.1 Qualitative study responses 

5.1.2 Qualitative study findings 

5.1.3 Qualitative study analysis 

5.1.4 Qualitative study summary 

5.2 Conceptual model refinement 

5.3 Hypotheses 

5.3.1 Introduction 

5.3.2 The dependent variable 

5.3.3 Independent variables 

5.3.4 Statement of Hypotheses 

5.4 Conclusion 

 

 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results from the qualitative phase of this research. Twenty depth 

interviews were undertaken with experienced members of business networks in the West 

Midlands region, using a semi-structured technique. A method based on textual analysis 

has adopted to analyse the data and the resultant findings were used to refine the 

variables identified from the literature. A conceptual model was developed using the 

refined list of variables and a parsimonious model was developed, together with a 

statement of hypotheses. The overall objective of the research is to develop and test a 

model of  NP, the results of which will be presented in the following Chapter 6. 
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The method used to select and refine the independent variables using qualitative research 

in the pilot study was based on a survey involving the twenty depth interviews discussed 

in the previous chapter. The variables were identified from the literature as being 

indicators of networking performance in the conceptual framework, described earlier in 

Figure 3.3. The interview process was designed to gain a better operational understanding 

of what factors contribute to the desired outcome of measuring networking performance 

from the respondents’ operational perspective. The results from the qualitative study were 

transcribed and are available at Annex B to this thesis. The findings were used to confirm 

the constructs forming the independent variables from the conceptual framework, to 

produce a refined conceptual model. The independent variables are presented and the 

conceptual model is confirmed, together with a statement of the hypotheses.  

 

5.1 Qualitative Phase - pilot study findings 

The qualitative study was based on exploratory qualitative research using 20 depth 

interviews. The objective was to gain a better understanding of the factors influencing 

networking performance and to refine the description of the variables contributing to NP 

from an operational perspective. The qualitative study was designed to facilitate and 

refine the conceptual model, develop the hypotheses and to assist in the development of 

the main survey questionnaire. The sample of senior managers and directors based in the 

West Midlands region was selected using a snowball sampling technique as described in 

Chapter 4. The survey method was a pilot study using a semi structured qualitative 

technique, with individual pre-arranged face-to-face interviews. 
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5.1.1 Qualitative study responses 

The responses were generally positive towards achieving a better understanding as to 

what contributed to achieving better networking outcomes for the members of the 

respective business network who took part in the qualitative study. As anticipated, the 

responses were also consistent with the experience and professional standing of the 

respondents, with all respondents being acknowledged as experienced networkers, able to 

demonstrate a clear appreciation of networking techniques, networking competence and 

to discuss how networking actions related to NP. 

 

Without exception, the respondents were confident in their understanding of the role that 

networking had in their business lives. They were members of several business networks/ 

groups/organisations and were able to make direct comparisons between the role and 

benefits of different networking groups. Active involvement in a network(s) ranged 

between two and six years, although most had additional networking experience in 

professional institutes and associations, which pre-dated the recent growth in organised 

business networks. networking club  

 

The respondents included a high number of business professionals, lawyers, chartered 

surveyors and chartered accountants representing the business and professional services 

sector in the West Midlands. In addition to networking, these professionals were active 

participants in collaborative projects and recognised the advantage of meeting each other 

socially to foster professional relationships. This was less common amongst the 
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manufacturers, marketing and business services respondents, for whom networking was 

primarily a business activity. The respondents were all senior level executives, many 

being chief executives but together they represented a range of firms differentiated by 

type and size, from sole traders to multi-nationals. Having been recommended by their 

peers as experienced networkers, with networking being an important part of their 

business activity, they were able to provide a useful insight into the nature and outcomes 

of business networking as part of the pilot study.  

 

5.1.5 Pilot study findings 

A full text transcript and analysis for a sample of the depth interviews based on the 

interview protocol and coding system, is available in Appendix B. The respondents had 

different opinions as to what contributed to ‘performance’ in networks and were keen to 

elaborate on their networking experiences as they related to each of the question areas 

described in the previous chapter.  

 

A summary of the findings linked to each of the five networking concepts is presented in 

Table 5.3, where the respondents comments are inserted against their initials for reference 

purposes and coded as positive (+), neutral (+/-) or negative (-) as appropriate. 
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TABLE 5.3 

Qualitative Study Findings 

 

Network  

Concept 
Respondents’ Comments Ref Code 

 
Networking 

 Performance 

 
“It depends what you mean by networking 
performance, if you mean the number of business 
referrals or the volume of new business generated 
then clearly some networking groups are more 
suitable than others”. 
 
“I dislike the pressure exerted by some network 
groups to generate enquiries for members, for 
example BNI with its evangelistic pestering for 
referrals. I prefer the more social aspects of 
networking and have made many business friends 
through TBP (Telford Business Partnership).” 
 
“I hadn’t really thought about the return on our 
investment in networking but being part of a group 
like Birmingham Forward has been very beneficial 
for our business, although I would find it hard to 
quantify the result.” 
 
“Over half our business is generated by word of 
mouth referrals and I encourage as many of my staff 
to get involved in networking as possible.” 
 
 

 

AM 
 
 
 
 
 
GD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BB 
 
 
 
 
 
PW 

 
+/- 
NP 
 
 
 
 
-NP 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+NP 
 
 
 
 
 
+NP 

 
Network 
Atmosphere 
 

 
“I do not really understand what is meant by ‘network 
atmosphere’ there are so many different phrases that 
actually mean exactly the same thing but I do accept 
there are networks with a more positive atmosphere, 
if that’s what you mean?” 
 
“First impressions are so important. Visitors to a 
networking meeting make up their minds very 
quickly whether it is a group they wish to be part of. I 
guess it comes down to making sure a group looks 
attractive at first sight” 
 

 

CC 
 
 
 
 
 
ST 
 
 
 
 
 

 
+/- 
NA 
 
 
 
 
+ NA 
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Network  

Concept 
Respondents’ Comments Ref Code 

 
“I can assess the quality of a network by the profile of 
its members. I would not join any group where I 
didn’t recognise anyone, a successful networking 
group must have a high profile.” 
 
“A lively network is always going to be more 
attractive – you should be able to feel the positive 
energy in the room.” 
 
“We have worked hard at Coventry First to creative a 
separate identity for ourselves to raise our profile 
through having our annual awards and are clearly 
seen to be different and better that Birmingham 
Forward” 
 
“I joined a BNI group in Birmingham but found it 
very difficult to get business with any of the members 
as we are based in Wolverhampton” 
 
“I did my initial research of potential networking 
groups on the internet and then made a short list of 
those worth a closer look” 
 

 
TR 
 
 
 
 
BD 
 
 
 
DP 
 
 
 
 
 
BD 
 
 
 
NP 
 

 
+NF 
+NA  
 
 
 
+NA 
 
 
 
+ND 
 
 
 
 
 
-NA 
 
 
 
+NA 
 

 
 
Network 
Environment 

 
 
“I have encouraged all my staff to get involved with 
the different networking groups in Birmingham and 
personally belong to five different groups, not 
meeting every week as some just meet monthly but I 
guess I attend 3 or 4 events each week” 
 
“I’ve never really considered my approach to 
networking other than I have made a deliberate 
objective to attend as many meeting a month as I can 
fit in, so that probably means at least one meeting a 
week”  
 
“Birmingham Fwd has actually weakened 
membership of other groups locally because they 
deliver what today’s professionals require. This is to 
the detriment of some old established associations.” 
 
 

 
 
DB 
 
 
 
 
 
AM 
 
 
 
 
 
BB 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
+NB 
NI 
 
 
 
 
+NB 
+NI 
 
 
 
 
+NA 
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Network  

Concept 
Respondents’ Comments Ref Code 

“Often they are oversubscribed by members of the 
same profession. Lawyers, accountants & surveyors, 
which may deter others from joining.” 
 
“Sometimes it’s the same old faces, which rather 
distracts from the purpose of meeting new contacts” 
 
“I really believe that Birmingham Forward has set the 
standard for others to follow. I tell people you don’t 
need to go to London to meet the big four 
management consultants, they are here in 
Birmingham. Just look at our membership (over 250), 
all the top companies are there. This is a very 
powerful group.” 
 
“I think (CC) has done a fantastic job in galvanising 
support for Coventry First, it is her leadership and 
example that has attracted firms like ours to become 
involved, this really is a success story for Coventry” 
 
I’ve been doing this for a long time (6 years) and can 
spot the timewasters a mile off. The problem is that 
there are too many competing groups and we are all 
trying to increase membership which is affecting the 
quality. Perhaps it’s time to give up.” 
 
“I am Chair of Telford Business Club which was the 
first networking club in the town and is still going 
strong. We meet in the evenings which gives us a 
distinct advantage over all the breakfast clubs.” 
 
“The problem for business in Lichfield and Tamworth 
is that we have no geographical centre, unlike say 
Birmingham or Coventry, where there is a natural city 
centre focus” 
 
“People have to drive quite long distances to our 
meetings (Lichfield) whereas if you work in 
Birmingham you can probably walk to a networking 
meeting” 
 
“Networking is a great way to meet new contacts, 
both suppliers and customers” 
 

SA 
 
 
 
GD 
 
 
DB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DP 
 
 
 
 
PW 
 
 
 
 
 
NF 
 
 
 
 
SA 
 
 
 
 
SA 
 
 
 
 
BD 

+/-NA 
 
 
 
-NA 
-NC 
 
+NA 
+NI 
+NP 
+NC 
 
 
 
 
+NA 
+NP 
 
 
 
-NA 
 
 
 
 
 
+NA 
 
 
 
 
+/-NA 
-NP 
 
 
 
-NA 
+NM 
 
 
 
+NB 
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Network  

Concept 
Respondents’ Comments Ref Code 

 
Networking 
Capability 
 

 
“I recognise that networking is a long term 
investment and I really have only seriously been 
networking the business for 3 years I actually made a 
conscious decision 3 or 4 years ago that I was going 
to do it and it’s a slow burner” 
 
“This is not a rainy day activity, networking needs to 
be a work based activity, something to be invested in 
for the best long term results. And, when it is done 
well it is very enjoyable too.” 
 
“I was elected as the Chair of Coventry First to 
provide leadership and direction through the board, 
which even though I say so myself, we have been 
very successful. We have over 80 members and are 
very active in recruiting new members through our 
marketing and website which gives a geographic 
focus to Coventry” 
 
“I have only been a member of Success for two years 
but have already seen the benefits of collaborating 
with others, I mean, very few people know what we 
actually do and are really surprised when I tell them 
the sort of national and international clients we have.” 
 
“If the chief executive actively supports networking 
membership it will greatly help to encourage others to 
become involved but many senior people think these 
groups are below them and won’t get involved or 
attend the meetings” 
 
“Without doubt, the more that you put in to a 
networking group, the more you will get out in terms 
of benefits. As they say ‘you have to be in it to win it’ 
and that is so true – you really have to take a long 
term view when developing networks” 
 
“When I set up my business I was encouraged by 
former colleagues to get involved with ‘networking’ 
and I have to say it was the best advice I was given.” 
 
“The bank is very keen to get involved with local 
business networks as past experience shows that we 

 
AM 
 
 
 
 
 
DB 
 
 
 
 
CC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SA 
 
 
 
 
 
TR 
 
 
 
 
 
RB 
 
 
 
 
 
AM 
 
 
 
DJ 
 

 
+NE 
 
 
 
 
 
+NE 
+NP 
 
 
 
+NE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+NE 
+NP 
 
 
 
 
+/-NE 
 
 
 
 
 
+NE 
+NO 
+NP 
 
 
 
+NE 
+NP 
 
 
+NO 
+NB 
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Network  

Concept 
Respondents’ Comments Ref Code 

have had very positive results from meeting business 
contacts in this way.” 
 
“It is important to meet people outside your 
immediate work group and Birmingham Forward 
gives me the opportunity to meet a wide range of 
professionals on a regular basis – not every week, lets 
say twice a month” 
 

 
 
 
MH 

 
 
 
+NB 
+NI 

 
Network 
Characteristics 

 
“I welcome the chance to get out and meet other 
professionals, as I find it important to keep up to date 
with what others are doing.” 
 
“There are members of the Chamber that I would 
definitely not want to do business with. Being a 
member does not mean you have to like them or do 
business with them” 
 
“I think in the end a lot of networking is about 
developing friendships around business relationships 
and I often find some of the best friends you make 
you make through business anyway” 
 
“It is essential to network to build new contacts, both 
suppliers and customers. Finest gives me the 
opportunity to do this locally, although I do network 
across the region.” 
 
“The problem for us is that most of these people are 
never going to buy a truck from us and it is difficult 
to persuade my salesman that they should network 
with these people, it can be counterproductive. 
Perhaps it’s okay at a senior management level but 
not for everyone.” 
 
“The Chamber was set up in the first place as a point 
of contact for businesses in Shropshire, to provide 
advice and support and then more recently to 
encourage networking between members. As you 
know we now have networking groups throughout the 
county and even speed-networking events if you are 
interested?” 
 

 
AM 
 
 
 
ST 
 
 
 
 
AM 
 
 
 
 
BB 
 
 
 
 
BF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
+NR 
 
 
 
-NR 
-NT 
 
 
 
+NR 
+NO 
 
 
 
+NR 
+NC 
+NP 
 
 
+/-NR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+NR 
+NI 
+NO 
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Network  

Concept 
Respondents’ Comments Ref Code 

“I don’t have any particular allegiance to one 
networking group, I see the three groups that I belong 
to as being very different, with different members and 
different objectives+ 
 
“I’m naturally very pro Birmingham Forward but I 
wouldn’t say that I have a stronger allegiance to 
(BFwd) than say the Chamber of Commerce, or for 
that matter to the respective members” 
 
Building network relationships can reinforce trust 
between members but I never hear anyone talking 
about trust in terms of being a characteristic of 
successful networking 
 

AM 
 
 
 
 
RB 
 
 
 
 
DB 

-NG 
+NR 
 
 
 
-NG 
 
 
 
 
+NR 
-NT 

 
Other 
comments 

 
“I do think it would be a good idea to have open 
access to all the BPS affiliated networking groups 
across the region – we do tend to be isolated up in 
Stoke.” 
 
“The real problem is AWM – they insist in being 
involved in every aspect of our development and 
quite frankly our members are fed up with the lot of 
them” 
 
“I do get irritated by the constant pressure from 
groups like BNI to join them – they are worse than 
double glazing salesmen” 
 
‘I will always go to a networking meeting if I believe 
it is in my interests, it’s as much about social contact 
as it is business between fellow professionals” 
 
“I think this is the first time that any serious research 
into networking group membership has been done in 
the West Midlands so I look forward to seeing the 
results.” 
 
“I will certainly encourage our members to participate 
in the survey, it is vitally important to understand 
what motivates people to get the most benefit from 
their networking membership” 
 

 
BB 
 
 
 
 
DB 
 
 
 
 
DP 
 
 
 
RE 
 
 
 
DB 
 
 
 
 
RB 

 
-NE 
 
 
 
 
-NA 
 
 
 
 
-NA 
 
 
 
+/-NB 
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The responses were coded to ease the process of attributing comments to the answers 

from the respondents, as described earlier in Chapter 4. These are highlighted in Table 

5.3 above, following the symbols used in the coding schedule in Table 5.1. The overall 

findings are summarised in Table 5.4.  

 

Each of the network concepts are coded e.g. (Networking Performance = NP) and rated 

by the respondents as (+) Positive, (+/-) Neutral, or (-) Negative, with the ratings based 

on the recorded comments from each of the respondents. 

 

TABLE 5.4 

Summary of findings from the Qualitative Study 

 

Network Concept Code Positive Neutral Negative 

Networking Performance NP +17 2 -1 

Network Atmosphere 
- network 

attractiveness 
- network identity 
- network profile 

 
 

NA 
ND 
NF 

 
 

+18 
+10 
+ 8 

 

 
 
2 

10 
12 

 
 

0 
0 
0 

Network Environment 
- networking 

behaviour 
- networking intensity 
- network activation 
- network contacts 
 

 
 

NB 
NI 
NG 
NC 

 
 

+20 
+16 
+15 
+20 

 
 
0 
4 
5 
0 

 
 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Network Capability 
- degree of 

embeddedness 

 
 

DE 

 
 

+18 

 
 
2 

 
 

0 
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Network Concept Code Positive Neutral Negative 

- network orientation 
- network 

membership 
- networking 

influence 
 

NO 
 

NM 
 

NU 

+17 
 

+20 
 

+15 

3 
 
0 
 
5 

0 
 

0 
 

0 

Network Characteristics 
- strength of 

relationship 
- strong vs weak ties 
- trust 
- allegiance 
- competence 
 

 
 

NR 
SW 
NT 
NL 
NE 

 
 

+20 
+5 
0 

+10 
+17 

 
 
0 

10 
18 
0 
3 

 
 

0 
-5 
-2 
-2 
0 

 

5.1.3 Pilot study analysis 

The analysis that follows seeks to refine the understanding of how business professionals 

approach business networking from an operational rather than purely academic 

perspective. The aim is to combine the finding from the pilot study with those from the 

literature to produce a parsimonious model of NP. The interview transcripts have been 

divided into five conceptual areas listed above in Table 5.4. Textual excerpts from the 

interviews are inserted to illustrate the understanding of each construct as part of the 

process to synthesise the respondents comments, seen as a pragmatic approach to 

understanding the meaning of the responses.  

 

The respondent’s accounts were communicated in a business environment, either their 

own office or a formal meeting or boardroom setting. Respondents therefore switched 

between first and third party comments, dependent on whether they were referring to 

their individual or the firm’s networking experience. The findings from the pilot study 
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show that in this case, the opinions expressed by the individual actor in the network were 

also those shared by the focal firm, as the respondents were commenting on networking 

its representative. This is important, as the respondents did not see a boundary between 

themselves and their firms. Therefore if a boundary does exist, it surrounds the actor and 

the focal firm, suggesting a consistent view of networking from the actor/focal firm 

perspective.  

 

The main findings from the pilot study are analysed as follows: 

1. Networking Performance 

The concept of NP was not immediately understood by all the respondents. There was a 

better understanding of NP once this was qualified with the objective of the study, which 

was to investigate the outcomes and measurable benefits of networking activity and inter-

firm collaboration. Half the respondents said they had never thought of ‘networking 

performance’ as a measure of networking success. However, when they considered the 

time and personal cost of business networking, the majority (17) agreed that networking 

performance was an important consideration (+NP). The following excerpt is typical of 

the comments recorded: 

“It depends what you mean by networking performance, if you mean the number of 
business referrals or the volume of new business generated then clearly some 
networking groups are more suitable than others”. 

 

Only one respondent from the group of twenty said that networking performance was not 

an important consideration (-NP) as they enjoyed networking for the more social aspects 

of networking: 
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“I dislike the pressure exerted by some network groups to generate enquiries for 
members, for example BNI with its evangelistic pestering for referrals. I prefer the 
more social aspects of networking and have made many business friends through 
TBP (Telford Business Partnership).” 

 

When the discussion narrowed down to a choice of social benefits, knowledge benefits, 

political benefits and economic benefits, the majority of the pilot group chose economic 

benefits as being the most significant measure of networking performance (+NP) with 

many referring to the financial return on their personal time invested in business 

networking activities as in the following example: 

“Over half our business is generated by word of mouth referrals and I encourage as 
many of my staff to get involved in networking as possible.” 
 

Two respondents were concerned about measuring networking performance based solely 

on economic outcomes and suggested a ‘balanced score-card’ approach where all the 

outcomes may be aggregated to produce an overall measure of networking performance. 

This was an interesting comment as it relates back to the literature on defining the 

outcomes of networking and the difficulties associated with measuring the perceived 

economic benefit of network outcomes (Medlin 2003; Ritter 2002). Networking 

outcomes were regarded as positive. These included new business leads, professional 

referrals, new contacts, knowledge gaining, knowledge sharing, socialising, recruiting 

staff (1 respondent), increasing personal standing in the business community, business 

collaboration, CV enhancing (1 respondent) and good public relations. 

 

2. Network Atmosphere 

The concept of network atmosphere has been recognised as being problematic in the 

literature because of the interconnectedness of the terms surrounding phrases like 
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network environment and network characteristics (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997).  This 

was endorsed by the respondents who were unclear as to what was meant by ‘network 

atmosphere and how this differed from ‘networking environment’. However, they were 

more forthcoming when discussing the relative merits of networks in terms of their 

‘attractiveness’.  

“A lively network is always going to be more attractive – you should be able to feel 
the positive energy in the room.” 

 

This respondent makes the connection between energy and attractiveness, which suggests 

that what constitutes ‘attractiveness’ in networks does vary and is dependent on the 

individual perceptions. In the following example, the respondent suggests that an 

assessment of how attractive a network might be made very quickly, or at ‘first sight’. 

“First impressions are so important. Visitors to a networking meeting make up their 
minds very quickly whether it is a group they wish to be part of. I guess it comes 
down to making sure a group looks attractive at first sight” 

 

Does this mean the profile of the network is important? The following respondent 

suggests it might be but the profile of the network is closely associated to the by profile 

of its members: 

“I can assess the quality of a network by the profile of its members. I would not 
join any group where I didn’t recognise anyone, a successful networking group 
must have a high profile.” 

 

In the following example the respondent makes the connection between network identity 

and network profile in their desire to promote their own network group: 

“We have worked hard at Coventry First to creative a separate identity for 
ourselves to raise our profile through having our annual awards and are clearly seen 
to be different and better that Birmingham Forward” 
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Network attractiveness was recognised by (18) of the respondents as being a positive 

attribute (+NA) and a necessary pre-requisite for ‘attracting’ new members to the 

networking group. Networking attractiveness covered a wide range of attributes from 

physical location to the perceived business calibre and apparent social standing of the 

networking group members. Network attractiveness was aligned positively to network 

identity (+NI) and to network profile (+NF), particularly evident in the larger and more 

established groups such as Birmingham Forward. Although some rivalry between the 

networking groups was evident, with smaller groups like Success in Lichfield perceiving 

network size to be negative (-NA) in relation to its city centre competitors, which they 

perceived to have an advantage of networking group size, with a greater proportion of 

large firms as members. 

 

Respondents were able to clearly express what in their opinion made a network attractive 

and used a similar language and tone in assessing the merits of networking profile and 

identity in creating what they thought constituted an attractive network. Another factor is 

the role the members have in creating an attractive network. The literature also links 

network embeddedness to network attractiveness, with firms appreciating the relative 

attractiveness of embedded networks, being able to describe the network atmosphere and 

perceive distinct differences in relative performance (Ritter et al. 2004). 

 

3.Networking Environment 

Networking environment was not easily differentiated from network atmosphere by the 

respondents, with network environment being seen as representing the physical attributes 
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of the network meeting space, whereas network atmosphere was attributed to the social 

setting and ambience of the networking meeting.  

 

Networking behaviour was recognised by the respondents as contributing to the network 

environment. The difficulty was that they tended to see network behaviour as positive 

and negative (+/-NB) depending whether they were talking about their network behaviour 

which was always positive, compared to the behaviour patterns of the networking group 

which could be sometimes seen as negative. In the following example it appears that the 

length of membership of a networking group might have a negative impact  

 
“I’ve been doing this for a long time (6 years) and can spot the timewasters a mile 
off. The problem is that there are too many competing groups and we are all trying 
to increase membership which is affecting the quality. Perhaps it’s time to give up.” 
 

However, all (20) respondents saw a positive relationship between networking behaviour 
and making business contacts: 

 
“Networking is a great way to meet new contacts, both suppliers and customers” 
 
“I’ve never really considered my approach to networking other than I have made a 
deliberate objective to attend as many meeting a month as I can fit in, so that 
probably means at least one meeting a week”  

 

Without exception, all twenty respondents made a positive connection between 

networking behaviour and networking outcomes and networking performance. There was 

also support for the notion that networking is interactive and reciprocal, rather than just 

an individual activity, supported by Håkansson (1982).  Networking behaviour includes 

the respondents’ attitude and approach to networking, which with the pilot study 

respondents was nearly always positive.  The respondents did acknowledge that despite 
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their experience of networking, many were still learning how to achieve the best possible 

networking outcomes. 

 

4. Network Capability 

Network capability encompasses network resources, competence, organisation, 

networking intensity and the degree to which a network member (actor) is embedded in 

the network organisation. Discussion around networking resources tended towards 

tangible resources such as a networking group website, which all twenty considered a 

pre-requisite for any networking group, but covered areas like marketing materials, LCD 

projectors and physical support for holding a successful networking meeting.  

 

The concept surrounding the degree to which a network member (actor) is embedded 

within the network was not immediately recognised by the respondents, possibly due to 

the use of the description including the word ‘embeddedness’. This was resolved by using 

the term networking group membership and discussing the length of time respondents 

had been a member of their respective networking groups. Respondents made a direct 

connection between length of membership of a network group (degree of embeddedness) 

and network capability, suggesting that time was an important factor is assessing 

networking capability: 

“Without doubt, the more that you put in to a networking group, the more you will 
get out in terms of benefits. As they say ‘you have to be in it to win it’ and that is so 
true – you really have to take a long term view when developing networks” 
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Equally important is the issue of ‘enjoyment’ in networking activities, especially when it 

‘is done well’ as most networking groups meet outside normal working hours, so it is 

essentially something that ‘you do in your own time’: 

“This is not a rainy day activity, networking needs to be a work based activity, 
something to be invested in for the best long term results. And, when it is done well 
it is very enjoyable too.” 
 

The size of the networking organisation was not seen as being critical. There were 

arguments presented both for and against being a member of a larger networking group 

(+/-NO). Those who were members of networking groups such as the Telford Business 

Partnership with over 100 members favoured having a large group, whilst smaller groups 

like Success in Lichfield with 50 members were in favour of the greater opportunities for 

the stronger networking relationships that resulted from being part of a smaller group. 

The conclusion is that network size may not be an important factor in the performance of 

the network but that it was the activity of ‘networking ‘ that was important, a view 

unanimously supported by the respondents, using a range of positive statements as per the 

following example: 

“When I set up my business I was encouraged by former colleagues to get involved 
with ‘networking’ and I have to say it was the best advice I was given.” 

 

There was a positive association between years in the group and networking outcomes 

(+DE) and strong networking relationships, numbers of business contacts, the number of 

business referrals and the amount of reciprocal business done. Respondents also said that 

by taking a leadership role in their networking group they had become more influential in 

its future direction (+DE). It was acknowledged that not everyone was keen to be at the 

centre of the network, being equally content to be on the periphery of the network. There 
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was evidence that even with a relatively short length of membership (2 years) of a 

network, was still able to produce positive support: 

“I have only been a member of Success for two years but have already seen the 
benefits of collaborating with others, I mean, very few people know what we 
actually do and are really surprised when I tell them the sort of national and 
international clients we have.” 

 

Respondents commented on the transitory nature of a network, where success or failure 

largely depended on the membership and what was referred to as the chemistry in the 

group. There were three respondents who commented that some members had sought 

executive positions and the failed to provide direction and leadership for the group (-DE). 

The case of Business Network International was cited where the leadership team is only 

elected for a fixed period of six months, which was seen as positive (+DE).  

 

5. Network Characteristics 

Network characteristics involve aspects of networking relationships, trust and allegiance. 

Network relationships proved a popular discussion point with respondents keen to 

demonstrate through their own experience that networking lead to positive business 

relationships (+NR) but equally that this took time. The concept of strong versus weak 

ties was more difficult to communicate, although when prompted, respondents did admit 

to naturally gravitating to their established networking contacts, and that they had to work 

harder at developing new contacts. The following three examples illustrate the range of 

opinion on meeting new contacts through a networking group: 

“I welcome the chance to get out and meet other professionals, as I find it important 
to keep up to date with what others are doing.” 
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“Sometimes it’s the same old faces, which rather distracts from the purpose of 
meeting new contacts” 
 
“There are members of the Chamber that I would definitely not want to do business 
with. Being a member does not mean you have to like them or do business with 
them” 

 

The pilot study respondents felt less comfortable discussing networking trust. One went 

as far as to say ‘trust’ was not a networking characteristic they recognised, although it 

was implied in being a member of the networking group (+NT). Others said there were 

members of the group that they would not do business with and when prompted did say 

this was partly due to a lack of trust (-NT). It seems obvious that there has to be a degree 

of trust in any networking relationship but perhaps the word ‘trust’ is not so common in 

the popular business lexicon. The excerpt below illustrates this point: 

“Building network relationships can reinforce trust between members but I never 
hear anyone talking about trust in terms of being a characteristic of successful 
networking” 

 

Likewise, network allegiance produced a range of neutral comments, possibly because 

most respondents were members of several networks.  

“I don’t have any particular allegiance to one networking group, I see the three 
groups that I belong to as being very different, with different members and different 
objectives” 
 

The exceptions were the chief executives of the Chambers of Commerce and 

Birmingham Forward who, perhaps understandably, demonstrated strong allegiance to 

their respective organisations. 

 
“I’m naturally very pro Birmingham Forward but I wouldn’t say that I have a 
stronger allegiance to (Birmingham Forward) than say the Chamber of Commerce, 
or for that matter to the respective members” 
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It is worth repeating that the respondents in this pilot study were all acknowledged as 

being experienced business networkers and all were in senior positions in their respective 

organisations. It is therefore perhaps understandable that these respondents to a partisan 

approach to their own networks, as all (20) were active members of their networking 

groups and were ‘vocal’ in their enthusiasm for networking and defensive of their 

particular networks. This did not seem to affect their ‘objectivity’ in describing what 

made networks successful and therefore capable of delivering the required networking 

outcomes. 

 

5.1.4 Pilot Study Summary 

The comments from the respondents in the pilot study were consistent with my own 

experience of being a member of several similar networking groups, where those who 

might be described as the more ‘embedded’ in a network were likely to be the most 

vociferous champions of ‘networking’. However, despite being such enthusiasts for 

‘networking’ only half the sample (10) had previously considered how they measure the 

output from their networking activities. Once prompted, respondents were able to 

distinguish what, in their opinion, equated to a return on investment in networking and to 

discuss how this might be measured. The most common measure being the number of 

referrals or sales enquiries generated through networking. The majority of the sample 

(17) were able to estimate the value of business generated from networking activities, 

which varied from 20<50% of sales turnover. This gave a high level of confidence that 

the measure of NP based on an estimate of sales turnover attributed to networking was 

viable as the dependent variable in a model of NP. 
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One of the persistent problems in networks and networking studies is an agreed definition 

or common understanding of frequently used networking terms (Easton and Araujo 

1994). It was therefore not surprising to find some confusion in the responses regarding 

terms like networking ‘atmosphere’ and ‘environment’, which resulted in some confusion 

in the minds of the respondents. This would need clarification in the main survey 

questionnaire, to avoid misunderstanding and inaccurate responses. As anticipated, the 

networking term ‘degree of embeddedness’ meant little to the sample and was substituted 

in discussions with ‘length of network membership’, ‘involvement in the network’ and 

‘attendance at network meetings’, which facilitated a better understanding of what 

‘degree of embeddedness’ meant. This approach was later adopted in the survey 

questionnaire. 

 

It was a surprise to discover the strength of feeling (allegiance) some of the respondents 

exhibited towards their own business networks and how competitive some were in 

seeking to claim that their ‘network’ was the best.  This was possibly more an indication 

of the competitive nature of networks rather than a parochial view of networking. As far 

as I am aware there has been little, if any, research into the competitive nature of 

networks and it may be an interesting concept for investigation in the future. The findings 

from the pilot study were used to produce a refined conceptual mode, described below. 

 

5.2 Conceptual Model Refinement  
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The findings from the pilot study were used to refine the original list of 19 independent 

variables described in Figure 3.3, adopting the networking benefits and operational terms 

used by the respondents in the qualitative study, summarised in Table 5.3, with the results 

in Table 5.4.  Using the coding schedule at Annex E and as described above, these were 

combined with the original construct groupings to confirm a list of four independent 

variable headings, corresponding to the Conceptual Framework in Figure 3.3 

1. Network Atmosphere 

2. Network Environment 

3. Network Capability 

4. Network Characteristics 

The four construct headings were derived from the network terms and theoretical 

antecedents in Table 3.1, as developed in the conceptual framework. The term network 

atmosphere was found to be ambiguous by the pilot study group, as they found the word 

‘atmosphere’ difficult to relate to their networking groups, as described in 5.1. Therefore 

network atmosphere was subdivided into ‘network attractiveness’ and ‘network profile’, 

which the respondents were able to identify as networking attributes. Similarly, ‘network 

environment’ was sub-divided into ‘network meetings (activation)’, ‘network contacts’, 

‘networking behaviour’ and ‘networking intensity’ for the same reason. ‘Networking 

capability’ was subdivided into ‘degree of embeddedness’ (network membership) and 

‘networking outcomes’. Network characteristics, allegiance and trust were combined 

under the general term ‘strength of relationship’ as they were all responded to positively 

by the pilot study sample.  The concept of ‘strong versus weak ties’ received a neutral 

response in the pilot study but was included under the heading of networking 
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characteristics as other studies have found this to be an indicator of networking 

performance (Ritter et al. 2004). The refined list of networking indicators was then 

synthesised to produce a potential list of independent variables within a revised 

conceptual framework, as shown in Figure 5.1. 

 

FIGURE 5.1 

Conceptual Model Refinement 

 

The resulting independent variables shown in Figure 5.1 were identified as indicators of 

networking performance. The refined list proved to be a close fit with the original 
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conceptual framework as detailed in Figure 3.3 and gave a high level of confidence as the 

conceptual model was developed.  

 

5.3 Hypotheses 

In this section I will posit my hypotheses in support of this thesis. The Oxford English 

Dictionary definition of hypothesis (Hypotheses PL) is ‘a supposition made as the basis 

for reasoning’ (Ostler 1994). The academic use of hypothesis is ‘a proposed explanation 

for a phenomenon’, to be ‘put under’ or ‘to suppose’ and is the antecedent of a 

proposition. A hypothesis is a concept capable of being tested and measured by reference 

to observable phenomena (Hempel 1959). 

 

5.3.1 Introduction to the Hypotheses 

From the results of the pilot study, each of the key constructs were developed as variables 

to test the hypothesis that NP was dependent on a number of predictors (independent 

variables). Perceptions of NP vary within individual firms as described by the 

respondents and the measures used need to reflect this variance, recognising that 

respondents may be aware and involved in different aspects of the networking process. A 

series of indicators has therefore been identified for each of the constructs developed 

from the outline hypotheses, with the independent variables shown in the development of 

the conceptual model shown in Figure 5.1. The aim was to analyse these with a range of 

statistical tests using proprietary software (SPSS v16). Using regression analysis, a 

statistical model would be tested to understand the relationship between the constructs to 
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predict the outcome (Greenfield 2002). The results were designed to develop a model of 

Networking Performance (NP). 

 

The dyadic nature of network relationships where actor perceptions differ, as seen in the 

findings from the pilot study, can present a problem for researchers seeking a quantifiable 

approach relying on simple aggregation to analyse actor constructs. Medlin (2003b) 

provides a view of performance in networks based upon firms’ perceptions within a 

single and multi level framework. However, the short term nature of economic 

considerations alone may not be a long term indicator of NP and wider measures 

involving a number of networking constructs as indicated in Figure 5.1 have been sought 

(Ritter 2002). From this, it is suggested that NP is dependent on the constructs identified 

as independent variables in the conceptual model. In this thesis, I seek to investigate the 

antecedents of Networking Performance (NP) 

 

5.3.2 Dependent variable 

Networking Performance 

The notion that networking activities will have a positive impact on networking 

performance is at the core of this research proposal and provides the background to this 

study to develop and test a model of NP. Networking performance was identified in the 

development of this research as a new construct being a measure of sales turnover 

attributed to business networking activities. Recognising the difficulties of obtaining 

meaningful financial performance measures from firms, led to the realisation that the 

perceived financial and economic benefits of networking were likely to offer a realistic 
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view of networking performance (Chell 2000; Medlin 2003).  By adopting a financial 

measure, the study had a possibility of making a direct comparison between networking 

activity and networking performance. The difficulty associated with measuring the extent 

of networking activity within network constructs is confirmed by Chell (2000) and is 

supported by Dennis (2000). Meanwhile McLoughlin and Horan (2000) and Medlin 

(2003) see financial aspects of the network relationship as a major factor in describing 

and measuring performance in networks. Hays and Senneseth (2001, p.294) found that 

few network studies had focused on the long term economic benefits for the individual 

firm in belonging to a network. Terziovski (2003) also found a lack of rigorous research 

reported in the literature that tests the relationship between networking practices and 

business excellence. Similarly, Hollenbeck et al. (2009, p.134) suggest that measures of 

networking success from a business perspective have to be based on more than counts of 

interaction, noting that successful networks are characterised by consistent interaction 

among members and regular sharing of information. The existing research has reported 

various outcomes from networking, e.g. knowledge sharing, competitor intelligence, 

resource sharing, product innovation and market extension (Chell 2000; Dennis 2000; 

Gilmore et al. 2001; O’Donnell and Cummins 1999; Swann et al. 1999). 

 

In a study of the outcomes of networking from a perspective of firm performance, 

Ottesen et al. (2004) investigated SMEs networking activities in respect to the firm’s 

relative economic performance within its industry. The financial benefits of a network 

relationship are a major factor in describing networking success, with a high degree of 

coordination and maintenance required to achieve network goals (Dennis 2000). The 
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positive outcomes of networking activity identified by McLoughlin and Horan (2000) 

also suggest that the financial aspects of a networking relationship are a major factor 

contributing to networking success. The advantage of an economic focus in the study of 

network effectiveness is that it offers direct performance indicators relative to 

commercial expectations from networks (Seggie et al. 2007). The notion of networking 

performance being the outcome of networking activity is therefore seen as an important 

consideration for firms’ participation in business networks. There was empirical support 

for the measure of NP in assessing the outcomes of business networking activities from 

the pilot study, where respondents were able to demonstrate a good understanding the 

value of the business they were able to generate from networking. 

 

I therefore posit that Networking Performance (NP) is dependent on the constructs 

identified as independent variables as described in the conceptual model in Figure 5.2. 

 

5.3.3 Independent Variables 

Network Attractiveness 

The idea of networks having a discernable identity, atmosphere and therefore degree of 

attractiveness as described by Ford et al. (1998), is encapsulated in the notion of the 

network environment and the resulting social bonds and inherent attractiveness suggested 

earlier by Granovetter (1985). The notion of network attractiveness is recognised as being 

problematic because of the interconnectedness of the terms surrounding phrases like 

network environment and network atmosphere (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997).  

However, firms appreciating the relative attractiveness of embedded networks perceive 
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distinct differences in relative network performance (Ritter et al. 2004). Network 

attractiveness is defined as a construct which describes the mutual interest between actors 

within a network (Ellegaard and Ritter 2008). Attractiveness is recognised to be an 

important constituent in network’s identity and can lead to other actors’ initiatives to 

establish a relationship, akin to social attraction and social network ties (Granovetter 

1973). Network attractiveness is determined by dimensions of emotional consideration, 

interaction process and value creation. Anderson and Håkansson (1994) stressed the 

importance of social attractiveness in dyadic business relationships and the environment 

in which they operate. This idea was supported by Gadde and Mattsson (1987) and whilst 

these researchers generalised when talking about the social exchange perspective on 

dyadic relations and social networks, all agree that exchange relationships are contingent 

on network attractiveness. A firm’s network perspective provides the context for 

reviewing the perceived attractiveness of a network of connected business partners 

(Håkansson and Snehota 1989). The concept of network attractiveness is seen as the focal 

firm’s perspective within the dyadic network construct and was influential in the 

development of the conceptual framework. This is supported by the empirical evidence 

from the respondents in the pilot study who demonstrated a clear perspective as to what 

constituted an ‘attractive network’ and therefore its likely impact on networking 

outcomes and NP.  

Based on the above, I propose my first hypothesis: 

H1a: Greater network attractiveness will have a positive influence on networking 

performance. 
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Network Identity 

Networks are said to have an identity bounded by knowledge about the atmosphere in 

which they are engaged Håkansson (1982), limited by the perceived network horizon and 

the inability to see beyond a number of network connections and relationships. A network 

horizon will vary over time and the part of the network within the horizon that the actor 

considers relevant at any point in time is what according to Håkansson and Snehota 

(1989) gives the network context or identity. In considering identity and identification in 

networks Huemer et al. (2004) introduces the notion of identities in networks which is 

said to enhance the awareness of interdependence and embeddedness, which in turn 

promotes a sense of belonging. However, the identity of the network and the relationships 

which provide a perceived level of importance is said to be created between connected 

firms (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). Network identity is considered to capture the 

attraction of a firm as a potential network partner in a unique set of interconnected 

relationships with other firms. It is the network ‘identity’ which defines how firms see 

themselves in the network and how they are seen by others in the network. Because 

network identity is perceived from the viewpoint of the actor or firm, it is important to 

describe network identity in the context of the network under consideration, and it is for 

this reason that it was considered in the same dimension as the perceived network 

atmosphere, suggested by (Achrol 1997; Achrol and Kotler 1999). 

 

The identity of a network was also considered important by the respondents to the pilot 

study, where having a clear network identity was seen to offer a competitive advantage. 

Respondents also made a connection between network identity and network profile in 
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determining the perceived ‘standing’ of the networking group and its ability to influence 

networking performance. 

 

Based on the above, I hypothesize: 

H1b: There is a positive relationship between network identity and networking 

performance. 

 

Network Profile 

If network identity defines how firms see themselves in a network, then network profile 

is how they are seen by others (Håkansson and Snehota 1989). Network profile is defined 

as how the network is perceived from the viewpoint of the actors in a network (Achrol 

and Kotler 1999). It is seen in the same dimension as network atmosphere and was 

considered an important operational factor by the respondents in the pilot study in 

assessing the attractiveness of a network. From the evidence of the pilot study, 

respondents identified network profile as contributing to networking outcomes and 

overall networking performance. 

 

Based on the above, I hypothesize: 

H1c: There is a positive relationship between network profile and networking 

performance. 
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Networking Behaviour 

Networking behaviour is described as the interactive network process whereby actors 

seek to develop close relationships on the basis of reciprocal and mutually beneficial 

actions (Thorelli 1986). The nature and behaviour within the dyadic relationship is 

characterised by length of relationship and frequency of contact through network 

activation and the social bonds which affect networking behaviour. Behaviour conditions 

the mutual interactions between actors in a network and defines the nature of the dyadic 

relationship (Ford et al. 2003). Network behaviour can be seen to have stabilising or 

destabilising consequences on the performance of the network. A business network is 

sustained by dyadic business relationships, which by their nature are dynamic and can be 

heavily influenced by the perceived behaviour of actors within the dyadic structure of the 

network, strengthening or weakening the network by their individual actions (Anderson 

and Håkansson 1994). The idea of reciprocal networking behavioural traits resulting in 

shared networking opportunities is widely accepted by participants in the pilot study, 

reinforcing the belief that positive networking behaviour will influence networking 

performance.  

 

Based on the above, I hypothesize: 

H2a:  Networking behaviour will have a positive influence on networking performance. 

H2b: There is a positive relationship between network activation and networking 

performance. 

H2c: There is a positive relationship between networking contacts and networking 

performance. 
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Networking Intensity 

Networking intensity refers to the extent of the interacting organisation’s resources 

committed to the networking relationship, in terms of frequency of contact & amount of 

resources (Aldrich 1979). However, intensity alone may not a indicator of networking 

performance but there is evidence that when linked with networking behaviour, capability 

and competence, networking intensity has a positive impact on networking outcomes 

(Van de Ven 1976). Networking intensity is said to refer to the extent to which 

individuals (actors) honour their obligations to others in the network (O’Donnell et al. 

2001). Intensity is also recognised as an important dimension of a network’s environment 

(Gemünden et al. 1996). Frequency of interaction is considered likely to have a positive 

influence of firm performance (Üstüner and Iacabucci 2012). Successful networks are said 

to be characterised by consistent interaction among members and regular sharing of 

information (Hollenbeck et al. 2009, p.134). The idea of networking intensity influencing 

networking performance is supported by the empirical data from the pilot study, where 

regular involvement in networking activities is seen as a positive influence on networking 

performance.  

 

Based on the above, I hypothesize: 

H2d: Greater networking intensity will have a positive influence on networking 

performance. 
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Degree of Embeddedness 

The degree to which an actor firm is embedded in a network relates to the linkages of 

economic action and outcomes, the actors’ dyadic relations and the overall structural, 

economic and social dimensions of the network (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997). The 

importance of embeddedness in actor network relations is recognised by Håkansson 

(1987) with the extent of its influence on networking outcomes dependent on the nature 

of the relationships between actor firms and their commitment to create positive 

outcomes. Firms are said to appreciate the relative attractiveness of embedded networks 

are able to describe the network atmosphere and perceive distinct differences in relative 

performance (Ritter et al. 2004). Recognising the significance of embeddedness to 

business networks, Üstüner and Iacobucci (2012, p200), posit that embeddedness is 

expected to improve economic outcomes. Respondents to the pilot study also supported 

the idea that the membership of a business network and degree of embeddedness in that 

network has a positive and long term influence on networking outcomes and networking 

performance.  

 

Based on the evidence suggesting a positive impact when linking networking 

membership and the degree of embeddedness in the network with networking 

performance. 

 

Based on the above, I hypothesize: 

H3a: Greater network embeddedness will have a positive impact on networking 

performance. 
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H3b: There is a positive relationship between network membership and networking 

performance. 

 

Strength of Relationship 

The economic value of relationships in networks is complex but critical to understanding 

the potential the perceived benefits of the relationship (Ford et al. 2003). The ability of a 

firm to develop and manage relationships in networks is seen as a core networking 

competence (Ritter 2002). Holmlund and Törnroos (1997, p.306) suggest that in 

considering the long-term character of relationships in networks, relationships are said to 

endure through continuation and be long lasting, where strength of relationship which is 

said to increase over time, strengthening the actor network bonds. Richards and Jones 

(2009, p.312) found that relationship effectiveness had a positive effect on sales 

performance.  Terziovski (2003, p.91) suggest that networking practices have a 

significantly positive effect on business excellence and found that the strength of 

relationship between networking practices and business excellence to be significant and 

positive. Respondents to the pilot study also agreed that building relationships in 

networks was crucial to achieving the best possible networking outcomes and see 

strength of network relationships as an important part of improving networking 

performance.  

 

Based on the above, I hypothesize: 

H4: Stronger networking relationships will have a positive impact on networking 

performance. 
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FIGURE 

5.2 Conceptual Model 
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TABLE 5.6 

Statement of Hypotheses 

 

 H1a 

 
Greater network attractiveness will have a positive influence on networking 
performance. 
 

 H1b 

 
There is a positive relationship between network identity and networking 
performance. 
 

 H1c 

 
There is a positive relationship between network profile and networking 
performance. 
 

 H2a 

 
Networking behaviour will have a positive influence on networking 
performance. 
 

 H2b 

 
There is a positive relationship between network activation and networking 
performance. 
 

 H2c 

 
There is a positive relationship between network contacts and networking 
performance. 
 

 H2d 

 
Greater networking intensity will have a positive influence on networking 
performance. 
 

 H3a 

 
Greater network embeddedness will have a positive influence on networking 
performance. 
 

 H3b 

 
Networking membership will have a positive influence of networking 
performance. 
 

 H4 

 
Strength of relationship will have a positive influence on networking 
performance. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter the results from the qualitative phase of this research have been presented. 

The findings from the qualitative study were analysed and used to refine the conceptual 

model.  The study was based on twenty depth interviews with experienced members of 

business networks in the West Midlands based on a semi-structured technique to gain an 

operational perspective on business networking. This was a prelude to confirming the list 

of variables to be examined using a self-completed questionnaire in the main postal 

survey. Based on the original conceptual framework, a conceptual model was created 

using the refined list of variables as part of the process of developing a testable 

parsimonious model. Finally the hypotheses for this thesis were developed and a 

statement of hypotheses was presented. The overall objective of the research is to develop 

and test a model of networking performance (NP), the results of which will be presented 

in the following Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Results 
 

Chapter Content 

6.0 Introduction 

6.1 Development of Measures 

6.1.1 Dependent variable 

6.1.2 Independent variables 

6.1.3 Control variables 

6.2 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

6.2.1 Data summary 

6.2.2 Data quality 

6.2.3 Descriptive statistics 

6.2.4 Correlation matrix 

6.3 Hypothesis Testing and Model Estimation 

6.4 Further Analysis 

6.4.1 Moderating/mediating variables 

6.4.2 Tests for Interaction Effect; Moderation 

6.4.3 Test for Interaction Effect; Mediation 

6.5 Model Presentation 

6.6 Theoretical Implications 

6.7 Summary & Conclusion 

 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results from the quantitative phase of this research, with the 

findings and descriptive statistics from the main postal survey. The chapter builds on the 

results from the qualitative phase of this research and the findings from the pilot study 

described in the previous chapter.  The pilot study findings were used to refine the 

constructs presented in the conceptual model in Figure 5.3. 
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The objective of this survey is to test a model of networking performance, (abbreviated to 

NP). This was an empirical study of respondents’ business to business (b2b) networking 

activities in the West Midlands.  

 

The findings from a qualitative pilot study were used to refine the variables examined in 

the main study using statistical techniques. A total of 282 responses were received, giving 

a 9.3% overall response rate to the postal survey. After data verification and checking for 

completeness, 237 useable responses were identified for the purpose of analysis. 

 

After data entry, exploratory factor analysis is used to extract the multi item measures 

using in SPSS v16. The total variance associated with each factor is assessed and 

compared with the visual representation on the scree plot for each construct group. Kaiser 

Normalisation with varimax rotation is used to rotate the factor loadings to assist the 

interpretation of the correlation pattern for the selected variables.   The factors having the 

highest loading were minimised and the largest coefficients shown as higher compared to 

the smaller coefficients in each of the constructs. OLS regression is used to estimate the 

model of NP and to examine the results. Tests for interaction were used to examine the 

moderating and mediating effect of the independent variables (Baron and Kenny 1986). 

Finally, the theoretical implications of the results are presented prior to discussing the 

findings in the following chapter.  
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6.1 Development of Measures 

For this research, a combination of scales were used to measure the dependent and 

independent variables, as discussed in Chapter 3 and presented in Figure 3.3. The 

following sections will describe each variable in turn. 

 

6.1.1 Dependent Variable 

Networking Performance (NP) is the dependent variable in this study. Existing research 

has measured performance in networks in terms of relationships within a framework of 

network activities at the actor/firm level (Medlin 2003, p.2).  Relationship performance is 

defined as ‘the perceived economic performance of the relationship parties, relative to 

expectations in that network.  

 

However, as this study is interested in measuring the networking performance derived 

from the perspective of the focal firm, a more precise economic measure was required. 

Medlin (2003, p.6) found that performance constructs in measuring outcomes generally 

lacked precision and that it would be advisable to measure more directly the purpose of 

the economic activity. Economic performance measures within networks have been 

considered good indicators of networking activity (Hays and Senneseth 2001; Kandemir 

et al. 2006; Lehmann 2004). Therefore sales turnover was selected as the DV for this 

study, being a measure of economic performance of a firm within a network. NP was 

measured by using the response to the question “What percentage of your company’s 
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sales turnover do you estimate has been generated by networking?” Q7 in the 

questionnaire in Appendix C. 

However, initial analysis of the DV showed that the responses were not normally 

distributed as shown in the histogram in Figure 6.1.  

 

Figure 6.1 

Q7 Distribution of Responses 

 

The graph on the left illustrates the distribution of responses for the DV and shows the 

responses to Q7 to be positively skewed.  The DV was transformed as the Square Root of 

Q7 which reduced the degree of skewness and produced a more normal distribution as 

shown in the histogram on the right in Figure 6.1 and described in Table 6.1. The nil 

responses were retained as no assumption could be made about whether the responses 

were really nil or whether the respondents could not answer the question (Norusis 2008). 
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Table 6.1 

Q7 Descriptive Statistics 

 

6.1.2 Independent Variables 

There are 4 overarching constructs identified from the literature, network atmosphere 

(NA), network environment (NE), network capability (NCa) and network characteristics 

(NCh), described in Figure 5.1. Since these four constructs may breakdown into discrete 

variables as suggested in the literature and the qualitative findings, each set of items from 

NA, NE, NCa and NCh was subjected to exploratory factor analysis.  Principal 

components analysis in SPSSv16 was used to extract the factors within the broad 

constructs. The following sections report the factor analysis results for each of the main 

sub-groups, using:- 

 

• Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test for sampling adequacy 

• Barlett’s test for sphericity 

• Factor extraction using principal components analysis 

• Factor rotation using Varimax 

 

 

 

 N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation Variance Skewness Kurtosis 

 Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error 

Q7. % generated  225 0 100 28.54 27.036 730.946 .872 .162 -.381 .323

Q7A SQRT QA7 225 .00 10.00 4.5413 2.82028 7.954 .023 .162 -.952 .323

Valid N (listwise) 225          
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Network Atmosphere 

Networks are described as having a discernable atmosphere and therefore network 

atmosphere is considered a precursor to understanding the identity of the network 

(Granovetter 1985). The survey used 9 items under the broad construct of network 

atmosphere (Q20a-i) as described in the survey instrument in Appendix C. 

 

KMO and Bartlett’s Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 
Bartlett’s Test of sphericity, approx Chi-Square 
                                                                             df 
                                                                             Sig 

0.676 
357.546 

36 
0.000 

 

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy at 0.676 is ‘mediocre’ 

according to Kaiser (1974) but being greater than 0.50, is considered acceptable for 

satisfactory factor analysis (Norusis 2008). Bartlett’s test of sphericity is used to test the 

null hypothesis that the observed data are a sample from a population in which all 

correlation coefficients are 0 (Bryman and Cramer 2005). In this case where the approx 

Chi-Square is 357.546 with a significance level less than 0.01, it is safe to employ the 

factor model. 
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TABLE 6.2a 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Network Atmosphere 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

1 2 3

Q20a. High calibre members 

produce better business results

0.833 0.098 -0.003

Q20b. High quality networking 

venues attract better members

0.807 0.098 0.26

Q20c. More members means 

better business results

0.580 0.168 -0.014

Q20d. I will attend a networking 

event if the speaker is good

0.130 -0.007 0.675

Q20e. Being part of a national 

network is important

0.148 0.710 -0.098

Q20f. More expensive 

memberships generate better 

results

0.043 0.872 0.014

Q20g. There is more kudos in 

being in a prestigious network

0.289 0.698 0.319

Q20h. Smaller network groups 

are more friendly

-0.097 -0.067 0.710

Q20i. I prioritise my networks 

based on their attractiveness

0.130 0.160 0.636

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation.

Rotation converged in 4 iterations.
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TABLE 6.2b 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Network Atmosphere 

 

The factor analysis suggests that there are 3 variables present, accounting for 57.835% of 

the total variance. The initial factor loadings are shown in the scree plot at Figure 6.2 

with 3 components having Eigenvalues >1.0 to explain the relationship between the 

factors and the individual variables.  

 

FIGURE 6.2 

Network Atmosphere – Scree Plot 

Initial Eiganvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 

Comp Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Culmulative %

1 2.263 29.270 22.270 2.634 29.270 29.270 1.832 20.356 20.356

2 1.409 15.660 44.930 1.409 15.660 44.930 1.830 20.331 40.687

3 1.161 12.905 57.835 1.161 12.905 57.835 1.543 17.148 57.835

4 0.903 10.367 68.202

5 0.815 9.051 77.253

6 0.674 7.488 84.741

7 0.600 6.662 91.403

8 0.415 4.616 96.019

9 0.358 3.981 100.000
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Varimax rotation is used to increase the ability to interpret the extracted factors by 

rotating the factors to discriminate between high and low loading variables. Varimax 

rotation confirmed there were 3 factors with loadings >0.5 for items network 

attractiveness (Q20a,b,c), network identity (Q20d,h,i) and network profile (Q20e,f,g). 

The following section describe these factors and the results of reliability tests. 

 

Network Attractiveness is defined as a construct which describes the mutual interest 

between actors within a network Ellegaard and Ritter (2008, p.4) and is recognised as 

being a desirable quality in a network (Granovetter 1973). It was measured using 3 items 

developed in the qualitative pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q20a High calibre members produce better business leads 

Q20b High quality networking venues attract better members 

Q20c More members in a network means better business results 

 

The reliability of this scale was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha as described in Norusis 

p.432 (2008). The Cronbach alpha for this variable with 3 items was 0.636 which is 

below the desirable limit of 0.7 (Norusis 2008). However, by dropping the third item, the 

remaining 2 items (Q20a and Q20b) account for 40.068% of the overall variance was 

improved with a Chronbach alpha of 0.707. This brings it within the acceptable limit and 

therefore suggests that network attractiveness is a reliable construct. 
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Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.707 2 

 

Item - Total Statistics 

Question 

 
Scale Mean 

if item 
Deleted 

 
Scale 

variance if 
item Deleted 

 
Corrected 

item - Total 
Correlation 

 
Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q20a 10.01 5.321 0.487 0.479 

Q20b 10.08 5.511 0.541 0.417 

Q20c 10.45 5.829 0.330 0.707 
Item 
deleted 

 

The final variable network attractiveness was computed as a mean of items Q20a and 

Q20b. 

 

Network Identity is said to capture the attraction of a firm as a potential network partner 

in a unique set of interconnected relationships with other firms (Anderson and Håkansson 

1994). It was measured using 3 items developed in the qualitative pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q20d I will attend a networking event if the speaker is good 

Q20h Smaller networking groups are more friendly 

Q20i I prioritise my networks based on their attractiveness 
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The Cronbach alpha for this variable was 0.441 which is below the desirable limit of 0.7 

and therefore not reliable. 

 

Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.441 3 

 

Item - Total Statistics 

Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q20d 9.12 6.583 0.265 0.349 

Q20h 9.53 7.098 0.297 0.301 

Q20i 9.66 6.216 0.248 0.389 

 

The result suggests that the measures for network identity are reliable construct and this 

construct was therefore dropped from further analysis. 

 

Network Profile is defined as ‘how the network is perceived from the viewpoint of the 

actors both within and outside a network’ Achrol and Kotler (1997, p.161) where 

network profile is seen as a social phenomenon in assessing the relative prestige of a 

network.  It was measured using 3 items developed in the qualitative pilot study. 
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Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q20e Being part of a national network group is important 

Q20f More expensive memberships generate better results 

Q20g There is more kudos in being in a prestigious network 

 

The Cronbach alpha for this variable was 0.717 which is above the desirable limit of 0.7 

and is therefore considered reliable. 

 

Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.717 3 

 

Item - Total Statistics 

Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q20e 6.410 7.669 0.404 0.692 

Q20f 7.610 8.640 0.597 0.463 

Q20g 6.500 7.555 0.479 0.573 

 

The final variable network profile was computed as a mean of these 3 items 
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Network Environment 

The survey used 9 items under the broad construct of network environment (Q6a-i) as 

described in the survey instrument at Appendix C. The notion that networks have a 

discernable environment is built on a number of network characteristics, including 

networking behaviour examined in the pilot study. Network environment, identified by 

Thorelli (1986), is seen as being important in understanding networks and hierarchies. 

 

KMO and Bartlett’s Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 
Bartlett’s Test of sphericity, approx Chi-Square 
                                                                             df 
                                                                             Sig 

0.781 
738.524 

36 
0.000 

 

The KMO measure of sampling adequacy at 0.781 is ‘middling’ according to Kaiser 

(1974) but being greater than 0.50, is considered acceptable for factor analysis (Norusis 

2008). Barlett’s test of sphericity has a Chi-Square of 738.524 with a significance level 

less than 0.01, which means that it is safe to employ the factor model. 
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TABLE 6.3a 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Network Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

1 2 3

Q6a. Networking is an important 

part of our marketing

0.881 0.220 -0.046

Q6b. Networking is a good way to 

meet business contacts

0.991 0.163 -0.041

Q6c. Networking is a good source 

for business referrals

0.858 0.101 0.036

Q6d. Networking comes naturally 

and I am an enthusiast

0.586 0.444 -0.224

Q6e. I prepare in advance for a 

networking meeting

0.339 0.707 0.075

Q6f. I note the names of new 

contacts I want to meet

0.076 0.777 0.075

Q6g. I feel more comfortable 

talking to people I know

0.011 -0.183 0.807

Q6h. I always follow-up  new 

contacts after the network meeting

0.129 0.669 -0.050

Q6i. I prefer new contacts to 

approach me after the meeting

-0.084 0.073 0.817

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation.

Rotation converged in 5 iterations.
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TABLE 6.3b 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Network Environment 

 

The variables loading on networking environment include networking behaviour (Q6a-d) 

which accounts for 39.008% of the variance, with networking meetings (Q6e-f) 

accounting for a further 15.372% and networking contacts (Q6g&i) representing an 

additional 12.617% of the total variance, as shown in the scree plot in Figure 6.2.  

 

FIGURE 6.3 

Networking Environment – Scree Plot 

Initial Eiganvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 

Comp Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Culmulative %

1 3.570 39.668 39.668 3.570 39.668 39.668 2.831 31.457 31.457

2 1.383 15.372 55.040 1.383 15.372 55.040 1.866 20.738 52.195

3 1.136 12.617 67.657 1.136 12.617 67.657 1.392 15.462 67.657

4 0.783 8.705 76.361

5 0.729 8.102 84.463

6 0.526 5.849 90.312

7 0.385 4.281 94.593

8 0.317 3.523 98.116

9 0.170 1.884 100.000
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Networking Behaviour is described as the interactive process whereby actors seek to 

develop close relationships on the basis of reciprocal and mutually beneficial actions 

(Thorelli 1986). It is seen to be a proactive trait by those with a disposition to positive 

networking activities. It was measured using 4 items developed in the pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q6a Networking is an important part of our marketing 

Q6b Networking is a good way to meet business contacts 

Q6c Networking is a good source for business referrals 

Q6d Networking comes naturally and I am an enthusiast 

 

The reliability of this scale was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha (Norusis 2008). The 

Cronbach alpha for this variable was 0.866. However, this was improved to 0.890 by 

deleting the fourth item (Q6d). This is above the desirable limit of 0.7 and is therefore the 

improved variable labelled planned networking behaviour (PNB) is considered reliable. 

 

Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.890 3 
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Item - Total Statistics 

Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q6a 11.360 6.615 0.812 0.820 

Q6b 11.200 7.704 0.828 0.814 

Q6c 11.780 6.493 0.729 0.901 

 

The final variable Planned Networking Behaviour (PNB) was computed as a mean of 

these 3 items, being associated with the more strategic aspects of networking seen as part 

of the marketing mix, developing business contacts and obtaining business referrals. 

 

Network Activation is achieved by attending planned networking activities or meetings 

with a clear purpose or business goal, designed to meet specific business objectives.  This 

was measured using 3 items developed in the qualitative pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q6e I prepare in advance for a networking meeting 

Q6f I note the names of new contacts I want to meet 

Q6h I always follow up new contacts after the meeting 

 

The reliability of this scale was assessed using Cronbach alpha, which for this variable at 

0.617 is below the desirable limit of 0.7 and is therefore not reliable.  

 

Reliability Statistics: 
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Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.617 3 

 

Item - Total Statistics 

Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q6e 9.200 6.431 0.461 0.467 

Q6f 9.290 6.055 0.437 0.504 

Q6h 8.800 7.226 0.384 0.575 

 

The variable networking meetings was found to not be reliable and was therefore 

dropped. 

 

Networking Contacts are defined as personal contacts within a network’s sphere of 

influence (Wilson 1991). This was measured using 2 items developed in the qualitative 

pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q6g I feel more comfortable talking to people I know 

Q6i I prefer new contacts to approach me after the meeting 

 

The Cronbach alpha for this variable was 0.513 which is below the desirable limit of 0.7 

and therefore not reliable. 
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Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.513 2 

 

Item - Total Statistics 

Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q6g 3.39 2.739 0.345  

Q6i 4.61 2.899 0.345  

 

The variable network contacts was not reliable and was therefore dropped. 

  

Networking Intensity is a single item measure (Q5), included as a measure in this 

analysis due to the emerging positive relationship between attendance at networking 

events and NP. The dimension of networking intensity is recognised as being an 

important part of a network’s environment and therefore an indicator of performance in 

networks (Gemunden et al. 1996; Haynes and Senneseth 2001; Lambert et al. 2009). As a 

single item measure, networking intensity was not subject to Chronbach’s alpha test of 

reliability but is considered an important variable to be considered as an indicator of 

networking performance from the findings in the pilot study findings. 

 

Question Statement 

Q5 On average how many networking events do you attend per month? 
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Network Capability 

Networking capability is defined as a firm’s ability to develop and use inter-firm 

relationships, being measured by the degree of embeddedness, resources and task 

execution (Ritter and Germunden 2003). The survey used 9 items under the broad 

construct of network capability (Q17a-i) as described in the survey instrument in 

Appendix C. 

 

KMO and Bartlett’s Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 
Bartlett’s Test of sphericity, approx Chi-Square 
                                                                             df 
                                                                             Sig 

0.831 
352.391 

36 
0.000 

 

The KMO measure of sampling adequacy at 0.831 is ‘meritorious’ according to Kaiser 

(1974) and being greater than 0.50, is considered very acceptable for satisfactory factor 

analysis (Norusis 2008). Bartlett’s test of sphericity shows the approx Chi-Square is 

352.391 with a significance level less than 0.01, it is safe to employ the factor model. 
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TABLE 6.4a 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Networking Capability 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotated Component Matrix

1 2

Q17a. Membership of networking 

groups increses sales

0.799 0.212

Q17b. Being a member of several 

network groups delivers better 

results

0.624 0.251

Q17c. I want immediate business 

from my network membership

-0.006 0.906

Q17d. Long term network 

membership delivers better business 

results

0.708

Q17e. I expect a return on my 

membership fee within a year

0.331 0.734

Q17f. Being on the committee or 

board delivers better results

0.446 0.261

Q17g. Being in a network group 

demands real commitment

0.593 0.051

Q17h. The harder I network the 

better the business outcomes

0.770 0.321

Q17i. I encourage my colleagues to 

get involved in networking

0.771 0.100

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalisation.

Component
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TABLE 6.4b 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Networking Capability 

 

Two factors shown in the table above account for 52% of the overall variance.  

 

FIGURE 6.4 

Networking Capability – Scree Plot 

 

Initial Eiganvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 

Comp Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Culmulative %

1 3.326 36.960 36.960 3.326 36.960 36.960 2.983 33.140 33.140

2 1.363 15.149 52.109 1.363 15.149 52.109 1.707 18.969 52.109

3 0.899 9.986 62.095

4 0.823 9.147 71.242

5 0.742 8.245 79.488

6 0.563 6.256 85.744

7 0.497 5.518 91.262

8 0.403 4.479 95.741

9 0.383 4.259 100.000
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Degree of Embeddedness is defined as  ‘actors dyadic relations and performance within 

the overall economic and social structure of the network’ Holmlund and Törnroos (1997, 

p.306) and was measured using 6 items developed in the qualitative pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q17a Membership of networking groups increases sales 

Q17b Being a member of several groups delivers better results 

Q17d Long term membership delivers better business results 

Q17g Being in a networking group demands real commitment 

Q17h The harder I network, the better the business outcomes 

Q17i I encourage my colleagues to get involved in networking 

 

The reliability of this scale was assessed using Cronbach alpha. Consideration was given 

to dropping (Q17i) but the improvement was marginal and still below 0.8. The Cronbach 

alpha for this variable with 6 items was 0.791 which is above the desirable limit of 0.7 

and therefore considered to be reliable. 

 

Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.719 6 

 

 

Item - Total Statistics 
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Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q17a 26.41 24.074 0.658 0.730 

Q17b 26.90 25.690 0.465 0.781 

Q17d 26.08 26.417 0.556 0.757 

Q17g 26.16 27.733 0.430 0.784 

Q17h 26.31 25.822 0.618 0.743 

Q17i 26.22 25.620 0.551 0.757 

 

The final variable degree of embeddedness was computed as a mean of these 6 items.  

 

Network Membership is described by Misner (2004) as the process of evaluating and 

joining a network. Membership is based on mutually beneficial business relationships and 

opportunities. It was measured using 2 items developed from the qualitative pilot study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q17c I want immediate business results from my network membership 

Q17e I expect a return on my membership within a year 

 

The Cronbach alpha for this variable was 0.582 which is below the desirable limit of 0.7 

and therefore not reliable. 
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Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.582 2 

 

Item - Total Statistics 

Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q17c 4.240 3.404 0.413  

Q17e 3.430 2.630 0.413  

 

The results were found to be unreliable and were therefore dropped. 

 

Network Characteristics 

The survey used 9 items under the broad construct of network characteristics (Q11a-i) as 

described in the survey instrument in Appendix C. Networks are said to consist of a 

portfolio of characteristics which facilitate building close relationships based on 

reciprocal and supportive actions (Easton and Araujo 1994).  

KMO and Bartlett’s Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy 
Bartlett’s Test of sphericity, approx Chi-Square 
                                                                             df 
                                                                             Sig 

0.915 
838.515 
36.000 
0.000 

 

The KMO measure of sampling adequacy at 0.915 is ‘marvellous’’ according to Kaiser 

(1974) and being greater than 0.50, is considered very acceptable for factor analysis 
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(Norusis 2008). Bartlett’s test shows the approx Chi-Square is 832.515 with a 

significance level less than 0.01 and therefore it is safe to employ the factor model. 

 

TABLE 6.5a 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Network Characteristics 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

1

Q11a. I feel very loyal to the 

networks I belong to

0.696

Q11b. I have met many business 

friends through networking

0.801

Q11c. I prefer to trade with my 

network contacts

0.643

Q11d. I look forward to attending 

networking meeting

0.787

Q11e. I meet many of my best 

clients through networking

0.767

Q11f. I encourage business contacts 

to join network groups

0.780

Q11g. I believe networking 

encourages trust between members

0.790

Q11h. I like to collaborate on new 

business with members

0.760

Q11i. I am mainly interested in 

getting new business referrals

0.254

Only one component was extracted

The solution cannot be rotated
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TABLE 6.5b 

Exploratory Factor Analysis – Network Characteristics 

 

In the final construct group, only one factor was extracted, accounting for 51.348% of the 

total variance. The ability to build strong relationships is seen as a desirable network 

characteristic (Ford et al. 2003). The ability of a firm to develop and manage 

relationships in networks is seen as important (Ritter et al. 2004). In this study it is 

suggested that it is not the relationship itself but the strength of that relationship that is an 

important network characteristic to be developed. 

FIGURE 6.5 

Network Characteristics – Scree Plot 

Initial Eiganvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 

Comp Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Cumulative % Total % Variance Culmulative %

1 4.621 51.348 51.348 4.621 51.348 51.348

2 0.984 10.928 62.276

3 0.698 7.751 70.027

4 0.637 7.077 77.105

5 0.499 5.544 82.649

6 0.474 5.265 87.914

7 0.422 4.690 92.604

8 0.360 3.992 96.602

9 0.306 3.398 100.00
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Strength of Relationship is defined as ‘positively valanced influenced strategies, creating 

high performance dyads that will form the core of the networks in which they are located’ 

Iacobucci (1996, p.36) and was measured using 8 items developed in the qualitative 

study. 

 

Question Statement measured on a 7 point scale 

Q11a I feel very loyal to the organisations I belong to 

Q11b I have met many business friends through networking 

Q11c I prefer to trade with my networking contacts 

Q11d I look forward to attending networking meetings 

Q11e I meet many of my best clients through networking 

Q11f I encourage business contacts to join networks 

Q11g I believe networking encourages trust between members 

Q11h I like to collaborate with members 

 

The Cronbach alpha for this variable was 0.889 which is above the desirable limit of 0.7 

and is therefore considered reliable. 

 

Reliability Statistics: 

Chronbach’s 
alpha 

Number of items 

0.889 8 

 

Item - Total Statistics 
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Question 
 

Scale Mean if 
item Deleted 

Scale 
variance if 

item Deleted 

Corrected 
item - Total 
Correlation 

Chronbach’s 
alpha if item 

Deleted 

Q11a 35.380 68.326 0.608 0.881 

Q11b 35.230 64.893 0.726 0.869 

Q11c 35.91 68.246 0.544 0.888 

Q11d 35.340 69.787 0.704 0.873 

Q11e 36.220 63.531 0.683 0.874 

Q11f 35.620 64.818 0..692 0.873 

Q11g 35.270 66.616 0.709 0.871 

Q11h 35.520 67.572 0.672 0.875 

 

 

6.1.4 Control Variables 

A number of generic control variables were developed from the findings in the pilot 

study, e.g. firm size, sector and location, gender, age and seniority. Importance is placed 

on the contextual variables that may have an effect on the dependent variable (Norusis 

2008, p.91). However, if too many control variables are selected the cross-tabulation can 

become unwieldy, so attention was focused on particular responses, controlling for 

networking context, firm size and respondents’ profile and business sector, in Section 7 

of the main survey questionnaire at Annex C.  The contextual control variables are:-  

 

Network context (1) Business sector  

(2) Geographic postcode 

Firm size  (3) Number of employees 
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(4) Sales turnover 

Respondents’ profile (5) Gender 

(6) Age 

(7) Seniority  

(8) Tenure with present employer 

 

Explanation for the selection of control variables:- 

(1) Business sector was based on the standard industry classification of economic activity 

codes, UKSIC Revision 4 (2007) using a categorical measure developed in (Q30). 

(2) Geographical location was measured by UK alpha-numeric postcodes clustered into 

the 10 main postcodes areas comprising the West Midlands region (Q31). 

(3) Firm size was measured using the number of employees in the West Midlands (Q33) 

(4) Firm size was also measured by annual sales turnover (£m) as (Q34). 

(5) Respondents’ profile (gender) (1=male, 2=female) (Q36). 

(6) Respondents’ profile (age) measured in 4 categories (20-29, 30-39, 40-49, over 50 

years (Q37). 

(7) Respondents’ profile (seniority) measured by seniority in 6 categories; 1=Chairman, 

2=Chief Executive, 3=Managing Director, 4=Director, 5=Manager, 6=Executive (Q35). 

(8) Respondents’ profile (tenure) measured as years with present employer (Q38). 

 

Where the data used in analysing the control variables was not obtained as actual values 

(e.g. tenure in years) the level of measurement was treated in SPSS v16 as ‘scale’. Where 

the values were measured on a nominal scale but grouped in bands to facilitate easy 
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completion in the questionnaire, these were converted from nominal to continuous 

measures, by creating a series of ‘dummy’ variables (Norusis 2008).  

 

6.2 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

In this section, the distribution of the individual variables and the relationship between 

pairs of variables will be examined as a prelude to developing a regression model to test 

the hypotheses. Before describing the key variables under consideration, a summary of 

the data and respondents’ characteristics is provided to contextualise the results to be 

presented later. 

 

6.2.1 Data Summary 

A total of 3013 questionnaires were distributed to the survey sample representing 

197,592 registered firms in the West Midlands, employing 2,511,300 staff (Sutherland 

2008). Each questionnaire was mailed with a covering letter and a pre-printed envelope.  

 

The geographic area selected for the survey was the West Midlands region in the UK. 

The survey area corresponded to the postcode areas supported by the regional 

development agency (AWM). The West Midlands has a population of 5,366,700, 

representing approximately 9% of the GB total (Sutherland 2008). The sample size of 

3013 met the sample frame criteria being approximately 1.5% of the 200,000 registered 

firms in the region and was considered representative of firms in the West Midlands. 
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From the total of 282 responses received, after initial checking for complete 

questionnaires and data entry, a total of 237 (7.9%) complete and useable responses were 

recorded as being suitable for analysis, with a confidence level of 95% (Bryman and 

Cramer 2005). A sample size of over 200 is considered adequate for this type of study 

(Kenny 2011). 

 

Figure 6.6 below shows that responses were received from a wide range of geographic 

locations representative of the West Midlands, with nearly a quarter from Birmingham 

postcodes, 17% from Stoke-on-Trent, 14% from Telford and 13% from Shropshire.  

Responses were also received from Coventry, Wolverhampton, Derby, Dudley, Walsall 

and Worcester.  

 

FIGURE 6.6 

Sample Profile - geographic postcodes 

 

 

B = Birmingham 

ST = Stoke on Trent 

TF = Telford 

SY = Shropshire 

CV = Coventry 

WV = Wolverhampton 
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FIGURE 6.7 

Sample Profile – respondents’ ages 

 

Figure 6.7 shows that two-thirds of respondents were aged 40 or more, but a wide range 

of ages were represented in the respondents’ profile, with 32% being under 40 years old 

and 12% in the 20-29 years age group. It was also noted that 66% of respondents were 

male. Whilst there was a bias towards more senior respondents, those interviewed in the 

pilot study felt that age and gender differences were not a factor in determining success in 

networking, see Table 5.3. This is supported by the findings of Chell (2000) and Cross & 

Prusak (2002). Indeed, business networks are generally considered to be democratic 

organisations where actors share a common desire to achieve business success through 

networking, irrespective of age, gender or social standing (Dennis 2000). 
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The majority, 64% of respondents, were from organisations with one site in the West 

Midlands. 58% were from organisations with a turnover below £4.9m, which is roughly 

in-line with the firm demographics for the region (Sutherland 2008). Responses were 

received from a wide range of job titles, the majority being in senior positions, with 

nearly three-quarters of respondents recorded as being at Director or more senior levels, 

with a further 19% recorded as managers. 

 

FIGURE 6.8 

Sample Profile - job titles 
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Overall, respondents had the longest relationship with their Chamber of Commerce, with 

an average membership approaching 6 years, reflecting the established nature of the 

Chamber and its popularity within the business community in the region. The 

organisation with the second longest average membership was Birmingham Forward 

where the average membership was 3.8 years. Business Network International (BNI) 

recorded an average of 2.9 years membership. The remaining organisations referred to in 

this study have a much lower average membership experience of between two and three 

years. 97% of respondents said they were a member of at least one professional business 

network, the majority therefore meeting the selection frame criteria. The sample was 

therefore representative of the target business community, with the respondents judged to 

be qualified and sufficiently experienced to participate in the survey as ‘key informants’ 

(Alreck and Settle 1995). A glossary of the networking organisations represented in this 

study is attached in Appendix E. 

 

6.2.2 Data Quality 

Based on the 237 responses received, tests of non-response bias were assessed using 

proprietary survey analysis software (Merlin), as generally recommended by (Alreck and 

Settle 1995). The sample profile and characteristics were described in Chapter 4. The 

results of the survey analysis indicate that there were no significant differences between 

early and late respondents in terms of variables relating to the individual (position, age, 

gender, networking experience) or to the respondent’s firm relating to (sector, geographic 

location, size or sales turnover).  
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Similarly, tests of key-informant competence were also assessed using (Merlin). On 

average the respondents had been a member of a networking group for 6 years and had 

been a member of 3 networking groups, which suggests they are experienced and 

knowledgeable about the issues surrounding business (b2b) networking. 

 

6.2.3 Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

The variable means and standard deviations for each construct are presented in Table 6.6. 

 

TABLE 6.6 

Mean and Standard Deviation for Key Constructs 

 

 

The relationship between each of the independent variables and the dependent variable 

was examined with the Pearson correlation coefficient, providing a measure of the 

strength of the linear relationship between each variable. Table 6.7 shows both the 

observed significance and the magnitude of the correlation coefficient. Coefficients that 

have an observed significance level less than 0.01 are shown with double asterisks (**).  

 

 

Construct N Mean S.D.

1 Network Attractiveness 237 5.090 1.084

2 Network Profile 237 3.413 1.307

3 Planned Networking Behaviour 237 5.724 1.262

4 Networking Intensity 237 3.180 2.660

5 Degree of Embeddedness 237 5.255 0.998

6 Strength of Relationship 237 5.035 1.224

7 Networking Performance 237 4.541 2.820
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TABLE 6.7 

Descriptive Statistics and Inter-correlations 

 

In the correlation matrix above, there is a high correlation between planned networking 

behaviour, networking intensity, degree of embeddedness, strength of relationship and 

the DV networking performance.  

 

With the exception of network attractiveness and network profile, all the independent 

variables analysed in pairs in the correlation matrix  are highly correlated. In the case 

when there is a high degree of correlation it is important to check for collinearity between 

the variables (Norusis 2008). The procedure in Norusis  (2008, p271) was followed to 

check for multicollinearity, reporting for variance inflation factor (VIF) against each of 

the independent variables in the following section. 

 

6.3 Hypotheses Testing 

In the first stage of hypotheses testing, OLS bivariate regression was used to test each of 

the hypotheses against the dependent variable NP. The results of the initial regression in 

Table 6.7 were examined and each of the independent variables assessed in the model to 

identify which were predictors of networking performance (Kenny 2011b). 

Variables Mean S.D. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 Network Attractiveness 5.090 1.084 -

2 Network Profile 3.413 1.307 0.363** -

3 Planned Networking Behaviour 5.724 1.262 0.362** 0.086 -

4 Networking Intensity 3.180 2.660 0.135* 0.033 0.348** -

5 Degree of Embeddedness 5.255 0.998 0.542** 0.229** 0.684** 0.374** -

6 Strength of Relationship 5.035 1.224 0.446** 0.202** 0.655** 0.335** 0.743** -

7 Networking Performance 4.541 2.820 0.103 -0.027 0.334** 0.338** 0.362** 0.464** -

** denotes correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
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From the OLS bivariate regression at Table 6.8 below, four hypotheses are supported:-  

H2a  Planned networking behaviour 

H2d  Networking intensity 

H3a  Degree of embeddedness 

H4   Strength of relationship 

The four supported hypotheses are reviewed in the following section, together with the 

two hypotheses H1a network attractiveness and H1c network profile which were not 

supported in this regression.  

TABLE 6.8 

Bivariate Regression Results 

 

The observed values for the one-sample T test show significant results for the four 

hypotheses indicated with a double asterisk (**) at the 0.01 level, planned networking 

behaviour, networking intensity, degree of embeddedness and strength of relationship.  

The regression results do not support the remaining two hypotheses, network 

attractiveness and network profile. In testing the hypotheses, assumptions were made 

Model Standard

Coefficients T-values Sig.

Hypotheses Independent Variables B Std Error Beta

H1a Network attractiveness 0.269 0.173 0.103 1.552 0.122

H1c Network profile -0.059 0.144 -0.027 -0.406 0.685

H2a Planned networking behaviour 0.746 0.141 0.334 5.289 0.000 **

H2d Networking intensity 0.358 0.067 0.338 5.357 0.000 **

H3a Degree of embeddedness 1.023 0.176 0.362 5.802 0.000 **

H4 Strength of relationship 1.069 0.137 0.464 7.821 0.000 **

Levels of significance are *<0.05; **<0.01

Unstandardised

Coefficients
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about the independence of the variables (IV) and their linear relationship with the 

dependent variable (DV). In an analysis of variance (ANOVA) the sum of the squares 

explained by the OLS regression and the residual sum of the two values for the regression 

and the residual, or multiple R2. This confirms that the null hypothesis can be rejected, as 

there is a linear relationship between the DV and the IVs as the F change statistic close to 

or at zero is significant. The findings of the OLS regression are summarised in the order 

the variables are presented in Table 6.8. 

 

Network attractiveness 

H1a network attractiveness has an observed standard coefficient Beta ( ) = 0.103, a T 

value = 1.552 and was found not to be significant, so is therefore not a predictor of NP. 

Network attractiveness was developed as a construct which describes the mutual interest 

between actors within a network (Ellegaard and Ritter 2008, p.4). It is determined in this 

study by dimensions of the interaction process and value creation. Network attractiveness 

has been recognised as problematic due to the interconnectedness of the terms 

surrounding phrases like network environment and network atmosphere (Holmlund and 

Törnroos 1997). The concept has been developed by Ritter et al. (2004, p.178) where 

firms were found to appreciate the relative attractiveness of embedded networks and 

perceived distinct differences in relative network performance. This was supported by the 

findings in the pilot study where respondents were able to make a clear distinction 

between attractive and non-attractive networks, considered important in assessing a 

network’s potential. However, network attractiveness is not a significant predictor of NP 

in this study. 
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Network profile 

H1c network profile has a standard coefficient Beta ( ) = -0.027, a T value = -0.046 and 

was found not to be significant, so is not a predictor of NP.  This finding is despite this 

variable being recognised as a social phenomenon in assessing the relative prestige of a 

network in Achrol and Kotler (1997) and the relative profile of a network being 

considered important by the respondents in the pilot study. However, network profile was 

not found to be a significant predictor of NP in this study.  

 

Planned networking behaviour 

H2a planned networking behaviour has a standard coefficient Beta ( ) = 0.334, an 

observed positive T value = 5.289 and was found to be significant at the <0.01 level. 

Planned networking behaviour is an interactive network process, whereby actors seek to 

develop close relationships on the basis of reciprocal and mutually beneficial actions 

(Thorelli 1986). The nature and behaviour within the dyadic relationship being 

characterised by length of relationship, frequency of contact, network competence, 

commitment, trust, experience and the social bonds which affect networking behaviour. 

Behaviour conditions the mutual interactions between actors in a network and defines the 

nature of the dyadic relationship (Ford et al. 2003). Planned networking behaviour is 

considered to be a reliable indicator of networking performance Ritter (2002) and is 

supported as a predictor of NP in this study. 
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Networking intensity 

H2d networking intensity has a positive coefficient Beta ( ) = 0.358, a T value = 5.357 

and was found to be significant at the 0.01 level. Networking intensity, being a 

measurement of the number of networking events attended per calendar month, is 

therefore an important indicator of networking activity, establishing a linkage between 

attendance at networking events with the perceived benefits of economic performance 

and sales turnover related to networking outcomes. The nature and behaviour within the 

dyadic relationship in the network is characterised by frequency of contact alongside 

network competence, commitment, trust, experience and the social bonds, which together 

affect networking behaviour (Ritter 2002). Networking intensity is therefore considered to 

be reliable predictor of NP and is supported in this study. 

 

Degree of embeddedness 

H3a degree of embeddedness, was found to have a positive standard coefficient Beta ( ) = 

0.362, an observed T value = 5.802 and is significant at the 0.01 level. Degree of 

embeddedness is defined as being the degree to which an actor is embedded in a network. 

The concept of embeddedness relates to the linkages of economic action and outcomes, 

with the actor’s dyadic relations affecting the economic dimensions of the network 

(Holmlund and Tornroos 1997). Degree of embeddedness has been used as a network 

construct in several research studies examining relationships and outcomes in networks 

(Andersson and Forsgren 2000; Greve and Salaff 2003; Håkansson and Snehota 1995; 

Holmlund and Tornroos 1997; Polidoro et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2004; Young and 

Wilkinson 2004). There is considerable evidence in the literature suggesting a positive 
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impact when linking network embeddedness with relationships and networking 

outcomes. Degree of embeddedness was found to be a predictor of NP and is supported in 

this study. 

 

Strength of relationship 

H4 strength of relationship was found to have a positive standard coefficient Beta ( ) = 

0.464, an observed T value = 7.821 and was found to be significant at the 0.01 level. 

Therefore, strength of relationship, recognised as being an indicator of relationship 

performance at a dyad level, has been successfully conceptualised, with the full economic 

outcomes of a relationship strategy and interaction comparing favourably with the 

findings of Medlin (2003, p.5) where strength of relationship was found to provide a 

measure of relationship performance and firms’ economic outcomes. Similarly, the 

findings are reinforced by the evidence of established links between business 

relationships and performance in networks supported in (Medlin 2003; Ottesen et al. 

2004; Ritter 2002; Terziovski 2003). The advantage of an economic focus (sales 

turnover) is that it offers a direct performance indicator relative to commercial 

expectations as suggested by (Medlin 2005). This confirms a connection between the 

strength of relationship in a network, strongly influencing NP and the economic 

outcomes derived from business networking activity and is supported in this study. 

 

In developing a model of NP, the findings of the OLS bivariate regression presented in 

Table 6.8 built on the original assumptions in the literature and described in the 

conceptual framework, were also found to correspond closely to the practitioner findings 
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in the pilot study (Kenny 2011a). The results closely support the original conceptual 

model and hypotheses as described above with four of the six hypotheses being 

supported, as detailed in the table below. 

 

TABLE 6.9 

Assessment of Research Hypotheses 

 Hypotheses 
Est 
+/- 

Beta 
value 

T 

value 
Assessment 

H1a 

Greater network attractiveness will have a 
positive influence on (NP) 
 

 
+ 

 
0.103 

 
1.552 

 
+ 

 
NS 
 

 H1c 
There is a positive relationship between 
network profile and (NP) 
 

 
+ 

 
-0.027 

 
-0.406 

 
- 

 
NS 

 H2a 
Planned networking behaviour will have a 
positive influence on (NP) 
 

 
+ 

 
0.334 

 
5.289 

 
+ 

 
S* 

 
H2d 

There is a positive  relationship between 
networking intensity and (NP) 
 

 
+ 

 
0.338 

 
5.375 

 
+ 

 
S* 

 H3a 
There is a positive relationship between the 
degree of embeddedness and (NP) 
 

 
+ 

 
0.362 

 
5.357 

 
+ 

 
S* 

 H4 
Strength of relationships in networks will 
have a positive influence on (NP) 
 

 
+ 

 
0.464 

 
7.821 

 
+ 

 
S* 

Note: + indicates a positive relationship, - indicates a negative relationship, NS indicates   

the hypothesis is not supported, S* indicates the hypothesis is supported. 

 

The findings from the first stage of hypotheses testing presented above with four of the 

six hypotheses supported, provide a set of results suitable for further examination in 

developing and testing a model of networking performance using OLS multiple 

regression. 
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In the second stage of testing a model of NP, multiple regression is used to estimate the 

model fit, including the control variable regressed against the dependent variable NP. The 

variance inflation factor (VIF) is shown in the last column. 

 

TABLE 6.10 

Regression Model A – relationship between variables 

Variables Networking Performance

Standardised Beta Model 1 Model 2 Model 2

Coefficients (Controls only) (Controls plus IV) VIF

Firm & respondent

characteristics

Firm size:

Employees 0.490 0.055 1.178

Turnover £1-4.9m -0.160* -0.110 1.191

Turnover £5-24.9m -0.119 -0.064 1.317

Turnover £25m+ -0.258** -0.229** 1.533

Respondents' Profile:

Age 30-39 0.095 0.047 2.266

Age40-49 0.146 0.025 3.008

Age 50+ 0.025 -0.043 3.267

Seniority: MD/CEO 0.012 -0.090 4.124

Seniority: Director -0.163 -0.214 4.528

Seniority: Manager/Exec 0.172 0.202 4.795

Tenure with employer -0.137 0.033 1.307

Networking Performance

predictors

Network attractiveness -0.100 1.639

Network profile -0.062 1.246

Planned network behaviour 0.054 2.359

Networking intensity 0.143* 1.288

Degree of embeddedness 0.033 3.159

Strength of relationship 0.366** 2.662

R 0.412 0.594

R squared 0.170 0.352

Adjusted  R squared 0.127 0.299

F Change 3.958** 9.722**

Levels of significance are *<0.05; **<0.01
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In developing a model of NP at Table 6.10 Model 1, the control variables relating to firm 

size and respondents’ profile were regressed against the DV using multiple linear 

regression. From the results, turnover £1-4.9m has a negative standard coefficient Beta 

( ) = -0.490 and was found to be significant at the <0.05 level. Similarly, turnover 

>£25m has a standard coefficient Beta ( ) = -0.258 and was found to be significant at the 

<0.01 level. This suggests that as a firm’s turnover increases it has a negative influence as 

a control variable on NP. However, the findings were inconclusive as a significant effect 

was detected for both turnover at £1-4.9m and turnover >£25m but not for turnover at £5-

24.9m. Finally for Model 1, the Adjusted R squared value = 0.127, explaining 

approximately 13% of variance for the contextual control variables. 

 

Turning to Model 2 at Table 6.10, the control variables from Model 1 were regressed 

together with the independent variables network attractiveness, network profile, planned 

networking behaviour, networking intensity, degree of embeddedness and strength of 

relationship against the DV. In this model, only turnover >£25m with a standardised 

negative coefficient Beta ( ) = -0.229 was shown to be significant at the <0.01 level. 

However, as discussed above, turnover >£25m was insufficiently distinguished from the 

other sales turnover value groups for it to be considered to have a reliable effect as a 

control variable. In Model 2, two independent variables were found to have a significant 

influence on NP. Networking intensity has a standardised coefficient Beta ( ) = 0.143 as 

is significant at the <0.05 level. Strength of relationship has a standardised coefficient 

Beta ( ) = 0.366 and is significant at the <0.01 level. The Adjusted R squared value = 
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0.299, explaining 30% of the variance when the IVs are included in the regression. The 

F-Change value increases from 3.958 in Model 1 to 9.722 in Model 2 and is therefore 

significant. The model was then run with the significant control variable at Table 6.11.  

 

TABLE 6.11 

Regression Model B– relationship between variables 

Variables Networking Performance

Standardised Beta Model 1 Model 3 Model 3

Coefficients (Controls only) (Controls plus IV) VIF

Firm & respondent

characteristics

Firm size:

Employees 0.490

Turnover £1-4.9m -0.160* -0.098 1.067

Turnover £5-24.9m -0.119

Turnover £25m+ -0.258** -0.226** 1.068

Respondents' Profile:

Age 30-39 0.095

Age40-49 0.146

Age 50+ 0.025

Seniority: MD/CEO 0.012

Seniority: Director -0.163

Seniority: Manager/Exec 0.172

Tenure with employer -0.137

Networking Performance

predictors

Network attractiveness -0.081 1.578

Network profile -0.083 1.173

Planned network behaviour 0.023 2.136

Networking intensity 0.175* 1.206

Degree of embeddedness 0.031 3.106

Strength of relationship 0.399** 2.558

R 0.412 0.569

R squared 0.170 0.324

Adjusted  R squared 0.127 0.299

F Change 3.958** 12.957**

Levels of significance are *<0.05; **<0.01
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In the process to refine the model of NP, the significant control variables identified in 

Model 1 turnover £1-4.9m and turnover >£25m were regressed with the independent 

variables network attractiveness, network profile, planned networking behaviour, 

networking intensity, degree of embeddedness and strength of relationship against the 

DV, as shown in Table 6.11.  

 

In Model 3, only turnover >£25m with a standard negative coefficient Beta ( ) = -0.226 

was to prove significant at the <0.01 level.  Two independent variables were found to 

have a significant influence on NP. Networking intensity has a standard coefficient Beta 

( ) = 0.175 as is significant at the <0.05 level. Strength of relationship has a standard 

coefficient Beta ( ) = 0.399 and is significant at the <0.01 level. The adjusted R squared 

value remained the same in Model 3 at 0.299, accounting for approximately 30% of the 

model fit. The F-Change value increases from 3.958 in Model 1 to 12.957 in Model 3 and 

is significant. 

 

In analysing the results, firm size, when assessed as a control variable was found to have 

a negative Beta ( ) coefficient in Models 2 and 3, suggesting that smaller firms were 

more likely to benefit from participating in business networking activities, a view 

supported by a number of researchers (Carson et al. 1995; O'Donnell and Cummins 1999; 

Ottesen et al. 2004). Firm size by measured sales turnover has been used as a control 

variable in Medlin (2003) where it was found to have a negative coefficient on 

relationship performance. However, as a control variable, firm size measured by sales 
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turnover proved inconclusive and was dropped from the model. Further research would 

be required to refine the use of turnover values in assessing their influence on NP. 

 

Obtaining information on individual firms’ sales turnover has provided an important 

measure in predicting performance in networks Medlin (2005) and is considered 

significant when assessing NP being the percentage of sales derived from networking 

activities. 

 

From the analysis, it was also evident that although there was a relationship between the 

degree of embeddedness and NP, where the standard coefficient Beta ( ) = 0.031 but 

which was not significant in the regression at Model 3. On investigation, degree of 

embeddedness was shown to have a variance inflation factor (VIF) value of 3.106 and 

being above 3, may be collinear with other variables. Multicollinearity checks were 

performed on all the variables in modelling NP using multiple linear regression Norusis 

(2008), but only degree of embeddedness was shown to have a VIF value above 3. The 

variance inflation factor (VIF) is defined by Norusis (2008) as the reciprocal of the 

tolerance, measuring the increases of the coefficients due to the correlations of the 

independent variables. 

 

The relationship between degree of embeddedness and NP suggested that although not 

significant in the model, it may have an interaction effect between the indicators of 

networking performance and the DV. The degree to which an actor is embedded in a 

network relates to the linkages of economic action and outcomes, the actors’ dyadic 
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relations and the overall structural, economic and social dimensions of the network 

(Holmlund and Törnroos 1997). The importance of ‘embeddedness’ in actor network 

relations is recognised by Häkensson (1987) with the extent of its influence on 

networking outcomes dependent on the nature of the relationships between actor firms 

and their commitment to create positive outcomes. Degree of embeddedness has been 

used as a network construct in several research studies examining relationships and 

outcomes in networks (Andersson and Forsgren 2000; Greve and Salaff 2003; Håkansson 

and Snehota 1995; Holmlund and Törnroos 1997; Polidoro et al. 2011; Ritter et al. 2004; 

Young and Wilkinson 2004). There is considerable evidence in the literature suggesting a 

positive influence when linking network embeddedness and relationships with 

networking outcomes and NP. 

 

In summarising this section and developing a model of NP, the findings of the first stage 

OLS bivariate regression presented in Table 6.9 built on the original assumptions in the 

literature and described in the conceptual framework, were found to correspond closely to 

the practitioner findings in the pilot study.  Four of the hypotheses were supported in the 

results. In the second stage of developing a model of NP, multiple regression was used to 

estimate the model fit, with the contextual control variables regressed against the 

dependent variable NP and then regressed against the independent variables in Model 2. 

The model was improved by retaining the significant control variables in Model 3 and 

regressing these with the independent variables. The Adjusted R squared value increased 

to 0.299 (approximately 30% of the variance) with the F-Change value increasing 
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3.998** to 12.957**. In addition, the influence of degree of embeddedness was identified 

as having a possible interaction effect is discussed later in the following section.  

 

6.4 Further Analysis – interaction effect 

In the process of analysing the data and producing findings from the results, further 

analysis was required to test for possible interaction effects, as described in the previous 

section. It is widely recognised that a quantitative variable may have a moderating or 

mediating effect on the relationship between two other quantitative variables and that it is 

necessary to test for any significant interaction effects between the variables (Norusis 

2008). The moderating function of an intermediate or third variable, divides the focal 

independent variable (IV) into subgroups to establish its maximum effect on the 

dependent variable (DV). Alternatively, the mediating function of an IV can be measured 

for its mediating influence on the DV (Baron and Kenny 1986). 

 

From the list of independent variables, degree of embeddedness as it is relates to the 

linkages of economic action and networking outcomes Holmlund and Törnroos (1997, 

p.306), was supported in the regression in Table 6.9. However, it was found to be not 

significant in the regression model in Table 6.11. As discussed, degree of embeddedness 

was also thought to have a possible interaction effect on the dependent variable, which is 

examined following the process outlined in Baron and Kenny p.174 (1986), with the 

findings presented in the following section. 
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6.4.1 Tests for Interaction Effect: Moderation 

The first interaction test was to investigate whether degree of embeddedness may have a 

moderating effect on the independent variables, where the dependent variable is a 

measure of the sales turnover generated by networking activity.  A key part of 

moderation is the measurement of the X to Y causal relationship and the value of the B1 

causal path, where Z is the moderating variable as described in Figure 6.9 below (Baron 

and Kenny 1986). 

 

FIGURE 6.9 

Measuring the Moderation Effect 

 

A method for assessing the interaction effect of a moderating variable is to use OLS 

regression using the product of mean centred variables where the effect of the calculated 

regression coefficient on the dependent variable may prove significant (Cramer 2003; 

Jaccard et al. 1990),   

   Y=Z1(3a-3a1)+B1(2a-2a1)+B1(2d-2d1)+B1(4a-4a1) 

Where Y = dependent variable, Z1 = the moderating variable, and B1 (2a1 + 2d1 + 4a1) are 

the mean centred independent variables. The mean centred (MC) variables and OLS 

regression values were computed in SPSSv16 to test for moderation.  
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The transformation of mean centred predictor variables is commonly used in the process 

to compute the interaction effect of a moderating variable and alleviating collinearity 

problems in moderated regression models (Jaccard et al. 1990; Lubinski and Humphreys 

1990). Most researchers agreeing that the effect of mean centering on collinearity is 

negligible (Echambadi and Hess 2007; Hayes 2009; Irwin and McClelland 2001). 

 

Mean centred independent variables regressed in Table 6.12 to check for moderation:-  

Planned networking behaviour (MC1)=(PNB-5.724)x(NE-5.255) 

Networking intensity (MC2)=(NI-3.180)x(NE-5.255) 

Strength of relationship (MC3=(NR-5.035)x(NE-5.255) 

 

TABLE 6.12 

OLS Interaction Results for Moderation 

 

Based on the emerging model of networking performance, the additive (or main effects) 

of three, mean centred independent (predictor) variables, planned network behaviour, 

networking intensity, strength of relationship and the moderating variable degree of 

embeddedness on the dependent variable (Y), has been transformed and interpreted using 

Model Unstandardized 

Coefficients

Standardized 

Coefficients

t Sig.

Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 4.580 0.219 20.873 0.000

Planned Networking Behaviour 0.012 0.082 0.103 1.088 0.278

Networking Intensity 0.200 0.169 0.012 0.151 0.880

Strength of Relationship -0.152 0.139 -0.110 -1.183 0.238

a. Dependent Variable: Q7 SQRT Percentage of turnover generated by networking ?

Variables

Coefficients
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OLS multiple regression in Table 6.12 as described by Jaccard et al. (1990) and Lubinski 

and Humphreys (1990). The Beta ( ) coefficient value of the mean centred moderating 

variables B1 (planned networking behaviour, networking intensity, strength of 

relationship) is shown above in Table 6.12. B2 has a positive effect with a Beta coefficient 

( ) = 0.045 on (Y) The moderating effect of degree of embeddedness B3 on X-Y was not 

found to be significant.  Therefore the findings suggest degree of embeddedness has no 

moderating effect on NP. 

 

6.4.2 Tests for Interaction Effect: Mediation  

The next stage in this further analysis was to examine degree of embeddedness for a 

possible interaction effect with a mediating influence on the independent variables and 

the dependent variable, as suggested by Baron and Kenny (1986). The method adopted to 

test for mediation or causal effect is the four step process described by Kenny (2009). 

The first two steps in the process using OLS regression are shown in Figure 6.10 below. 

 

FIGURE 6.10 

Measuring the Mediation Effect 
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Table 6.13 

Mediating Tests – Step 1 & 2 

 

Step 1: Each of the predictor variables X was regressed in turn against the mediator 

variable degree of embeddedness M to test the coefficients in causal path a. The resultant 

Beta ( ) standard coefficients and levels of significance, with the values for adjusted R 

squared and the F-Change values are shown in Table 6.13, column (a) for Step 1 (Kenny 

2009). For planned networking behaviour Beta ( ) = 0.684 was significant at the <0.01 

level.  Networking intensity Beta ( ) = 0.374 was significant at the <0.01 level and 

strength of relationship Beta ( ) = 0.743 was also significant at the <0.01 level. The 

independent variables were all found to positively affect the mediator variable M, degree 

of embeddedness. 

 

Step 2: Each of the predictor variables X were regressed in turn against the dependent 

variable Y, to test the coefficient of the path (c). The resultant standard coefficients were 

Step 1 Step 2

Predictor variables (IV) (DV) Degree of (DV) Networking

embeddedness performance

X a c

Planned Networking Behaviour 0.684** 0.334**

Adjusted R Squared 0.466 0.107

F-Change 196.345** 27.969**

Networking Intensity 0.374** 0.338**

Adjusted R Squared 0.136 0.11

F-Change 36,243** 28.700**

Strength of Relationship 0.743** 0.464**

Adjusted R Squared 0.550 0.212

F-Change 274.781** 61.167**

Beta standard coefficients  *<0.05  **<0.01
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all found to have significant  values at the <0.01 level.  Planned network behaviour Beta 

( ) = 0.334 and was significant at the <0.01 level. Networking intensity Beta ( ) = 0.338 

and was significant at the <0.01 level. Strength of relationship Beta ( ) = 0.464 and was 

also significant at the <0.01 level. The adjusted R squared values were calculated and the 

F-Change values were all significant at the <0.01 level.  The independent variables were 

found to all independently affect the dependent variable Y. The findings are as shown in 

column (c) in Table 6.13. 

 

Table 6.14 

Mediation Test – Step 3 

 

Step 3

Predictor variables (IV) (DV) Networking

performance

X b

Planned Networking Behaviour 0.162

Degree of Embeddedness 0.251**

Adjusted R Squared 1.145

F-Change 18.835**

Networking Intensity 0.235**

Degree of Embeddedness 0.274**

Adjusted R Squared 0.171

F-Change 24.154**

Strength of Relationship 0.435**

Degree of Embeddedness 0.039

Adjusted R Squared 0.209

F-Change 30.569**

Degree of Embeddedness 0.362**

Adjusted R Squared 0.127

F-Change 33.662**

Beta standard coefficients  *<0.05  **<0.01
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Step 3: To test the effect of the mediator variable M on the outcome variable Y, it is not 

sufficient to simply correlate the mediator and the outcome, as both are caused by the 

initial variable X (Baron and Kenny 1986). Therefore in Step 3, each of the independent 

variables at X, were regressed with the mediator variable M degree of embeddedness, 

against the dependent variable Y networking performance, using multiple linear 

regression.   

 

In the first regression, planned network behaviour had a positive Beta coefficient ( ) = 

0.162 and was significant at the <0.01 level, with degree of embeddedness having a 

positive Beta coefficient where ( ) = 0.251 and was significant at the <0.01 level, 

demonstrating that degree of embeddedness had a mediating effect between planned 

networking behaviour and NP. 

 

In the second regression, networking intensity had a positive Beta coefficient where ( ) = 

0.274 and was significant at the <0.01 level, with degree of embeddedness having a 

positive Beta coefficient where ( ) = 0.362 and was significant at the <0.01 level, 

demonstrating that degree of embeddedness had a mediating effect between networking 

intensity and NP.  

 

In the third regression, strength of relationship had a positive Beta coefficient where ( ) = 

0.435 and was significant at the <0.01 level but degree of embeddedness with a positive 

Beta coefficient ( ) = 0.039 was not significant. Therefore degree of embeddedness has 

no mediating effect between strength of relationship and NP.  
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According to Kenny (2009) the initial variable X must be controlled in establishing the 

effect of the mediator on the outcome and should be less in Step 3 than the  coefficient 

value in Step 2. From the results for causal path b in Step 3 shown in Table 6.14, the 

mediating variable degree of embeddedness is found to have a mediating effect on two of 

the three independent variables:- 

 

Planned networking behaviour in path (b)  = 0.162 i.e. smaller than (  = 0.334 in path c) 

Networking intensity in path b  = 0.235 i.e. smaller than (  = 0.338 in path c) 

However, strength of relationship in path (b) is not mediated by degree of embeddedness. 

 

With the coefficient for path (b)  value less than the respective coefficient values for the 

predictor variables X measured for planned networking business and networking intensity 

in path c, the mediating variable M is judged to meet the criteria for mediation following 

Step 3 of the causal step approach (Baron and Kenny 1986). 

 

Step 4: To establish the mediator variable M completely mediates the X-Y relationship, 

the effect of X and Y controlling for M path (c) should be zero. However, from the 

regression results in Table 14 above, none of the values reach zero. Therefore, according 

to Kenny p.3 (2009), as the criteria for Step 4 are not completely met, only a partial 

mediation (not complete mediation) effect of M can be claimed. The amount of mediation 

is called the ‘indirect effect’ in Baron and Kenny 1986) and defined as the reduction of 

the effect of the initial variable X on the outcome Y via causal path (c). 
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In summary, degree of embeddedness has a mediating effect on the relationship between 

planned networking behaviour on networking performance, and networking intensity on 

networking performance. This is not a unique situation, as according to Garnett et al. 

(2008), in practice mediator effects are often not mutually exclusive from either a 

conceptual or empirical perspective. This applies to this analysis, where degree of 

embeddedness might mediate the relationship between networking behaviour and 

networking performance, with patterns of planned networking behaviour being 

influenced by the degree to which the actor is embedded in the network, which in-turn 

would affect the performance of the network (NP). At the same time, degree of 

embeddedness may have a mediating effect between aspects of networking intensity and 

networking performance, The mediation effect may be apparent at the same time that 

degree of embeddedness may affect other aspects of networking performance. The 

interaction effect of degree of embeddedness on the model of networking performance 

will be examined further in the following chapter. 

 

6.5 Model Presentation 

In this chapter, an assessment of hypotheses is presented at Table 6.9 with four of the six 

independent variables and hypotheses being supported in the results. Then a model of 

networking performance was developed and tested in Table 6.11. Finally, in tests for 

interaction effects, it was established that degree of embeddedness has a partial mediation 

effect on the relationship between the independent variables; planned networking 

behaviour and networking intensity and the dependent variable, networking performance.   
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As a consequence of these findings, a model of networking performance is presented 

showing the relationship between the three independent variables, planned networking 

performance, networking intensity and strength of relationship on NP. 

 

FIGURE 6.11 

A model of Networking Performance 

 

 

In the model of networking performance presented at Figure 6.11, degree of 

embeddedness is shown to have a partial mediation effect on the relationship between 

each of the independent variables at path (a) planned networking performance and 

networking intensity on the dependent variable networking performance at path (b). The 

relationship between the (IVs) planned networking performance, networking intensity 

and strength of relationship and the (DV) networking performance is shown at path (c). 

The significance of this parsimonious model is discussed in the following section. 
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6.6 Theoretical Implications 

In this chapter, quantitative analysis of networking performance within a networking 

framework, has provided the opportunity to describe the factors contributing to firms’ 

networking performance in a business networking environment, to examine the dyadic 

network constructs and to enhance the understanding of networking performance 

measures.  

 

From the assessment of research hypotheses in Table 6.9, four of the six hypotheses were 

supported, planned networking performance, networking intensity, degree of 

embeddedness and strength of relationship. In addition, degree of embeddedness was 

found to have a partial mediating effect between planned networking performance and 

networking intensity and NP. 

 

Despite network attractiveness being a desirable quality from a firm’s focal perspective 

and it being recognised a pre-requisite to social interaction Granovetter (1973), network 

attractiveness was not supported as a predictor of NP in this study. The concept of 

network attractiveness was recognised by respondents in the pilot study as being critical 

in their perception of networking group strengths. However, this view was not supported 

by the respondents to the main survey, where the size of the networking group and  

networking venues appear to be correlated with network profile in the model but this was 

not supported in the analysis. 
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Although the hypothesis based on network profile was not supported in the regression 

results, the concept was found significant at the 0.01 level in Pearson 2-tailed correlation 

in Table 6.6. However, network profile did prove to be a good measure when the 

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were calculated for 3 or more items with a score of 0.717, 

which compares favourably with the other 3 or more item scores, with alpha scores 

approaching 1. 

 

The influence of planned networking behaviour as a predictor of networking performance 

is supported and draws on the findings of Medlin (2003), Ottesen et al. (2004), Ritter 

(2002), Terziovski (2003). Networking behaviour is presented as an interactive process 

where actors develop close relationships on the basis of reciprocal and mutually 

beneficial acts. Network behaviour is also recognised as a reliable indicator of network 

performance (Thorelli 1986). This view is supported by Anderson and Håkansson (1994) 

who found that networking relationships can be heavily influenced by the perceived 

networking behaviour of actors in the dyadic structure of the network. In a separate study, 

patterns of network behaviour were measured against the perception of network 

performance by Achrol and Kotler (1997), who found that networking behaviour 

conveyed a sense of importance and competence in the network exchange. 

 

Planned networking behaviour H2a is supported by the regression model in Table 6.8 

where ß = 0.334, T = 5.289 and is significant at the <0.01. Therefore it is argued that 

there is a strong relationship between planned networking behaviour and networking 

performance and from the previous evidence networking behaviour was found to be a 
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predictor of networking performance.  Support for this view is also found in the 

reliability test where Cronbach’s alpha score for networking behaviour = 0.890 which is 

considered good. This suggests a strong correlation between the observed score and the 

sample and is therefore a good estimate of the hypothetical true alpha value of 

networking behaviour. 

 

H2d networking intensity, with ß = 0.338, T = 5.357 is significant at the <0.01 level and is 

supported in the regression model at Table 6.8, confirming that hypothesis based on the 

greater the number of networking meetings attended each month, the better the business 

outcomes, measured as networking performance. The term networking intensity is used 

to describe the networking behaviour of actors within a dyadic networking framework 

where frequency of networking contact within a formal networking meeting is 

understood to influence the actors’ perception of networking performance. The positive 

result for networking intensity is closely associated with networking behaviour, where it 

is established that dyadic business relationships are influenced by the perceived 

behaviour of the actors, bounded by the networking environment, networking rules, 

networking traditions and relationships, seen as a conditioning process and likely to 

influence networking performance (Anderson and Håkansson 1994).  

 

The degree of embeddedness in networks is widely recognised as a predictor of 

networking performance, with ß = 0.362, T = 5.802 and was significant at the <0.01 level. 

However, on investigation, degree of embeddedness was found to have a high variance 

inflation factor (VIF) value at 3.106, where a maximum value of 3 is advised (Norusis 
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2008). The problem with variables having a high correlation with other variables is that 

collinear variables can provide similar information. On reflection, it could be argued that 

the way the measure was structured in the questionnaire may have influenced the result. 

However, degree of embeddedness was proven to have a partial mediating effect on 

networking performance where the effect of the calculated regression coefficient on the 

dependent variable was to prove significant. This is similar to the findings of Holmlund 

and Törnroos (1997) where they found that the network embeddeddness  being the degree 

to which relationships  are embedded in a network and the benefits of the resulting social 

bonds have a positive impact on the networking exchanges they encompass. This is 

supported by the findings of Medlin (2003) where there was a positive relationship 

between networking embeddedness and the perceived economic benefits and therefore 

the value of the network outcomes as the degree of embeddedness increases. It should 

also be noted from the test of reliability has a positive Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.719 

for 6 items, confirming that networking embeddedness is a good measure. 

 

Strength of relationship H4 was found to have a strong positive effect on networking 

performance and the hypothesis is supported with ß = 0.464, T = 7.821 and is significant 

at the 0.01 level in the regression model at Table 6.8. Ritter (2002) established that it is 

not the dyadic relationship alone but rather the strength of that relationship that was more 

likely to have a positive effect on a firm’s networking performance and competitive 

strength.  The findings of this research support the importance placed on strength of 

relationship identified by Achrol and Kotler (1999) and Anderson and Håkansson (1994). 
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Strength of relationship also proved a strong measure in the reliability test with a 

Cronbach’s alpha score of 0.889 for 8 items. 

 

The only significant controlling variable was based on sales turnover, measured as; 

turnover £1-4.9m, turnover £5-24.9m and turnover <£25m. The result proved that the 

smaller the firm (measured in sales turnover) the greater the percentage sales turnover is 

attributed to networking activity and hence the predicted value for networking 

performance. This is supported by the result of the regression model at Table 6.10 where 

turnover >£25m where Beta ( ) = -0.226, is significant at the <0.01 level. However, the 

similarity between the turnover values precluded their use as a controlling variable in this 

study. 

 

The other potential control variables based on firm size measured by number of 

employees and the respondents’ profile based on age, seniority and tenure in the role, 

were not found to have any significance as controlling variables. 

 

The dependent variable, networking performance measured by the percentage of sales 

attributed to networking activities, was the evolved measure of NP.  Although economic 

performance is recognised to be an important factor in determining performance in 

networks Medlin (2003) quantifying the result in terms of sales turnover attributed to 

networking activities as a percentage of overall sales is a significant finding of this 

research. 
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The developed model of networking performance was presented in Table 6.11. The 

model fit based on the adjusted R squared value of 0.299, accounts for approximately 

30% of the variance in measuring NP. This is considered an average fit in assessing this 

type of business model (Kenny 2011a). The F-Changes movement from 3.958 in Model 1 

to 12.957 in model 3 in Table 6.11 is significant and a good indicator as how this model 

might perform in a similar study of business to business networking. 

 

6.7 Summary & Conclusions 

In this chapter the results from the main quantitative survey were presented with the 

objective of developing and testing a model of NP. This built on the results from the 

qualitative pilot study presented in Chapter 5, where the findings were used to refine the 

predictors of NP in the conceptual model in Figure 5.3 and confirmed the statement and 

assessment of hypotheses at Table 6.9. 

 

The hypotheses were tested using a range of statistical techniques. From the data, a 

correlation matrix was used to extract the multi item measures using exploratory factor 

analysis in SPSS v16. The total variance associated with each factor was assessed and 

compared with the scree plot for each construct. To assist the interpretation of the 

correlation pattern for the analysis of the selected variables, varimax rotation with Kaiser 

Normalisation was used to rotate the factor loadings, with the factors having the highest 

loading being minimised and the largest coefficients shown as higher compared to the 

smaller coefficients in each of constructs. 
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The data were analysed and the hypotheses were tested using OLS regression to produce 

a model of NP. Table 6.10 summarised the results from the regression analysis, with four 

hypotheses (H2a, H2d H3a and H4) of the initial six hypotheses being supported. In addition 

H3a degree of embeddedness was found to be significant and to have a partial mediating 

effect between planned networking performance and networking intensity on the 

dependent variable (NP). Organisation size measured as sales turnover was also found to 

be significant and to have a negative relationship with the DV but was not reliable 

enough to use as a control variable in this study. A model of Networking Performance 

was developed as shown in Figure 6.12. The results were found to closely support the 

findings from the initial depth interviews and the original conceptual model. These 

findings and the resultant model of Networking Performance will be discussed in the 

following chapter. 
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Discussion 
 

Chapter Content 
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7.5.2 Main recommendations for policy makers 
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7.6.1 Methodology 

7.6.2 Qualitative phase – exploratory pilot study 

7.6.3 Quantitative phase – main survey 

7.7 Summary 

 

 

7.0 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to reflect on the objective of this research, the significance 

and value of this study and the implications of the findings presented in Chapters 5 and 6.  

The proposed model of Networking Performance is explained and elaborated upon, with 

discussion as to its contribution from both a theoretical and practical perspective. Finally, 
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this chapter concludes with a reflection on the overall research process and a summary of 

the discussion points. The conclusions to this research with the main findings and the 

contribution to knowledge are presented in Chapter 8, together with limitations and 

recommendations for future research. 

 

7.1 The purpose of this research 

The primary objective of this research was described in Chapter 1 as follows:- 

To develop and test a model of networking performance, identifying the factors linking 

network theory and positive business outcomes leading to an increase in sales turnover.  

 

The emerging question on networking performance coincided with the increasing 

popularity of business networks and networking as a focus for academic study 

(Wilkinson 2001). The study of networks and networking within a business environment 

has been popularised by researchers following in the networks as markets tradition (Ford 

et al. 2003). Economic policy advisors have been urged by academic researchers to 

facilitate and promote networks and networking to enhance business performance (Birley 

1985; Chell 2000; Ottesen et al. 2004). Parkhe et al. (2006, p.560) suggest that “networks 

are quite literally reshaping global business architecture” but add that “present diverse 

network approaches represent loosely connected sets of concepts, principles and analysis 

methods rather than a more rigorous deductive system”. Researchers have called for a 

more robust approach to measuring networking outcomes and marketing productivity in 

the search for greater management accountability (Seggie et al 2007). In an exemplary 

review of the market as a network approach, Snehota (2003) called for empirical research 
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to be paralleled by more intense effort to network theory development and more 

systematic testing of hypotheses. The growing academic interest in networks and the call 

for more rigorous testing of network theory, suggested that my approach to researching 

the antecedents of networking performance was both timely and apposite. 

 

The research objective was to investigate the linkages between networking activity and 

networking performance, with the aim of developing and testing a model of networking 

performance (NP). This was the initial vision for the study and has remained the primary 

focus for the research throughout the life of the project. Developing an economic measure 

for NP based on sales turnover generated by networking activity is considered to be a 

major contribution of this research, as few researchers have sought to operationalise a 

measure of networking performance. 

 

The extensive review of literature in Chapter 2 confirmed the depth and significance of 

the networks and networking theory domain. The continuing academic research 

programme encouraged by the IMP group has ensured that the emerging network themes, 

for example understanding the importance of relationships in networks, have continued to 

influence the development of this thesis. 

 

7.2 Summary of Research Findings 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the research findings as a result of conducting a 

two-stage, hybrid qualitative and quantitative research process.  The overall research 
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process was designed to develop and test a parsimonious model of networking 

performance. 

 

In reviewing the research findings and presenting the theoretical implications together 

with the implications for managers and policy makers, this research has identified three 

major implications for theory, a further three implications for managers and a finally 

three implications for policy makers and business advisors, summarised as follows:-  

 

7.2.1 Theoretical implications 

1. Networking Performance is the dependent variable used in this study. Developing an 

economic measure of business networking activity based on the financial contribution to 

sales turnover is an important contribution to knowledge from an operational perspective. 

2. This study develops and tests a model of Networking Performance, showing strength 

of relationship to be a direct predictor of NP. The model also shows the importance of 

planned networking behaviour and networking intensity as predictors of NP with degree 

of embeddedness having a mediating effect in determining NP. 

3. This research makes a contribution to the literature by extending the study of 

relationships in networks and suggests that NP is an outcome of networking activity from 

a marketing perspective. 

 

The overall theoretical implications and relationships between the researched constructs 

will be discussed in the context of the contribution to knowledge later in this chapter. 
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7.2.2 Managerial Implications 

1. The research demonstrates to managers the possible outcomes and the measurable 

value of business networking from a marketing perspective. 

2. The research findings provide an operationalised model of networking performance 

showing how sales turnover might be increased as a result of networking activities and 

may be directly affected by the strength of the networking relationships. 

3. The research shows how a more strategic approach to business networking based on 

planned network behaviour and the intensity of networking can be increasingly effective 

as the firm becomes more embedded in its chosen networks. 

 

The economic focus on the outcomes of networking will appeal to managers with a 

specific interest in using business networks for marketing purposes.  The findings suggest 

that smaller firms are likely to derive the greatest benefit from networking and also how 

firms in diverse business sectors can increase sales turnover by incorporating networking 

in their marketing activities. The managerial implications and recommendations for 

achieving successful outcomes from business networks will be explored further in this 

chapter. 

 

7.2.3 Implications for policy makers 

1. This research provides a large-scale empirical study of the approach to and benefits of 

business networking, with a rich source of data on business networking practices in the 

West Midlands.  The study shows that business networks are an established part of the 
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business environment and that managers are becoming increasingly selective in their 

expectations from being a member of a business network. 

2. From the findings, there was a strong indication for policy makers and business 

advisors involved in the development of networks, that business networks should be 

focussed on specific market sectors and business opportunities to become more effective. 

3. It was also noted that whilst many business networks were grateful for the financial 

support offered by government backed business agencies to enable a network to operate, 

in many cases the network members did not welcome the controlling hand of the agency 

concerned. This suggests that publicly funded agencies should create the conditions 

where firms can take control of their own networks and be encouraged to achieve positive 

networking outcomes.  

 

In considering the implications for policy makers and business advisors, it became 

evident that the governance of a network was of paramount importance if the network 

was to survive and thrive. Whilst it was not the original intention of this study to develop 

a framework for developing a successful network, important considerations for policy 

advisors have emerged during the research, which will be expanded and discussed further 

in this chapter in conjunction with the recommendations for managers. 

 

7.3 Theoretical implications 

This research contributes to the increasing understanding of dyadic relationships in 

business networks and the business outcomes from networking activities, through the 

development of a model of Networking Performance. The developed hypotheses are 
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discussed with reference to the literature and the degree to which they are supported in 

the findings and the relative influence of each of the identified variables. The 

parsimonious model of networking performance is explained and discussed in the context 

of how it should be understood and operationalised. 

 

7.3.1 Networking Performance 

The dependent variable in this study is networking performance (NP). Networks have 

previously been studied using managerial assessments of performance, where managers 

were asked to assess their overall satisfaction with the network and the extent to which 

the network has met its stated objectives (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). In the 

development of this thesis, NP is taken to mean the combination of the metaphor 

‘networking’ being a collection of actors and their structural connections, linked to 

‘performance’ being the process , manner or execution of the practice of networking. NP 

is defined as a measure of the outcomes of business networking, being the percentage of  

a company’s sales turnover generated by networking. This hybrid definition is based on 

the creation, utilisation and maintenance of a network between firms (Corviello and 

Munro 1995; Gummesson 1995). One problem identified early in the study was that that 

networking was ignored by many firms due to a perceived lack of accountability due to 

the absence of relevant performance measures (Rust et al. 2004). The absence of suitable 

marketing metrics in measuring networking performance has plagued advocates of 

business marketing seeking to justify the value of networking activity (Lehmann 2004). 

However, more recent studies of performance in networks have found a positive 

association between networking practices and firm performance (Terziovski 2003; 
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Thorngren et al 2010). Hence, there is support from current researchers and from firms 

participating in this survey, for the development of a quantifiable measure of NP. 

 

Whilst many contemporary studies have investigated the nature of network relationships, 

studies of relationship performance measures have moved towards a more analytical 

assessment of relationship benefits. Evidence has been found of established links between 

networking activities and business relationships for improving business performance 

(Medlin 2003b; Ottesen et al. 2004; Ritter 2002; Terziovski 2003). Relationship 

performance has been used as the dependent variable for single firm and dyadic network 

studies in (Medlin 2003a). There are similarities between the approach to understanding 

relationship performance in networks and NP. Both share an economic focus that offers 

direct performance indicators relative to commercial expectations. This suggests a 

connection between the strength of relationship in a network influencing the activity and 

the economic outcomes attributable to NP. Strength of relationship was found to have a 

positive and significant relationship with the wider business excellence variable 

developed by Terziovski (2003, p.91) in a model where groupings of network practices 

are required to explain business excellence. The difficulty with the Terziovski study is the 

interpretation and operationalisation of the dependent variable based on business 

excellence.  

 

Whilst there is undoubtedly merit is selecting a non-financial measure for assessing 

performance in networks, the respondents to the qualitative study were keen to see an 

economic measure for NP. The adoption of an economic measure based on sales turnover 
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may be criticised for being simplistic but it has the benefit of being easily understood by 

practitioners (Medlin 2003b). In addition, the decision to adopt a measure for NP based 

on sales turnover received positive feedback from practitioners involved in the 

development of the questionnaire, with the view expressed one respondent that ‘you 

cannot argue with sales turnover’. 

 

Sales turnover has been used by Chell (2000) as the basis for measuring networking 

activity related to business performance in a comparative study of SMEs, suggesting the 

higher the level of networking activity, the greater the business performance measured by 

an increase in sales. Building on the case study findings of Chell (2000), this study has 

examined the linkages between networking activity (measured as networking intensity) 

and the increase in sales turnover (NP). Further support was found in Thorngren et al. 

(2010) where sales turnover was identified as a rational goal in assessing strategic 

network performance. From this and the earlier synthesis of research into aspects of 

networking, the conceptual model Figure 5.3 was developed to explain the indicators of 

NP. This draws on the previous research strands and the parsimonious model in Figure 

5.1, with a statement of research hypotheses in Table 5.3. 

 

7.3.2 Relationships between the Research Constructs 

The findings from the qualitative pilot study were used to validate and refine the network 

constructs associated with NP, described in the conceptual model at Figure 5.3. 

Exploratory factor analysis was used to extract the multi item measures.  Six reliable 

measures of NP based on the original constructs were identified; Network Attractiveness, 
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Networking Profile, Planned Networking Behaviour, Networking Intensity, Degree of 

Embeddedness and Strength of Relationship. Findings for these constructs were 

presented in assessment of research hypotheses at Table 6.9. Four measures; planned 

networking behaviour, networking intensity, degree of embeddedness and strength of 

relationship, were found to be significant as predictors of NP as follows: 

 

7.3.2.1 The relationship between Planned Networking Behaviour and NP  

The concept of networking behaviour has been referred to in a number of networking 

studies (Ford et al. 2002; Ford et al. 2003; Ritter 2002; Thorelli 1986). It is described as 

the interactive process whereby actors seek to develop close relationships on the basis of 

reciprocal and mutually beneficial actions (Thorelli 1986).  

 

In the literature, Thorelli (1986) suggests that networking behaviour is seen to have 

stabilising or destabilising consequences on the performance of the network. Anderson 

and Håkansson (1994) found that business relationships in a network could be heavily 

influenced by the perceived behaviour of the actors within the dyadic structure of the 

network, strengthening or weakening the network by their individual actions. Networking 

behaviour is also seen as a conditioning process, influenced by individual actions within 

the network (Achrol and Kotler 1999; Anderson and Håkansson 1994). Investigating 

network outcomes in business networks Pittaway et al. (2005) found that formal 

behaviour in networks was associated with the most productive networking outcomes. In 

the process of understanding and refining the measure, it was the more formal or strategic 

approach to achieving NP that suggested the development of the adapted measure, 
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labelled Planned Networking Behaviour. This new measure was developed following the 

initial extraction of four items in the factor analysis in Figure 6.3 with a Chronbach’s 

alpha of 0.866. On investigation, the Chronbach’s alpha was improved to 0.890 by 

dropping the fourth factor (Q6d networking comes naturally and I am an enthusiast). The 

remaining three factors (Q6a; networking is an important part of our marketing, Q6b; 

networking is a good way to meet business contacts, Q6c; networking is a good source 

for business referrals) were concerned with the instrumental aspects of networking 

behaviour, in particular the proactive behavioural traits of marketers in networks. It was 

the deliberate focus on planning that distinguished respondents in the qualitative study, 

with a preference for suggesting that positive planned networking behaviour led to higher 

levels of NP. Hence the creation of the new measure of planned networking behaviour. 

Planned Networking Behaviour has a significant effect on NP (  = 0.334, T = 5.289, p = 

<0,001). The variable planned networking behaviour was supported in the NP model. 

 

There is some support for this finding in Ritter (2002), where a positive relationship 

between exchange behaviour in the network and network competence was established. In 

a separate study, a link was found between networking behaviour and innovation, directly 

affecting the performance of the network (Pittaway et al. 2004). Similarly in a study of 

entrepreneurial networks Dodd and Patra (2000) found a relationship between network 

behaviour and network size. This suggested that smaller networks demonstrated more 

positive networking behaviour and stronger networking relationships but there was no 

evidence that this influenced network outcomes. Palmer and Richards (1999) identified 

that whilst people (actors) believed in demonstrating positive networking behaviour, they 
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were encumbered by present organisational behavioural norms. Therefore it is possible 

that a more structured approach using planned networking behaviour may have a more 

positive influence on networking outcomes such as NP found in this study. 

 

In explaining relationships in networks, it is evident from early studies that 

embeddedness could play a significant role in determining the extent of the relationship 

between the network variables (Granovetter 1973). Indeed, Uzzi (1996) noted the 

moderating role of network embeddedness, being the extent to which a focal relationship 

is embedded in a network. Network embeddedness was found to increase the 

effectiveness of networking outcomes in a study of buyer supplier relationships, where 

embededdness was found to have a moderating effect (Wuyts and Geyskens 2005). 

Therefore from the literature, the role of embeddedness and specifically the degree to 

which an actor is embedded in a network suggests that in this study, degree of 

embeddedness may have a interaction effect between the IV and the DV, as subsequently 

investigated in this study. 

 

Degree of embeddedness was examined for interaction effects between planned 

networking behaviour and NP. In the findings presented in 6.4.1, no significant 

moderation effect for degree of embeddedness was found between planned networking 

behaviour and NP.  

 

However, when examining for possible mediation effects, it was evident that degree of 

embeddedness has a mediating effect between planned networking behaviour and the 
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dependent variable networking performance as described in Figure 7.6. This suggests that 

as degree of embeddedness has a positive effect on planned networking behaviour and its 

influence on NP increases as actors increase the degree to which they become embedded 

in a network. This is supported in Polidoro et al. (2011) where embeddedness had an 

indirect mediation effect on operational behaviour where the incentives or rewards for 

business success are greater. Therefore, with support from the literature, the mediating 

role of degree of embeddedness between planned networking behaviour and networking 

performance is established as a significant finding in this study. The mediation effect of 

degree of embbeddedness is discussed further in 7.3.2.5. 

 

7.3.2.2 The relationship between Networking Intensity and NP 

Networking intensity refers to the extent to which interacting organisations’ are 

committed to a networking relationship in terms of frequency of contact and the 

resources employed (Aldrich 1979). Networking intensity is said to have a positive 

impact on networking outcomes Van de Ven (1976), and was consequently used in this 

study. The findings from the pilot study found that regular attendance at networking 

events was important in the process of achieving positive networking outcomes. 

Therefore, networking intensity was considered an important variable as an indicator of 

NP, with respondents keen to emphasise the importance of regular face to face contact 

with their network partners. Similarly, respondents stressed that frequency of contact and 

being seen to contribute at network meetings, was an important factor in ensuring 

positive outcomes from time spent in business networking activities. 
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Networking intensity has a positive and significant effect on NP (  = 0.338, T = 5.357 p 

= <0.001) and networking intensity is supported in the NP model. This finding endorses 

the recommendation from the respondents in the pilot study that frequency of contact and 

regular participation in networking activities which is described in this study as 

networking intensity is important in determining positive networking outcomes and 

enhancing NP. 

 

Networking intensity was found to have a direct influence on networking outcomes 

(Gemunden et al. 1996; Lambert et al. 2009). However, in a panel study, Haynes and 

Senneseth (2001) found no direct relationship between networking intensity and growth 

in sales but do acknowledge a relationship between networking intensity and networking 

performance. With further analysis and similar to planned networking behaviour, degree 

of embeddedness was found to have a mediating effect between networking intensity and 

the DV networking performance, as described in Figure 7.7. 

 

There is further support for degree of embeddedness having an interaction effect between 

variables, with Holm et al. (1996) reporting that embeddedness was found to have a 

mediating effect between relationship commitment and relationship profitability. 

Although there is no evidence of a similar relationship between intensity and 

performance in the literature, in a study of SMEs in the Tees valley, Kalantaridis  (2009) 

found a relationship between enterprise strategy and firm performance, where patterns of 

embeddedness in networks were found to have an mediation effect on firm performance. 

As such, degree of embeddedness may enhance the effect of networking intensity on NP. 
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The effect of embeddedness and its relationship with on the DV will be discussed further 

in the following section. 

 

7.3.2.3 The relationship between Degree of Embeddedness and NP 

The degree of embeddedness in networks is widely recognised in the literature as 

influencing network outcomes (Ritter et al. 2004). Embeddedness in network 

relationships was recognised by Håkansson (1987) as having a positive effect on network 

outcomes and there is evidence for degree of embeddedness having an interaction effect 

between the independent variables and the dependent variable in network analysis 

(Andersson and Forsgren 2000; Holm et al. 1996; Holmlund and Törnroos 1997). In 

considering degree of embeddedness in this study, the Chronbach alpha for this variable 

with 6 items is 0.719, above the desirable limit of 0.7 and therefore can be considered 

reliable in this study. 

 

The hypothesis H3a (Greater embeddedness in a network will have a positive effect on 

networking performance) was supported in the bivariate regression with NP (  = 0.362, T 

= 5.802, p = <0.001). However, and contrary to earlier expectations, Degree of 

embeddeness was found to be not significant in the model of NP (  = 3.106) in Table 

6.11.  

 

However, on further analysis, degree of embeddedness was found to have a significant 

interaction effect with NP when examined as a mediating variable. Degree of 
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emebbeddedness was first examined for mediation effect between Planned Networking 

Behaviour (PNB) and NP as described in Fig 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1 

The Mediation effect of Degree of Embeddedness on PNB and NP 

 

Following the four-step process recommended in Kenny (2009), degree of embeddedness 

was examined for its interaction effects as a mediating variable with planned networking 

behaviour and NP, Beta ( ) = 0.251 significant at the < 0.01 level). In calculating the 

mediation effect on planned networking behaviour Beta ( ) = 0.162, which being smaller 

than the causal path c where Beta ( ) = 0.334, thus meeting the step 3 requirements of 

Barron and Kenny (1986), indicating the mediation effect of degree of embeddedness on 

planned networking behaviour and NP, as shown in Fig 7.1. 

 

Degree of embeddedness was next examined for mediation effect between Networking 

Intensity (NI) and NP as shown in Fig 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2 

The Mediation effect of Degree of Embeddedness on NI and NP 

 

 

 

Degree of embeddedness was next examined for possible interaction effects as a 

mediating variable with networking intensity and NP, with Beta ( ) = 0.274 and was 

significant at the < 0.01 level. In calculating the mediation effect on networking intensity 

Beta ( ) = 0.235, which being smaller than the causal path c where Beta ( ) = 0.338, met 

the step 3 requirement of Barron and Kenny (1986), indicating the mediating effect of 

degree of embeddedness on networking intensity and NP. 
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Finally the same check for mediation was conducted on strength of relationship, where on 

this occasion degree of embeddedness with Beta ( ) = 0.039 was not significant and was 

therefore found to have no mediating effect between strength of relationship and NP. 

 

According to Kenny (2009); to establish that the mediator variable completely mediates 

the relationship between the predictor variable and the DV, the mediating effect the Beta 

value to reach zero. Therefore as none of the  values in step 3 were zero, only partial 

mediation can be claimed.  The findings confirmed that degree of embeddedness has a 

partial mediating effect on the relationship between planned networking behaviour and 

NP and also between networking intensity and NP.  

 

According to Garnett et al. (2008), mediation effects are often not mutually exclusive 

from either a conceptual or empirical perspective. This applies to this analysis, where 

degree of embeddedness was found to mediate the relationship between networking 

behaviour and networking performance, with patterns of planned networking behaviour 

being influenced by the degree to which the actor is embedded in the network, which in-

turn may affect the performance of the network (NP). This mediation effect may be 

apparent at the same time that degree of embeddedness may also mediate how 

networking intensity influences NP.  

 

Degree of embeddedness was found to have a role as mediating variable in developing a 

model of NP, rather than a direct relationship as independent variable, as had been 

originally anticipated. This is in contrast to Holmlund and Törnroos (1997), who found 
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that network embeddeddness had a positive impact on the networking exchanges they 

encompass. Similarly, Medlin (2003) found positive relationship between network 

embeddedness and the perceived economic benefits and network outcomes as the degree 

of embeddedness increases. A possible answer for the findings associated with degree of 

embeddedness in this study, might lie in the original observations of (Granovetter 1973). 

When considering the strength of weak ties in determining the economic outcomes from 

a network, Granovetter noted that to optimise the economic benefits of a network, 

embeddedness would only yield positive outcomes up to a threshold point. This was 

attributed to the network being dominated by either a high percentage of strong ties or 

weak ties, whereas for optimal performance, a balance of strong and weak ties would be 

required in the network. This view was supported in a later study of the economic 

consequences of embeddedness in networks (Uzzi 1996). Further research would be 

required to establish under what conditions degree of embeddedness might have a more 

significant direct effect on NP. 

 

7.3.2.4 The relationship between Strength of Relationship and NP 

Relationships are seen as a prerequisite to successful networking and the development of 

inter-firm collaboration (Achrol 1997; Anderson and Håkansson 1994; Håkansson and 

Snehota 1995). Ritter et al. (2004, pp.176-181) suggest that in understanding networks 

and the managerial aspects of networking, there is a connection between networking 

capabilities and firm performance. Relationship performance is seen to have had a direct 

bearing on a firm’s competitive strength and therefore its performance. It is incumbent on 

the relationship parties (actors) in the network to understand the requirements of each 
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party and so build an understanding of the future relationship (Medlin 2003, p.9).  From 

the pilot study, it was evident that it was not the relationship alone but the strength of the 

relationship, based on the frequency of contact and the degree of mutually beneficial 

networking activity that might prove an important indicator of NP. 

 

Strength of relationship was measured using eight items developed in the qualitative pilot 

study. The Chronbach’s alpha for this variable was measured at 0.889, which is 

considered to be very reliable. Strength of Relationship has a positive and positive effect 

on NP (  = 0.464, T = 7.821, p = <0.01). Strength of relationship was supported in the 

NP model. This was a significant finding and endorsed the belief among many 

researchers that there is an important relationship between the Strength of Relationship 

and networking outcomes, in this case NP. 

 

Ritter el al. (2002) endorsed the importance of managing relationships in a network to 

enhance a firm’s strength and performance. In one of the few quantitative studies using 

network relationships as an independent variable, Terziovski (2003) found the 

relationship between informal business relationships and business excellence as not 

significant. It would be interesting to know whether a more formal or structured approach 

to developing relationships might have found a more significant result. Few researchers 

appear to have made a distinction between formal and informal business relationships 

when investigating networking outcomes. However, relationships in networks are at the 

subject of many studies, exemplified by Ford (1990), Mattsson (1997), Möller et al. 

(1999) and Turnbull et al. (1996).  These and other studies have made a significant 
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contribution to the understanding of the importance of relationships in networks but few 

have identified that it is the strength of the relationship that is most likely to influence 

network outcomes. The exception is Medlin (2003, p.5) where strength of relationship 

was found to provide a measure of relationship performance and the economic outcome 

of firm performance. Having conducted a comprehensive review of relationships in 

networks, Ritter et al. (2004) called for further research to develop good measures 

network relationships and how they empirically contribute to network development and 

firm performance. This study has found that strength of relationship is a significant 

measure of networking performance and has therefore made an important contribution to 

understanding the role of relationships in business networks. 

 

7.3.2.5 The relationship between Network Attractiveness and NP 

Network attractiveness was considered important by the respondents in the pilot study 

and is an established network concept, being defined as a ‘mutual construct which 

describes the mutual interest between actors within a network (Ellegaard and Ritter 2008, 

p.4).  The Cronbach alpha for this variable with 2 items was 0.707, suggesting it was 

within the acceptable limit for reliability.  

 

However, network attractiveness was not supported in the NP model. The relationship 

with NP was not significant. Network attractiveness had not been used as a measure in a 

quantitative study, despite the concept being developed by Ritter et al. (2004, p.178) 

where firms were thought to appreciate the relative attractiveness of embedded networks 

and perceived distinct differences in relative network performance. As a concept, 
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network attractiveness is said to have a social dimension reflecting the perception of the 

people involved in the network relationship (Holmlund and Törnroos 1997). This echoed 

the earlier findings of Anderson and Håkansson (1994) where network attractiveness was 

identified as important to the development of dyadic business relations in a network. This 

was then supported by the findings in the pilot study where respondents were able to 

make a clear distinction between attractive and non-attractive networks, considered by 

the respondents as being important in assessing a network’s potential. However, no 

evidence could be found for network attractiveness having being identified in earlier 

quantitative studies on networks, so it was difficult to make a direct comparison with the 

findings in this study. It is possible that as this is the first attempt to operationalise the 

measure of network attractiveness in relation to the economic outcome of NP, perhaps the 

measure was not sufficiently developed. Therefore, as network attractiveness was not 

found to be a significant predictor of NP in this study, further research would be required 

to better understand the relationship of network attractiveness to networking 

performance. 

 

7.3.2.6 The relationship between Network Profile and NP 

The construct identified as Network Profile is a recognised marketing and social 

phenomenon associated with assessing the relative market positioning, awareness and 

perceived prestige of the network. Achrol and Kotler (1997, p.161) defined network 

profile as “how the network is perceived from the viewpoint of the actors both within and 

outside the network”. Network profile was considered a precursor to defining the identity 

and therefore the relative attractiveness of a network (Anderson and Håkansson 1994). 
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The Chronbach’s alpha for this variable with 3 items was 0.717 which is above the 

desirable limit of 0.7 and therefore can be considered reliable. However, network profile 

was not supported in the NP model. The relationship with NP was not significant. As far 

as can be ascertained, network profile has not been used as a quantifiable measure in a 

networking study, so it is arguably not surprising that as a new measure it proved to be 

not significant in its relationship with the dependent variable networking performance in 

this study. Further research would be required to develop the measure of network profile 

in relation to the economic measure of NP. 

 

7.3.2.7 The relationship between Organisation Size and NP 

Firm size by sales turnover has been used as a control variable in Medlin (2003) where it 

was found to have a similar negative coefficient on relationship performance and in 

Garnett et al. (2008, p.277) where organisation size (measured by number of employees) 

also had a negative coefficient and was significant in predicting organisation 

performance.  

 

In this study, a number of control variables relating to firm and respondent characteristics 

were assessed. From the OLS regression findings presented in Table 6.10, only 

organisation size measured by sales turnover showed significant results. However, these 

have to be interpreted with caution because a) these were estimated as dummy control 

variables which are a bit crude, b) negative values were found for both small and large 

firms. This suggests a certain ambiguity in determining the role of organisation size using 

these results. However, the findings do indicate that smaller firms are likely to derive 
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greater benefit from participating in networking activities. This suggests that the smaller 

the organisation (measured by sales turnover) the greater the percentage of the overall 

turnover is likely to be generated by networking activity and hence the predicted value 

for NP. The lack of conclusive evidence that turnover has a defined controlling effect on 

NP made it unwise to pursue this as a control variable in this study. Further research 

would be required to support the role of firm size in developing a model of NP.  

 

7.3.3 A model of Networking Performance 

The purpose of this research was to develop and test a model of Networking 

Performance. The relationship between the independent variables and the dependent 

variable NP, have been discussed in the previous section. From the six independent 

variables, three, planned networking performance, networking intensity and strength of 

relationship were found to be significant in the development and testing a model of 

networking performance. In addition, degree of embeddedness was found to have a 

partial mediating effect between planned networking behaviour and NP and also between 

networking intensity and NP. 

 

The final model of NP illustrated in Fig 7.3 shows the framework of network variables 

most likely to influence Networking Performance. The model suggests that organisations 

seeking to maximise the sales turnover opportunities derived from business networking 

should manage their Planned Networking Behaviour, maximise their networking 

activities (Networking Intensity) and strengthen their business relationships (Strength of 

Relationship).  In addition, organisations should be aware that being embedded in a 
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network (Degree of Embeddedness) is particularly important for firms joining a network 

if they want to achieve a high level of NP through a planned approach to networking 

behaviour and by maximising network intensity. 

 

Figure 7.3 

 

A model of Networking Performance 

 

 

 

The model was supported in terms of goodness of fit for the variables as presented in 

Table 6.11 Model 3 showing the combined results for the independent variables and the 

control variables. The overall results are generally in-line with the predictions and 

consistent with the findings in the pilot study. From the six constructs tested, three were 

found to significantly influence NP. 
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From these findings, conclusions can be drawn from a theoretical perspective about the 

approach to business networking by firms wishing to increase sales turnover by engaging 

in networking activities, summarized as follows:- 

 

Planned networking behaviour 

When considering the relevance of networking behaviour on NP, this study shows that it 

is the strategic aspects of planned networking behaviour that can have the most influence 

on the percentage of sales turnover attributed to networking. The factors having the 

greatest impact on planned networking behaviour were (a) networking was a good way to 

meet business contacts, (b) networking is a good source of business referrals and (c) 

making networking an important part of the marketing mix. This builds on the findings of 

Thorelli (1986) who saw positive networking behaviour as a proactive trait. Having a 

strategic approach to planned networking behaviour, with its predisposition to positive 

networking activity which may be enhanced by degree of embeddedness, is an important 

finding in this study. The conclusion from this research is that the proactive nature of the 

new measure ‘planned networking behaviour’ is important in determining NP. 

 

Networking intensity 

Respondents to the pilot study identified networking intensity, being the number of 

networking events attended in a calendar month, to be an important indicator of NP. 

Those who attended the highest number of events, also claimed the highest percentage of 

sales attributed to networking. This confirms and strengthens the findings of Lambert et 

al (2009) where networking intensity was recognised as a contributor to networking 
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success. Haynes and Senneseth (2001) also found a direct relationship between 

networking intensity and networking performance, although in their study NP did not 

result in an increase in sales turnover. However, Haynes and Senneseth suggest length of 

time spent in the network would show a higher return on sales activity. This coroborates 

the finding in this study where degree of embeddedness in the network was found to have 

a mediating effect between networking intensity and NP. 

 

Degree of embeddedness 

In this study the degree to which actors are embedded in a network was found to have a 

partial mediating effect on NP. This finding suggests that whilst degree of embeddedness 

alone is not a predictor of NP, it can have an important role in influencing the 

relationship between the networking constructs, planned networking behaviour and 

networking intensity with NP. To illustrate this, planned networking behaviour may be 

influenced by the degree to which the actor is embedded in a network, which in turn may 

have an influence on NP. This mediation effect may be apparent at the same time that 

degree of embeddedness has a mediating effect between networking intensity and NP. 

Therefore, the mediating effect of degree of embeddedness is seen as a new insight in this 

study and is an important contribution to the understanding of the role that degree of 

embeddedness has in network studies. 

 

Strength of relationship 

The importance of relationships in networks features throughout the literature and found 

support in this study from the respondents to the pilot study. Strength of relationship was 
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measured using nine items, of which eight were found to contribute to building and 

maintaining strong relationships in the network. It is important to reflect that it is not the 

relationship itself but rather the strength of the relationship which determines the 

networking outcomes, in this case a higher percentage of sales attributed to networking 

activities. This reinforces and enhances the findings of Iacobucci (1996) who found that it 

was the strength of the relationship between actors in a network, which was a positive 

influence on high performance networks. 

 

Networking performance 

In this study it was decided to seek an objective measure for NP based on actual sales 

turnover, based on measures developed for firm performance in networks in comparative 

studies  (Kale et al. 2002; Kandemire et al. 2006; Thorgren et al. 2010). The decision to 

use a tangible measure based on sales turnover was taken following the findings of 

Seggie et al. (2007) who concluded that establishing firm measures for return on 

intangible activities such as networking was a high managerial priority. This need to 

establish quantifiable measures for intangible marketing activities like networking is 

supported by (Hays and Senneseth 2001; Rust et al. 2004; Terziovski 2003). The findings 

of this study and the creation of a model of networking performance based on tangible 

measure of NP should appeal to both academics and managers as the findings are 

operationalised. 
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7.4 Implications for Managers  

In considering the managerial implications of this study, the approach adopted is akin to 

what Kale et al (2002) describe as opening the ‘black box’ surrounding business 

networks. The early assistance of experienced managers and business owners in shaping 

the direction of this research has been extremely beneficial in keeping an operational 

perspective on the outcomes of this study. 

 

The results from this study will provide policy makers, business advisers and 

practitioners with a valuable insight into the best practice approach and tangible benefits 

of business networking. The identification of a measure of networking performance based 

on sales turnover should find a resonance with business owners, managers and all those 

involved in business networks. The findings have specific implications for government 

supported business advisers who have championed the establishment of business 

networks in the past and are seeking a method to measure the value of business generated 

from specific networking activities.  

 

The operational findings and recommendations of this study for firms and government 

advisers in the West Midlands are presented in Broad (2009) attached in Appendix G to 

this thesis. The main findings are summarised and discussed below. 

 

7.4.1 Main findings of the survey for managers 

• Networking generated an average 25% of the respondents’ sales turnover  

• Approximately half the respondents were members of 3-5 network groups 
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• The majority (82%) consider networking important to their marketing 

• Planned networking behaviour and networking intensity increased NP 

• The degree to which managers are embedded in a network enhances NP 

• Managers creating strong relationships in the network can improve NP 

 

From the responses to the survey, the findings across all business sectors and representing 

all job titles, ages and gender, were consistent, with the context variables having no 

effect. The headline finding was the value of business (an average 25% of turnover) 

directly generated by networking activities. This was higher than originally thought from 

the pilot survey and clearly demonstrated the potential return on investment in 

networking activities to firms in the West Midlands. 

 

The development of an operational model of networking performance is the major 

outcome of this research study for managers. The evidence from the literature and in 

anecdotal comments from managers is that business networking is not taken seriously by 

some firms due to the absence of measures and therefore a lack of ‘accountability’ at 

boardroom level. This is understandable at a time when marketing managers are being 

encouraged to use credible metrics for measuring marketing performance and the return 

on investment from marketing activities. The simplicity of using a measure to access 

networking performance based on an increase in sales turnover will resonate with 

managers and directors seeking to justify the financial investment and time spent in 

business networking activities. 
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An important premise of this research was to establish whether managers using a more 

strategic or planned approach to networking enjoyed more positive outcomes than 

managers who adopted an ad-hoc approach to business networking. The findings from 

both the qualitative study and the main survey clearly indicate that a strategic approach to 

business networking based on planned networking behaviour and the frequency 

(intensity) of networking can be increasingly effective as the firm becomes more 

embedded in the network. 

 

The importance of developing relationships in networks has been well documented but is 

still not understood by many managers engaging in networking activities. Managers 

participating in networks will recognise the ‘hunter-gatherer’ networker, whose sole 

purpose is to target business prospects and collect business cards. Contrast this with the 

manager who carefully researches a network before joining and then build strategic 

relationships with new business contacts by remembering that it is a interactive process 

of engagement. The maxim of ‘givers gain’ attributed to the founder of BNI, Ivan 

Misner, typifies an interactive approach to developing relationships in networks. The 

findings from this study endorse the sentiment from Misner but go further to suggest that 

it is the ‘strength’ of the relationship and not just the relationship itself, which is 

important for managers to recognise and adopt when building their personal business 

networks. 

 

Finally, the economic focus on the outcomes of business networking in developing a 

measure for networking performance will appeal to managers seeking to justify 
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investment in networking activities. There is a strong suggestion from the findings that 

smaller firms (SMEs and Mico-Businesses) and likely to benefit the most from business 

networking activities. This finding is supported in the networking literature but is also 

endorsed in this study. This doesn’t mean that large firms cannot benefit from 

networking, they can and they do. However, larger firms have internal networks (intra-

networks) which fulfil some of the requirements and benefits found by smaller firms in 

business networks, such as knowledge and technical network exchanges. The findings in 

the study support the research objective to develop of networking performance which will 

be beneficial to large and small firms as they seek to maximise their marketing 

opportunities through building relationships in business networks. 

 

7.4.2 Main recommendations from the research for managers 

• Attention to planned networking behaviour will achieve better NP 

• Increasing networking intensity will achieve better NP 

• Creating stronger network relationships will achieve better NP 

• Becoming more embedded in a network can influence NP 

 

Each of the above recommendation, which are supported by the respondents in the 

qualitative research phase, are discussed in more detail in the following section. 

 

Managers should plan their networking behaviour 

To get the best results from network membership, managers should carefully plan how 

they are going to behave in the network group. The process starts before joining the 
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network, where some research into the profile of existing network members will indicate 

whether the network has the appropriate membership to meet the desired outcomes. Once 

in the network, managers achieve the best results by adopting a reciprocal approach to 

exchanging information through considered network exchanges. For managers new to 

networking, the best advise is to identify the existing group members who are considered 

to be the most proficient networkers and then emulate their behaviour. Finally, managers 

can enhance their sales turnover from networking activities by becoming more embedded 

in the network. This can be achieved by taking a central position in the development of 

the network, possibly as a director of the group, which demonstrates positive planned 

networking behaviour.  

 

Managers need to attend networking events frequently  

Managers who demonstrated the best networking outcomes typically belonged to 

between 3-5 business networks and regularly attended networking events. It is the 

intensity of networking activity which produced the highest networking performance. 

However, this is not just networking for the sake of networking, rather a planned 

approach to maximising individual networking and business opportunities. Evidence 

from the survey and the model of networking performance supports the need to attend 

networking events regularly and frequently to achieve the best networking outcomes. 

This level of involvement or networking intensity can further enhance networking 

performance the more the manager becomes embedded in the network. This implies an 

active rather than a passive approach to business networking, exemplified by the 

respondents to the pilot study who described themselves as enthusiastic networkers. 
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Managers need to develop strong network relationships 

Whilst managers would recognise the need to build business relationships to get the best 

results from their networking activities, many fall into the trap of seeking immediate 

results. According to the respondents in both the pilot study and the main survey it takes 

time and persistence to create strong business relationships as it does in any other type of 

relationship. The survey also identified that it was the strength of the relationship that 

was the key to unlocking the potential of positive networking outcomes and hence 

networking performance. For managers, having first mastered the requirement for 

planned networking behaviour, then need to concentrate on building stronger business 

relationships in order to maximise networking performance.  

 

From my own experience of working with all types of business networks, my approach is 

to identify what I can do for new contacts first to establish my credentials before 

expecting business or referrals in return. This is supported by Misner (2000, p.190) “It’s 

not what you know, or who you know – it’s how well you know them that makes the 

difference”.  Few managers will argue with this sentiment, which then begs the question 

why some managers don’t work harder at building stronger business relationships. 

 

Managers should embed themselves in a network for better business outcomes 

From the research findings, there is a positive relationship between planned networking 

behaviour, networking intensity and degree of embeddedness, which when working 

together will produce higher levels of networking performance. Becoming embedded in a 
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network may take commitment but the positive outcomes seem to reward managers who 

persevere. The recommendation is that managers should seek to influence the 

performance of the network by becoming more involved in the network organisation, 

administration and leadership. This may be achieved by joining the network leadership 

team, or by becoming a director of the network group. The secret to achieving a high 

level of embeddedness is for managers to be seen to be at the centre of the network, to be 

recognised as an influential ‘hub’ firm, reliable, dependable, trusted and a consistent high 

achiever. 

 

The findings and recommendations for managers presented in this section, closely echo 

the finding produced in the operational report developed for Advantage West Midlands 

(Broad 2009). The one main difference is that in the original operational report based on 

the qualitative study, network attractiveness was considered an important pre-requisite 

for achieving networking outcomes and better NP. However, this was not supported in 

the quantitative analysis. Whilst respondents might have been attracted to join a network 

based networking attractiveness, this was not a requirement to achieve higher NP. On 

reflection and from an operational perspective, this now seems a logical conclusion to the 

findings, as the importance of network attractiveness may decrease as an actor becomes 

more embedded in the network. However, practitioners should also be aware that 62% of 

respondents had also left a networking group citing a number of reasons based on the 

way the network was managed and the lack of business results. In short, stating the 

network concerned was no longer an attractive business proposition. This finding refers 

to the cost in time and membership fees of belonging to a network, where managers can 
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be highly selective in which networks they choose to join and also which networks they 

choose to leave. This suggests that managers are becoming more discerning in selecting 

business networks and it is hoped that this study will provide a method for managers to 

better understand the benefits of business networking and provide a measure of 

networking performance. 

 

7.5 Implications for policy makers 

Business advisers and policy makers are increasingly concerned with the outcomes of 

business networking rather than just the number, structure and membership of networks. 

This study was supported by the regional development agency in the West Midlands who, 

having invested and supported various business networks, were seeking information on 

suitable networking outcomes, on which to base future investment strategies. The main 

findings and implications for policy makers and business advisors are presented in the 

following section. 

 

7.5.1 Main findings from the survey for policy makers 

From the findings, the main recommendations for advisers and policy makers are: 

• An average of 25% of sales turnover was found to be generated by networking 

• Approximately half the respondents were members of 3-5 network groups 

• The majority (82%) consider networking important to their marketing 

• The majority were interested in using networking to get new business referrals 

• 55% of respondents had left a networking group citing lack of business referrals 

• Exclusive membership is attractive to banks, financial services & property companies 
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• 60% actively seek to collaborate with other members in the network 

• Only 33% considered being part of a region-wide network to be important 

• Government agencies can get good results from ‘pump-priming’ new network groups 

 

Advisers will note that respondents in the pilot study considered the four most important 

aspects of a networking meeting to be; 1) high calibre members, 2) good speakers, 3) 

good venues, 4) more members in the network. Being a member of an exclusive 

networking group was not as important as had been suggested by Advantage West 

Midlands and in many cases respondents did not welcome the controlling hand of the 

agency, although they welcomed the financial support. The findings suggest that while 

assistance in establishing a new networking group is beneficial, the earlier the new group 

is enabled to control its own development programme and networking parameters, the 

more determined and committed it will be to achieve its networking outcomes. 

 

For policy makers, there was also a suggestion that business networking groups should be 

more focussed on specific market sectors and business opportunities. This was certainly 

evident in the findings from the business and professional services sector, who sought to 

‘punch above their weight’ by collaborating on larger projects. Interestingly, despite the 

proliferation of newer business networks, the Chambers of Commerce still ranked highest 

for length of membership, new business contacts, business referrals and for being the 

networking organisation most referred by its members to others. 
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7.5.2 Main recommendations for policy makers 

Business advisers and policy makers need to be cognisant of the latest trends in business 

networking, which can only be achieved by actively participating in business networks. 

For example, in designing the parameters for this research study, I personally attended 

dozens of business network meetings throughout the West Midlands region to meet and 

engage with a wide variety of business people. The range and diversity of business 

networking groups in the region is huge. Every type of business network is represented, 

from strong contact business referral groups like BNI, to weak contact networks like the 

Chambers of Commerce, where business networking is conducted in a more relaxed 

atmosphere. Somewhere in the middle are the sector specific groups like business and 

professional services networks, professional institutes and business associations, women 

only groups and social networking groups. 

 

Business networks and the practice of networking are constantly evolving. Policy 

advisers need to be clear about what type of network they are advising, its aims, 

objectives and desired networking characteristics. Networks should be considered in 

terms of an exchange, which may be specific to a business discipline (e.g. human 

resources), knowledge based, technological, environmental, commercial, procurement & 

supply chain, manufacturing, aftermarket, business services, creative services, IT & 

communications, legislative (conformance), innovation networks, market opportunities or 

business development (marketing). 
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In considering establishing a new business network or supporting an existing network, 

business advisers should be aware of and map existing, competing or over-lapping 

networks. A network has to be positioned within the existing network structure, 

recognising that all networks are to some extent competing for network resources and 

members. One of the problems facing policy advisers is the heterogeneity and complexity 

in networks which makes designing an all-encompassing policy difficult. Judging best 

practice in networks is as transient as the membership of the networks with most network 

groups experiencing a high turnover in members. 

 

Other factors in designing networks are quality standards, creating and delivering value 

for network members, identifying a unique and sustainable proposition, provision of a 

networking platform that facilitates active interaction and collaboration, reporting 

systems and finally performance measures. Advisers should also be encouraged to 

monitor the demand side (customer requirements) not just the supply side, who tend to be 

the paymasters and therefore attract an imbalance of attention from policy makers. 

 

As a footnote to this section, academics with responsibility for designing business and 

marketing modules, particularly at masters level, might like to consider the implications 

from this study when designing programmes dealing with effective business networks. 

On a personal note, in conducting this research and visiting dozens of networking groups 

in the West Midlands, I don’t remember meeting many students. The exception is the 

Chartered Institute of Marketing, which has a strong student membership and actively 

encourages postgraduate students to attend networking events. The active collaboration 
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between academic institutions and professional institutes in networking events should be 

encouraged. For students not yet in employment, this is a marvellous opportunity to see 

business networking groups in action and is something that I shall personally implement 

as a result of this research. 

 

7.6 Reflection on the Research Process 

The decision to commence the research ‘journey’ which resulted in this study was 

relatively easy. The practice of networking for business was well established with a 

burgeoning literature domain devoted to networks and networking. The purpose of this 

research was to investigate the relationship between networking activities and networking 

performance, with the objective of developing and testing a model of NP.  

 

Having chosen the research topic, one of the challenges facing the doctoral researcher at 

an English university is to decide on the most appropriate chapter sequence and content 

for the thesis to meet the requirements of the examiners, the academic institution and the 

preferences expressed in the literature domain. The one aspect that authors describing the 

PhD process do reach agreement on, is that there is no single right number of chapters or 

necessarily a right way of sequencing the content in the chapters (Cryer 2000; Davis and 

Parker 1997; Phillips and Pugh 2001). Many theses, especially the more concise works, 

do not include a specific discussion chapter Perry (1998, p.13), however the conclusion 

of Paltridge (2002, p.126) in a review of theses texts, recommends the incorporation of a 

discussion chapter as this offers an opportunity for reflection on the overall study before 

reaching a final conclusion. This is the approach adopted in this chapter, where a review 
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and discussion of the overall research process will lead in to the final conclusions 

presented in Chapter 8. 

 

7.6.1 Methodology 

From the original project outline, it was always intended to conduct some qualitative face 

to face interviews to assist in the development of the main survey instrument. The aim 

was to gain a better understanding of how the identified networking variables worked in 

an operational environment, with the objective of refining the constructs prior to 

confirming the questionnaire design and conducting the main survey. The importance of 

this decision became apparent as the project evolved and it was decided that a hybrid or 

parsimonious approach to developing the model would be required.  

 

Twenty in-depth interviews were initiated with experienced business networkers. This 

was to identify what the respondents considered to be the most important contributing 

factors to creating positive networking outcomes and therefore better understand what 

constituted measurable networking outcomes. It was considered that this approach to 

refining the list of potential variables and developing the conceptual model would 

produce a more relevant and focused set of hypotheses, with the aim of creating a testable 

model of NP. The practice of using the output from an exploratory qualitative survey to 

assist in the design of a large-scale quantitative survey is endorsed by Robson (1995) 

recognising that a pilot study will often improve the quality of data collected as empirical 

evidence. 
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7.6.2 Qualitative phase – exploratory pilot study 

The method used for the initial qualitative survey was based on a semi-structured 

interview protocol, developed to solicit which factors in the opinion of the respondents 

were most likely to have a positive influence on networking performance.  

 

This qualitative phase was also considered important for the profile of the research, 

where active support from recognised business leaders in the West Midlands was seen to 

be a prerequisite for promoting the legitimacy and creditability of the project. It was also 

important for the overall project to secure the support of the regional development 

agency, Advantage West Midlands, which was supporting the research and therefore had 

a direct interest in the findings. The decision to promote the benefits of the study to the 

region’s business leaders and networking groups at an early stage in the project proved 

beneficial, as it encouraged wide support for the project study and ultimately encouraged 

a good response to the main survey. 

 

Interviews were conducted in pre-arranged meetings with executives selected from 

regional business networking groups. At the close of each face-to-face meeting, the 

respondent was asked to recommend the names of other senior executives who might be 

able to contribute to the study. This worked very well, as the first respondent, the head of 

a major legal practice in Birmingham, picked up her phone and personally made three 

additional appointments with the heads of leading firms in the city. This approach was 

repeated in Coventry, Stoke and Wolverhampton, with similar results. The target of 

twenty completed interviews was reached in five weeks. 
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The resultant narrative from the twenty interviews were transcribed and coded as 

described in Chapter 4. A simplified system of textual analysis was used to interpret and 

report on the findings. The process of matching the respondents’ comments to the 

networking terms was made difficult by the lack of common understanding of theoretical 

networking terms. For example describing network atmosphere or discussing networking 

environment, where respondents placed their own interpretation on the terms. However, 

by introducing more commonly used business terminology e.g. network contacts and 

network meetings, this greatly assisted in finding a common language for the discussion.  

 

The findings from the pilot study were subsequently refined from an original list of 19 

constructs to produce four major headings for the independent variables, designed around 

the researched areas of (1) network atmosphere, (2) networking environment, (3) 

networking capability and (4) network characteristics. The refined list of networking 

indicators were then synthesised to produce a list of independent variables and a revised 

conceptual framework presented in Figure 5.1.  

 

7.6.3 Quantitative phase – main survey 

Using the information and findings from the qualitative pilot study described in the 

previous section, the quantitative methodology was based on the requirement for a large-

scale cross-sectional, self-administered postal survey of firms within the defined 

geographical area of the West Midlands.  The objective was to collate multivariate data 

for analysis from a large sample, to identify linkages between formalised networking 
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activities and NP. The operational concepts were defined in terms of the independent 

variables identified in the pilot study with clear measures to test the validity of the 

developed hypotheses (Bryman and Cramer 1999). 

 

The questionnaire was pre-tested by a small group of respondents who met the sample 

frame criteria, as they were able to offer a constructive critique of the questionnaire. The 

design process entailed nine major revisions to the survey instrument, with valuable input 

from my PhD supervisors and a final check conducted by the data bureau contracted to 

code the questions and enter the data into a bespoke software package ready for analysis 

in SPSS v16 by myself. By the closing date, a total of 282 responses (9.3% response rate) 

had been received. The overall response offered a good number of cases for analysis 

(Norusis 2008). 

 

Respondents were given the option to complete the survey form as an on-line version 

prepared in a proprietary web-based survey software package (Survey Monkey 

http://www.surveymk.com/networkpr). In practice the lack of email addresses in the 

various networking groups membership data made this difficult to implement, with only 

11 respondents completing the on-line version, the majority preferring to complete to 

hard copy of the questionnaire. In retrospect, the decision to use an online version of the 

questionnaire was unnecessary as it did not increase the response rate and only offered an 

alternative to the postal survey. As suggested earlier, one of the problems in 

implementing an online survey was the lack of email addresses for the target sample data, 

which at the time, summer 2008, consisted mainly of postal addresses.  
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The discussion regarding the adequacy of online surveys versus postal surveys continues 

(Nulty 2008). Web based surveys, such as the one trialled in this study, do have the 

advantage of lower cost compared to the equivalent postal survey.  However, critics of 

the online or web based survey are concerned with the apparent lack of representation of 

the desired population due to lack of or incorrect email addresses (Llieva et al. 2002). 

Meanwhile there is a growing body of evidence showing equivalence between online and 

postal surveys, where both methods of response have produced equivalent results and 

similar levels of accuracy and completeness (Deutskens et al. 2006; Evans 2005). The 

limited findings suggest that online and in particular web-based surveys are gaining 

acceptance in some academic communities. The limitations of online surveys are being 

overcome and the quality of the response mechanism is steadily increasing. Based on the 

experience gained in this study, it is certainly possible that a web-based survey could be 

utilised in the future for this target group of business networkers. 

 

7.6.3.1 Selection of Measures 

In this research, a combination of new and existing scales were used to measure the 

dependent and independent variables. One of the difficulties faced in making the 

selection was the paucity of scales that had been tested using a quantifiable methodology 

to assess networking performance. The majority of variables associated with the markets 

as networks approach to analysing networks have been evolved from qualitative studies.  

It was therefore a bold decision to strike a balance of new and existing measures for this 

study, as their performance relative to NP had not been tested before. However, the 
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possible influence of the selected variables had been assessed during the qualitative 

study, which gave a good level of confidence in their subsequent application in the 

parsimonious model as it was developed.  

 

Following analysis, the only measure to prove surprisingly unsatisfactory was network 

attractiveness. The measure has been developed by Ritter et al. (2004, p.178), where 

firms were found to appreciate the relative attractiveness of embedded networks and 

perceived distinct differences in relative network performance. This was supported by the 

findings in the pilot study where respondents were able to make a clear distinction 

between attractive and non-attractive networks, considered important in assessing a 

network’s potential. Network profile, also proved to be a poor indicator of NP in the 

regression model in Table 6.8. 

 

The remaining measures, planned networking behaviour, networking intensity, degree of 

embeddedness and strength of relationship, all proved to be good predictors of 

networking performance and were supported in the hypotheses presented in Table 6.8 

 

7.6.3.2 Analysis of results 

The data had been collated and entered into a proprietary software package (Merlin). 

Tabulations were checked for completeness and then entered into SPSSv16 for further 

analysis. Exploratory factor analysis was used to extract the multi item measures, the 

total variance associated with each factor was assessed and compared with the visual 

representation on the scree plot for each construct group. Kaiser Normalisation with 
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varimax rotation was used to rotate the factor loadings to assist the interpretation of the 

correlation pattern for the selected variables. Tests of reliability analysis were used to 

assess the correlation between the observed score and the sample as described in (Cramer 

2003). OLS regression was then used to estimate the model of NP and to examine the 

results. Tests for interaction were used to examine the moderating and mediating effect of 

the independent variables (Baron and Kenny 1986). Finally, the theoretical implications 

of the results were presented with conclusions as presented in this Chapter. 

 

Relying on SPSSv16 for all the data analysis whilst adequate for this study, did present 

some difficulties in assessing the interactions effects, in particular calculating the 

mediation effect of the independent variables, which would have been made easier in 

using SPSS AMOS or LISREL statistical analysis software packages, due to their greater 

functionality and additional presentation tools. However, as has been shown in this study, 

it is certainly possible to complete the multiple regression calculations and calculate the 

interaction effects to produce the final model of NP using SPSSv16. 

 

7.7 Summary 

The purpose of this chapter is to reflect on the objective of this research, the significance 

and value of this study and the implications of the results presented in Chapters 5 and 6. 

This study is one of the first of its kind to increase the understanding of how business to 

business networking may be analysed and measured in terms how planned networking 

activity can influence sales turnover, measured as networking performance. 
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The research findings were presented and each of the evolved networking constructs were 

individually discussed in terms of their theoretical implications and relationship on NP. 

The proposed model of Networking Performance is explained and elaborated upon, with 

discussion as to its benefits for research and managers.  

 

The discussion then assesses the implications of the research findings for managers and 

policy advisers, with particular emphasis on the main recommendations for managers 

wanting to understand the possible benefits of business networking on their organisation. 

Finally, this chapter reflected on the overall research process, the methodology used and 

how this evolved by developing a parsimonious model of networking performance using 

a hybrid research strategy using a qualitative pilot phase, followed by a quantitative phase 

for the main survey and the implications for researchers. 

 

The conclusions to this research and the contributions to knowledge will be presented 

together with the limitations and recommendations for future study in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8 

 

Conclusion 
 

Chapter Content 

8.0 Introduction 

8.1 Research Conclusions 

8.1.1 Main research findings 

8.2 Contribution to Knowledge 

8.2.1 Markets as networks 

8.2.2 Networking performance 

8.3 Limitations and recommendations for future study 

8.4 Final Conclusions 

 
 

 

 

 

8.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter the results and research findings were discussed from both a 

theoretical and an operational perspective, with specific recommendations made for 

managers and policy makers. The research process was reviewed, with a reflection on the 

methodology used and the practical implications of conducting this research. 

 

In this chapter, the value of this study and the research conclusions are summarised.  The 

empirical, theoretical and methodological contributions are presented, together with a 

reflection on the unique contribution to knowledge that this study has made. The 

importance of maintaining an operational perspective on the study is affirmed with the 

adoption of a hybrid, two-stage qualitative/quantitative research approach used to 

develop a parsimonious model of networking performance. The findings and conclusions 
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of this study are presented, with the main contributions of this research summarised 

below and discussed in this chapter:- 

 

i. Networking Performance is the dependent variable used in this study to measure 

the economic outcome of business networking, investigated from an operational 

perspective as a financial contribution to sales turnover. 

ii. The study provides a rich source of data on business networking practices and 

networking outcomes in the West Midlands region of the UK. 

iii. The research develops and tests a model of Networking Performance using a 

quantitative method. 

iv. The findings identify planned networking behaviour as a new measure of 

networking performance. 

v. The findings confirm networking intensity & strength of relationship as predictors 

of networking performance. 

vi. The findings also show that degree of embeddedness has a mediating effect 

between planned networking behaviour and networking intensity in determining 

networking performance. 

vii.  The study demonstrates the measurable value for managers of being a member of 

a business network, with recommendations for achieving positive outcomes from 

networking. 

viii. The study also provides advice and guidance on establishing and managing 

business networks for policy makers. 
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In addition to summarising the outcomes and value from this thesis, this chapter presents 

the main contributions to knowledge and the networks and networking literature domain. 

The limitations and recommendations from this research are also considered and outlined 

with the benefit of reflecting on the findings of this study.  The resultant implications for 

researchers, managers and policy makers, together with the recommendations for future 

research are presented and discussed. Finally, the findings of this study are brought 

together and the main recommendations are summarised in conclusion to this thesis. 

 

8.1 Research Conclusions 

The objective of this research was described in Chapter 1 as follows:- 

To develop and test a model of networking performance, identifying the factors linking 

network theory and positive business outcomes leading to an increase in sales turnover.  

 

The idea originated from observing the relative success of sales executives developing 

relationships within their own business networks and thereby gaining a business 

advantage. It was from this operational perspective and the growing popularity of 

business networks that the research idea developed and the research question evolved. 

However, it was noted that many firms ignored the benefits of networking, possibly due 

to the lack of accountability and suitable measures of performance relating to  networking 

outcomes, which this research seeks to address. 

 

It was from a practical exigency and following a review of extant literature, that a gap in 

the literature on measuring networking performance was identified. This research sought 
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to address this gap in networking knowledge by investigating the linkages between 

networking activities and networking performance. The study also sought to determine 

whether by adopting a systematic approach to business networking, firms could achieve 

more positive business outcomes. Finally, the study recognised the opportunity to extend 

the knowledge of business networking by developing and testing a model of networking 

performance. 

 

The research question on networking performance coincided with the increasing 

popularity of business networks and networking. The study of networks and networking 

within a business environment has been popularised by researchers interested in business 

networks and networking. Economic policy advisors have been urged by academic 

researchers to facilitate and promote networks and networking to enhance business 

performance, with Parkhe et al. (2006, p.250) saying: “networks are quite literally 

reshaping global business architecture”. A review of the extant literature in Chapter 2 

suggested that little was known about the association between networking activity and 

networking performance, providing the impetus for this study. In considering networking 

ability, Ritter et al. (2004, p.181) suggest the research task is to fine-tune the 

understanding of networking capabilities, to develop good measures and to empirically 

examine how they contribute to relationship and network development and firm 

performance in different relationship and network contexts. 

 

An operational perspective on networking performance was adopted for the survey.  

Business owners and executives identified as being active members of business networks 
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were identified and invited to comment on the practical issues surrounding business 

networking and the outcomes measured in terms of networking performance. The 

research strategy involved the development of a hybrid approach to understanding and 

refining the networking constructs, by combining the findings from a qualitative pilot 

study with the results from the main quantitative survey, to produce a parsimonious 

model of networking performance. 

 

8.1.1 Main research findings 

In summarising the pilot study findings, it was evident that the most experienced 

networkers were also likely to be the most embedded in their respective networks. What 

was interesting, was that from the sample of twenty, only half had previously considered 

how they might measure the output from their networking activities. However, once 

prompted, the majority (seventeen) were able to estimate the value of the business 

generated from networking activities, estimating values from 20-50% of sales turnover.  

This gave a level of confidence that a measure of networking performance (NP) based on 

the percentage of sales turnover attributed to networking was viable as the dependent 

variable in developing a model. In an assessment of hypotheses, four of the six 

hypotheses were supported as presented in Table 6.9. The hypotheses found to be 

significant at the <0.01 level were; planned networking behaviour, networking intensity, 

degree of embeddedness and strength of relationship. Network attractiveness and network 

profile were not supported. 
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The results from the OLS regression in Table 6.9 provided support for the majority of the 

measures used in the development of the hypotheses and the basis for developing a model 

of networking performance (NP). A number of control variables had been incorporated 

into the questionnaire based on firm and respondent characteristics. From the analysis, 

only firm size proved to be significant but the measures could not be used in the model 

because the findings were not conclusive due to the lack of distinction between the 

calculated dummy values used in the regression. However, there is evidence that smaller 

firms achieved a greater proportion of their sales turnover from networking activities, a 

finding supported in the SME and networking literature (Leek et al. 2002). 

 

In the final model of NP presented at Table 6.11, networking intensity and strength of 

relationship were both found to be significant at the <0.01 level. The adjusted R squared 

value at 0.299 (approximately 30%) is considered a typical model fit for this type of 

business model incorporating a diverse range of measures and assessing goodness of fit 

(Kenny 2011). The F-Change value increased from 3.958 in Model 1 to 12.957 in Model 

3 and is significant. 

 

In analysing the interaction effect between the variables, only degree of embeddedness 

was to prove significant as a partial mediating variable between planned network 

behaviour and NP, and separately between network intensity and NP. The significance of 

embeddedness in actor network relations is recognised by Häkansson (1987) with the 

extent of its influence on networking outcomes dependent on the nature of the 

relationships between actor firms and their commitment to create positive outcomes. This 
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finding was echoed by the practitioner comments in the pilot study which suggested that 

the more involved managers were in their respective networks, the better the likely 

outcomes in terms of increased sales turnover.  

 

In summary, the main findings in the survey clearly answer the research question and 

strongly support the conclusion that firms which implement a systematic approach to 

business networking do indeed achieve more positive business outcomes such as an 

increase in sales. This is supported in the model, where it was the more strategic 

measures concerned with planned networking behaviour and networking intensity which 

were significant in determining networking performance (NP). 

 

8.2 Contribution to Knowledge 

The study of networks and networking within a marketing environment has developed 

over the past four decades to produce a wealth of scholarly knowledge from academics 

and practitioners following in the networks as markets tradition (Ford et al 2003). 

Researchers have been encouraged to explore the operational benefits of business 

networks but relatively few have sought to measure the economic outcomes of business 

networking. Despite recommendations for further research into the economic outcomes 

of business networks and the practice of networking, only limited attention has been paid 

to developing measures of firm performance in relation to business networks (Medlin 

2003b; Ritter 2004; Wilkinson and Young 2002). 

 

This study has sought to address this gap in knowledge by identifying the factors most 

likely to influence positive networking outcomes from an operational perspective, by 
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conducting an empirical study of the benefits and outcomes of business networking. In 

the process of investigating the theoretical constructs, identifying networking activities 

and developing a testable model of Networking Performance.  Contributions to 

knowledge have been identified in two theoretical areas, summarised in the following 

sections:- 

 

8.2.1 Markets as networks 

This study commenced with a thorough examination and reflection on the development 

of the markets as networks literature domain. The antecedents of the markets as networks 

approach is founded in social network theory and has been widely researched by 

academics following in the networks as markets tradition. However the IMP approach to 

understanding networks is not without its critics, both within and outside the research 

community (Parkhe et al 2006). The IMP through its annual conference and informal 

network of several hundred researchers has undoubtedly added to the rich domain of 

networks literature. There are those like Knock (2001) and Snehota (2003) who challenge 

the network approach for its lack of coherence and seeming underachievement after over 

three decades, calling for a new network theory to fill the structural gaps in understanding 

business networks. 

 

This study was originally inspired by the significant contributions from a number of 

leading academics (Ford 1980; Gadde and Mattsson 1987; Håkansson 1982; Håkansson 

and Snehota 1989; Turnbull and Cunningham 1981). This study has made no apology for 

standing apart from the some of the more fashionable IMP research themes, to take a 
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operationalised view of understanding the economic outcomes from business networks 

and networking activities. It is this practical perspective on business networks and  

networking which it is hoped will advance the knowledge of networking performance. 

 

The importance of relationships may have been underestimated in many network studies, 

with Ford et al. (2003) calling for a better understanding of the importance of 

relationships. For this reason, the term ‘Relationships in Networks’ has been used in this 

study to emphasise the distinction between the earlier interaction approach within 

markets as networks and the growing recognition that developing relationships has in 

delivering positive networking outcomes (Henneberg et al. 2006). This study has built on 

this work by suggesting it is the strength of the relationship in the network which is 

important in determining networking performance. The study has evaluated the 

development of networking approaches and the network constructs considered by 

researchers as influential in understanding markets as networks and therefore assisting 

the development and testing a model of  NP.  

 

8.2.2 Networking Performance 

The majority of networking studies concentrate on the networking processes, whereas 

from the outset, this study has focused on networking outcomes and the ensuing benefits 

for firms engaging in business to business networking. By adopting this approach to 

measuring networking outcomes, the objective to develop and test a model of networking 

performance became the impetus for the research study.  
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The value of this study is that it sought a quantifiable outcome based on the economic 

benefits of business networking. Through the process of understanding how managers 

measured the benefits of business networking by seeking a return on investment for time 

and resources committed to creating and exploiting network opportunities, it became 

apparent that the economic measure of networking performance based on actual sales 

turnover was appropriate. Having an economic or financial benefit for this study is seen 

as a major factor in describing networking performance, a notion supported by (Bonner et 

al. 2005; Medlin 2003; Ritter et al. 2004; Watson 2007). Researchers have frequently 

cited difficulties in obtaining financial information from firms as a reason for not 

pursuing financial performance in networking studies (Iacobucci 1996). From the outset, 

this study sought a financially based dependent variable and found support in seeking 

financial measures in measuring marketing performance with (Lehmann 2004; Rust et al. 

2004). It was the focus on the perceived economic performance of the network parties 

relative to expectations in the network that provided the encouragement to seek a 

financial measure for NP in this study. 

 

However, the confidence in selecting NP as the dependent variable increased following 

the initial pilot study, where the majority of managers interviewed were able to state what 

percentage of their firm’s sales turnover was attributed to business networking activities. 

This may only be an estimate or a perception but the finding in both the pilot study and in 

the main survey, strongly supported this measure of NP. Therefore by establishing 

Networking Performance based on sales turnover as the dependent variable in this study, 

this is seen as a major contribution to the ongoing studies in understanding the outcomes 
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from business networking.  In seeking measures of NP, this study found a number of 

networking constructs which promised to assist in the development of a testable model, 

as analysed in Chapter 6. One of the challenges in selecting a dependent variable which 

has no direct comparative study, is that the performance of measures in the final model of 

NP were largely unknown. However, the development of three independent variables and 

a mediating variable, together have made a contribution to knowledge:- 

 

• Planned networking behaviour 

This is a new measure developed from the wider construct of networking behaviour. The 

identification of planned networking behaviour being a refined variable with 3 items 

proved a reliable predictor of NP in this study, by focusing on the more strategic elements 

of networking behaviour. It is widely accepted that networking behaviour can influence 

relationships in networks, being seen as a conditioning process, where positive 

behavioural traits can affect networking outcomes (Achrol and Kotler 1999; Palmer et al. 

1999; Ritter 2002). Respondents in the pilot study noted a preference for a formal 

structure to networking meeting, which was confirmed with the findings in the main 

survey. Therefore, by demonstrating a formal or business-like approach to networking, 

actors in the network found ready support for their networking behaviour by conforming 

to the structural forms established in the network. This is supported by the findings in 

Pitterway et al. (2004) where formal behaviour in networks was associated with the most 

productive outcomes. In the process of understanding and refining the variable, it was 

found that respondents favoured a more strategic or planned approach evident in their 

networking behaviour, which led to the creation of this new measure. The identification of 
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planned networking behaviour is seen as an important contribution to knowledge in this 

study. 

 

• Networking intensity 

This is a developed measure recognised as being an important dimension of a network’s 

environment (Aldridge 1979; Gemunden et al. 1996; Lambert et al. 2009). Networking 

intensity is said to have a positive effect on networking outcomes (Van de Ven 1976). 

However, networking intensity has been largely ignored by researchers in analysing 

networking outcomes. In this study, networking intensity, being a measure of the 

frequency of networking contact, was to prove significant. This finding supports the 

recommendation from respondents to the qualitative study that frequency of contact with 

network colleagues is important in determining positive networking outcomes. The 

significance of networking intensity in determining NP builds on the earlier research by 

Gemünden et al. (1996) and is supported by Lambert et al. (2009). However, it is also 

noted that Senneseth (2001) found no direct relationship between networking intensity and 

growth in sales but does acknowledge a relationship between networking intensity and 

networking performance. From this study networking intensity is recognised as an 

important predictor of networking performance and it is hoped that subsequent research 

will enhance the awareness of this variable and further add to the knowledge of 

networking intensity in network studies. 
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• Strength of Relationship 

Relationships in networks is an established measure recognised as being an important in 

creating high performance dyads (Iacobucci 1996). However, in this study it was the 

strength of the relationship rather than the relationship itself, which was to prove 

significant in determining NP.  This is similar to findings from Ritter et al. (2002), who 

found that strength of relationship had a direct bearing on a firm’s competitive strength 

and performance.  In a later study, Medlin (2003) also found that strength of relationship 

was significant as a measure of relationship performance and the economic outcome of 

firm performance. 

 

However, in of the few comparable studies to use network relationships as an independent 

variable in a quantitative study, Terziovski (2003) did not find the relationship between 

informal business relationships and business excellence to be significant. It is interesting 

to speculate whether a more formal or structured approach to network relationships might 

have found a more significant result. Few researchers have made a distinction between 

formal and informal relationships in networks when investigating networking outcomes. 

The more formal or strategic approach to business networking advocated in this study has 

clearly found an important link between strength of relationship and networking 

performance.  

 

• Degree of Embeddedness 

This is an established measure which has been widely adopted in network studies. Degree 

of Embeddedness, despite being supported in the analysis of hypotheses at H3a was not 
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significant as an independent variable in the final model of NP. However, it was to prove 

significant as a partial mediator between planned networking behaviour and NP and 

between networking intensity and NP. Although there is some indication of degree of 

embeddedness having an indirect effect on network outcomes (Andersson and Forsgren 

2000), this may be the one of the first studies to show the significance of degree of 

embeddedness as a mediating variable in determining NP. 

 

What is interesting and significant for researchers is the finding in this study that it is the 

proactive and planned nature of both planned networking behaviour and networking 

intensity, together with the mediating effect of degree of embeddedness, that has proved 

significant in determining NP. This supports the original notion that it is the more strategic 

approach to business networking that is likely to produce the more positive networking 

outcomes, such as an increase in sales turnover measured as networking performance. 

 

8.3 Limitations and areas for future research 

In common with most major research studies of this kind, a number of limitations of this 

study and areas identified for future research have emerged during the development of 

this research.  Researchers should be aware of the identified limitations and the 

opportunities for further research and which are considered in reaching a conclusion to 

this thesis. 
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8.3.1 Development of measures 

This study developed a number a number of new measures associated with networking 

performance and these could therefore be considered exploratory in the way they were 

applied in this research. The research strategy was to utilise a balance of existing and new 

measures in the study. The results in the final model of NP support this strategy with 

planned networking behaviour being considered a new measure, with networking 

intensity and strength of relationship being extensions of existing measures and degree of 

embeddedness found to have a mediating effect in determining NP. 

 

8.3.2 Sample bias 

Although the final sample size of 237 is considered perfectly adequate (Kenny 2011), it 

could be argued that being restricted to the UK and to one region in the West Midlands, 

the study has no direct geographic comparison. However, cross border studies also have 

their problems in achieving direct comparisons when business practices and cultural 

differences may affect the outcome (Alreck and Settle 1995; Easton and Araujo 1994). 

Further research would be required to make a direct comparison with another region. 

 

Another potential cause of bias in the type of survey is common method bias (CMB) or 

common method variance (CMV) as the effect is more commonly known (Doty and 

Glick 1998). Method bias can be a problem if it results in measurement error and 

therefore affects the validity of empirical results and associated conclusions. CMV is 

defined as a variance attributable to the measurement method rather than the individual 
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constructs under consideration. In this study, a number of procedural remedies were 

applied in the development of the survey instrument and the data collection phase 

(Podsakoff et al. 2003). 

 

A further problem may be associated with the identification of key informants and the 

issue key informant competence (Phillips 1981). This was addressed in the survey design 

by ensuring informants were at director or senior executive level identified by job title, 

years of service, membership of networking organisations and by personal networking 

experience. On average the respondents had been a member of a business network for 6 

years and on average have been a member of three networking groups, which suggests 

they are experienced and knowledgeable about the issues surrounding business 

networking. 73% of respondents were recorded as being as director, managing director, 

chief executive officer or chairman, indicating a high level of seniority amongst the 

respondents. 

 

Tests of non-response bias indicate that there were no significant differences between 

early and late respondents in terms of variables relating to the individual (position, age, 

gender, networking experience) or to the respondent’s firm relating to (sector, geographic 

location, size or sales turnover).  

 

8.3.3 Multilevel network analysis 

The analysis in this thesis has been at actor level within a network, where the dyadic 

relationships are between individual business people, i.e. single level analysis. The 
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respondents have reported from their individual perspective on the networking outcomes 

as they might apply to their respective firms.  Whereas the same respondents reported 

they were typically embedded in of an average of three networking groups, each with its 

own structure of interconnected relationships, identity and sense of purpose. These 

overlapping network ties are maintained over a period of time, establishing multilevel 

patterns of network interrelationships (Galaskiewicz 1996). Galaskiewicz is one of a 

number of researchers to highlight the importance of investigating multilevel network 

phenomena at the inter-unit and inter-organisation level (Brass et a. 2004). 

 

The application of multilevel network analysis within the markets as networks 

perspective is adopted to explain variation and at the actor, firm and network level 

(Medlin 2003b). Medlin uses a quantitative method to elaborate on the relationship 

performance construct, suggesting that actor bonds are defined as individual 

constructions about the dyad used to explain cause-effect associations in a multilevel 

network perspective. It would therefore be appropriate to extend the study of networking 

performance beyond the actor level used in this thesis to a multi-level perspective. By 

using a multilevel quantitative analysis and building on the findings from this research, it 

would be possible to overcome the limitations of a single level study, by gaining a greater 

understanding of the economic benefits of business networking at the firm, inter-firm and 

network level in a multilevel study. 
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8.3.4 Recommendations for future study 

On conclusion of this research, four areas for possible future study have been identified 

and are described in the following sections. 

 

Network attractiveness  

Despite not being supported in this study, the notion of network attractiveness has been 

identified in a number of networking studies as a precursor to networking success, 

described by Granovetter (1973) as a desirable quality in networks and by Ellegaard and 

Ritter (2008) as the mutual attraction between actor in a network. Network attractiveness 

was also considered important by respondents in the pilot study, as they were able to 

describe networks in terms of their ‘attractiveness’. However, network attractiveness did 

not prove a reliable measure in this study, possibly due to the structure of Q20 in the 

questionnaire in Appendix C, from which only two items were used in the analysis. 

Researchers may like to consider these comments when developing measures of 

networking attractiveness in the future. 

 

Organisation size 

As a control variable, organisation size was to prove significant, with a strong suggestion 

that smaller firms and SMEs were able to generate significantly higher percentages of 

sales turnover from networking activities than their larger counterparts. Unfortunately the 

structure of the data in this study meant that the findings were inconclusive but this 

should not deter researchers from investigating the relationship between organisation size 

and networking performance in the future. 
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Virtual networks 

A major addition to the practice of business networking over the past decade is the rapid 

development of the internet and the growth of web-enabled networking applications. 

These virtual networks include Ecademy (www.ecademy.com), special interest email 

groups and the use of social networking sites for business, such as Linkedin 

(www.uk.linkedin.com), Facebook (www.facebook.com) and Twitter (www.twitter.com). 

The firms at the leading edge of digital communications recognise the benefits of using 

digital networks, with text, audio, images and video clips being used to exchange ideas 

and information (Broad 2008).  

 

It is anticipated that the availability of digital technology may not necessarily improve the 

outcomes of business networking but will certainly increase the speed of networking 

exchanges. It will be interesting to see how business networks adapt within the digital 

networking environment and the benefits to networking and networking performance that 

the new technology will deliver. Researchers may like to reflect on whether the 

underlying actor-network theory and the markets and networks approach, applies equally 

to using the new digital networking technologies, as it does to the traditional face to face 

methods of networking. 

 

Networking performance  

Finally, having found theoretical and practical support for the measure of networking 

performance based on sales turnover in this study, it is hoped that researchers may use 
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this as the basis for further research into the benefits and outcomes of business 

networking. 

 

8.4 Final Conclusions 

The real value of this study is that it has examined the antecedents of networking 

performance from an operational perspective, which should prove beneficial to managers 

and academics alike. By adopting the markets as networks approach as a basis for 

understanding the way business networks are evolving and changing the perception of the 

effectiveness of business networking, this study will have a resonance with all those with 

a vested interest in business networks. 

 

This study is one of the largest of its kind to examine factors influencing the outcomes of 

business networking and is one of a limited number that has done so using a hybrid 

qualitative and quantitative research methodology. This is considered important as the 

study is able to demonstrate the value of business networking by developing and testing a 

model of networking performance. It is hopes that this thesis is recognised for its 

contribution to knowledge by academics and for its potential commercial value by 

managers. 

 

The operational focus of the study was extremely important in securing the support of the 

regional development agency, Advantage West Midlands, and in gaining the confidence 

of the managers who participated in the initial qualitative study and those who responded 

to the main postal survey. The overall findings have been supported in the literature and 
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closely match the perceived benefits of business networks and networking outcomes 

described by the respondents in the qualitative survey. 

 

The research provides a contribution to the growing business networks domain by 

providing a large-scale empirical study with a clear focus on networking outcomes and 

measuring networking performance when measured in terms of increased sales turnover. 

The data has provided a rich source of information on a business to business networking 

in the West Midlands and has assisted in the development of a new measure associated 

with planned networking behaviour and the enhancement of existing measures in creating 

a testable model of networking performance. 

 

Finally, it is believed that this study has extended prior research by contributing new and 

valuable insights into the networks and networking literature. The study has provided 

empirical support for establishing networking performance as a viable measure of based 

on sales turnover in assessing networking outcomes. For managers questioning the 

veracity of networking performance, the simple knowledge that in this survey 

respondents claim that over 25% of their turnover is directly generated by networking 

activities may encourage firms to look more closely at the benefits of business 

networking. 
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